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To EMU Students: 
There is a lot of construction on EMU's campus. Pray-Harrold 
and Mark Jefferson, two of our largest classroom buildings, are 
undergoing renovations that will enhance the functionality, 
comfort and attractiveness of our instructional space. While we 
are excited about the improvements that these construction 
projects will bring, there are bound to be inconveniences to 
students, faculty and staff over the next year. Please be assured 
that we will do everything possible to minimize these inconven-
iences and to continue to provide an excellent education. 
One of the minor inconveniences is that room assignments 
are still in flux, and are therefore not included in the printed 
schedule book for this term. We have changed our usual room 
scheduling procedures to make more efficient use of traditional 
and newly converted classrooms, and final room assignments 
were not available by the time the schedule book was printed. 
However, campus locations are noted for courses offered 
through Extended Programs; buildings are indicated for week-
end courses and for courses currently scheduled at the Owen 
building in downtown Ypsilanti. 
We realize that some students would like to see building and 
room assignments as they select courses. Tentative room as-
signments will be available in time for registration; you will be 
able to find them after March 10 in the online course schedule 
at http://it.ernich.edu/ service/ online/ ocsb / or if you login to 
your my.emich account and go to the Look Up Classes page 
under Student Services. 
Please remember that room assignments are always subject 
to change as we make adjustments in respons e to enrollment. 
Given the reduced classroom space available this year, it is 
more likely than in the past that rooms assignments will have to 
be changed to increase capacity or add sections of courses with 
higher than anticipated demand. Please login to my.ernich and 
go to Student Services to check your class schedule (Student 
Detail Schedule) the week prior to the start of classes to con-
firm room assi gnments for your classes. 
Thank you for your patience. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. Bette 1. Warren 
Associate Vice President for Academic Programming 
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Pay-Harrold 
Project and Swing 
Space Explained 
by Geoff Larcom 
When the Pray-Harrold renovation is complete, the comfort level 
will drastically increase. 
But before people can enjoy the rejuvenated building, faculty and 
staff must vacate it for a year. The process of moving the 300 faculty and 
6 EMU CLASS SCHEDULE I SPRING 2010 
staff out of Pray-Harrold will 
challenge the campus, but the 
short-term inconvenience will 
result in significant long-term 
gain, said Sean Braden, man-
ager of planning and design 
for the EMU Physical Plant. 
Vacating the building com-
pletelywill save a year in con-
struction time, Braden said. A 
project that would have been 
completed at the end of20l2 
is now set to finish at the end 
of2011, and the goal of this 
project is to help the building 
last another 40 years, Braden 
said. Pray-Harrold opened in 
1969. 
Most of the move will 
occur the last week of April 
and the first week of May, with 
construction beginning right away, Braden said. 
The Project: Gone will be the days of temperatures ranging 
from 80 to 3S degrees, a prospect that drew a cheer in from the 
crowd of about 100 in the auditorium. While the project is a 
renovation and much outward change will be evident, much of 
the work involves the bones of the building-heating, air con-
ditioning, plumbing and wiring, Braden said. 
"These systems are pretty much brand new," Braden said. 
"The comfort level will drastically increase." 
The most dramatic work will on occur on Floor 2, where a 
stunning new student commons area will occupy the middle 
area. The commons will be encased in glass, so that you will 
able to see one building entrance from another, with much im-
proved comfort and sightlines, said project deSigner Marc Pa-
gani. 
Among the other building features: 
• The four auditoriums will be reduced in size, becoming 
more useful and intimate while allowing for more adjacent 
classroom space. The new spaces will be ADA compliant 
and barrier free . Audio-visual capability will be improved, 
and there will be hookups for laptops and wireless mikes. 
Meanwhile, The Writing Center will increase in size. 
• Vending areas will be consolidated, and event-posting areas 
will allow students to gather around them, as opposed to 
static bulletin boards. 
• Stairways will be clearly labeled, so people will know what 
side of the building they are on and can find their way. 
• Wireless capability will increase, including in the student 
lounge. 
• The dean's suite will move from the fourth to the second 
floor, to be closer to the action, Pagani said. 
• Faculty offices won't change in configuration, but will re-
ceive new flooring, window treatments and paint. Bathroom 
fixtures also will be changed. 
• Classrooms will have improved audio-visual features and 
data connections, and will no longer have a platform. 
Swing space: The main office space for faculty moving out 
of Pray-Harrold will be the now-vacant Hoyt Residence Hall, 
along with parts ofIZing Hall. New classroom space also will 
include rooms in McKenny Hall, Halle Library and the Stu-
dent Center. 
The office of the dean of The College of Arts and Sciences 
will move to temporary offices in the front of Bowen Field 
House, across from the Children's Institute. 
For continued updates, a time line and a power point on 
the project, keep checking the College of Arts and Sciences 
Web site at emich.edu/cas/ . 
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EASTER.:N 
:M:ICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
General Education First 
General Education Program 
Education for Parlicipation in the Global Community 
Effective Fall 2007 and after 
NOTE: These requirements apply to all students beginning at any college or university during or after Fall 2007. 
Refer to the EMU Undergraduate Catalog at http ://catalog. emich.edu forfull details and the most updated listi ng of approved 
courses. 
Area I: Effective Communication 
Required course in Written Composition (ENOL 121) or Waiver 
Required course in Oral Communication (CTAC 124) or Departmental Waiver 
Other University Require ments: All students must complete an approved upper-level "Writing Intensive" 
course. Students must check with their major advisors. In the schedule book, "Writing intensive" courses 
will always be indicated with a "W" after the course prefix and number. 
Area II: Quantitative Reason i ng 
One EMU-approved course in Quantitative Reasoning (QR) or Waiver 
Area III: Perspectives on a Diverse 
World 
One EMU-approved cOurse on Global Awareness 
One EMU-approved course on US Diversity 
Area IV: Knowledge of the Disciplines 
Two EMU-approved courses in the Arts with diffi:rent prefixes (subject codes) 
Two EMU-approved courses in Humanities with different prefixes (subject codes) 
Two EMU-approved courses in Natural Science with different prefixes (subject codes) 
Two EMU-approved courses in Social Science with different prefixes (subject codes) 
Area V: Learning Beyond the Classroom 
(LBC) 
Satisfy two (2) of the six (6) groups through a combination of EMU-approved experiences and/or courses 
More details about the LBC requirement are available at http: //catalog .emich.edu. 
Group I - Se1fand Well-Being 
Group 2 - Community Service, Citizensh ip & Leadership 
Group 3 - Cultural & Academic Activities & Events 
Group 4 - Career and Professional Development 
Group 5 - International & Multicultural Experience 
Group 6 - Undergraduate Research 
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Eastern Michigan University 
General Education Courses 
with Sections Offered for Term Spring 2010 
For Students New to EMU Beginning Fall 2007 
GEEC Gen Ed Effect Communication GERN 121 
~OURSt; TITLE SECTIONS HIST 100 
CfAC 124 Fundamentals of Speech 8 HIST 101 
ENGL 121 Comp II: Resrchng the Pub I Exp 3 HIST 102 
ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing JPNE 121 
GEGA Gen Ed Global Awareness LITR 100 
COURSE TITLE SECTIONS LITR 101 
ANTH 135 Intro to Culturl Anthrop 3 LITR 102 
CTAC274 Intercultural Communication 2 LITR 103 
DTC358 Food & Culture 3 LlTR 160 
ESSC 107 Intro to Enivronrnntl Science 2 LITR 161 
GEOG 110 World Regions 2 LITR200 
HIST 103 20th Century Civilization LITR2IO 
mST 110 World History Since 1500 PHIL 100 
LlTR 171 Imagining the Holy Land PHIL 215 
LlTR201 Intro to Science Fiction 1 PHIL 221 
PHIL 226 Feminist Theory 1 PHIL 223 
PHIL 228 Global Ethics PHIL 226 
PHIL 291 Inlro to Asian Philosophy 1 PHIL 228 
PLSCI20 Global Issues 1 PHIL 260 
PLSC 211 Intro Comparative Government 1 SPNH 121 
, SET 102 Global Prod Design&Develpmnt 1 SPNH 201 
WGST226 Feminist Theory WGST226 
Beginning German 
Comp Study of Religion 
Hist ofWestrn Civ-1648 
Hist Westrn Civ 1648-WWI 
Beginning Japanese 
Worlds on the Page:Intro Lit 
Imaginary Worlds:lntro to Fict 
Metaphor Matters: Into Poetry 
All the World's a Stage: Drama 
African American Literature 
Native American Literature 
Literary Stds for Lit Lovers 
lntro to Shakespeare 
Intro to Philosophy 
Philosophy of Religion 
Business Ethics 
Medical Ethics 
Feminist Theory 
Global Ethics 
Existentialism 
Beginning Spanish I 
Intermediate Spanish I 
Feminist Theory 
GEKA Gen Ed Disciplines-Arts GEKN Gen Ed Disciplines-Nat Science 
~OURSE TITLE SECTIONS COURSE TITLE 
ART 100 Art Appreciation 5 ASTR 105 Exploration of the Universe 
ART 101 Intro to Art 2 ASTR204 Astronomical Investigations 
ART 220 Art Integr Elem Teacher 2 BIO 110 Introductory Biology I 
ART 221 History of Asian Art 1 CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Tchrs 
CRTW201 Inlroduction to Creative Wrtng 2 CHEM 115 Chemistry & Society 
CTAR 150 Inlroduction Thealre CHEM 116 Chemistry & Society Lab 
CTAR 150L Introduction Theatre CHEM 120 Fund of Organic & Biochm 
CfAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting CHEM 121 General Chemistry I 
CfAR222 Drama & Play in Human Expernce 1 CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Lab 
CTAT 145 Intro to Film Appreciatn 2 ESSC 108 Earth Science for Non-Sci Mjrs 
DANC 102 Modem Dance Fundamentals ESSC 109 Earth Science Lab:Non-Sci Mjrs 
GEKH Gen Ed Disciplines-Humanities ESSC 110 The Dynamic Earth System 
COURSE TITLE SECTIONS ESSC 120 Dinosaurs, Mammoths&Trilobites 
CHL207 Intro to Children's Literature 3 ESSC 202 Earth Science for Elem Teacher 
CHNE 121 Beginning Chinese I PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs 
CHNFI22 Beginning Chinese II PHY 101 Physical Science in the Arts 
CTAO 2.10 Interpretative Reading PHY221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat 
FRNH 121 Beginning French PHY223 Mechanics and Sound 
1 
1 
1 
3 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
SECTIONS 
2 
2 
3 
3 
2 
3 
3 
1 
2 
2 
3 
2 
4 
2 
3 
9 
3 
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Eastern Michigan University 
General Education Courses 
with Sections Offered for Term Spring 2010 
For Students New to EMU Beginning Fall 2007 
GEKN Gen Ed Disciplines-Nat Science PEGN 190 Extramural Club Sports 1 
~QURSE TITLE SECTIONS PEGN 210L Lifetime Wellness&Fitnss 3 
PSCIlIO The Science of Everyday Life 3 PEGN 226 Weight Training 2 
PSY 101 General Psychology Lecture 2 PEGN 348 Basic Scuba Diving 2 
PSY 103 General Psychology Laboratory 4 RECR 100L Intro Recreat & Leisure 1 
RECR280L Camping 1 GEKS Gen Ed Disciplines-Soc Science 
SPNH 121 Beginning Spanish I CQURSE TITLE SECTIONS 
ANTH 135 Intro to Culturl Anthrop 3 SPNH201 Intermediate Spanish I 1 
CTAC225 Listening Behavior 2 SPNH222 Introduction to Hispanic Liter 1 
CTAC226 Non-Verbal Communication 2 SPNH 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study 1 
CTAC227 Interpersonal Communication 2 SPNH343 Spanish Grammar & Comp 1 
ECON 100 Intro to Econ Prob & Policies SPNH443 Adv Spanish Grammar&Comp 
ECON201 Principles of Macroeconomics 4 SPNH497 Independent Study 
ECON202 Principles of Microeconomics 5 SPNH498 Independent Study 1 
GEOG 107 Intro to Geography 2 SPNH499 Independent Study 2 
HIST 123 The U.S. to 1877 STS 170L Global Technologies 
HIST 124 The U.S. , 1877 to Present 2 GEQR Gen Ed Quantve Reasoning 
JRNL 201 Publ Relations & Publ Respbili COURSE TITLE SECTIONS 
JRNL213 Introduction to Journalism MATH 110 Mathematical Reasoning 5 
PLSC 112 American Government 5 MATH IIOE Mth Resning:Appls Elem Sch Tch 
PLSe 212 Intro Internat'l Politics 1 MATH 1I8 Linear Models and Probability 1 
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology 5 MATH 120 Calculus I 2 
GELB Gen Ed Lrng Beyond Clsrm MATH 170 Elementary Statistics 1 
~OURSE TITLE SECTIONS PLSC 210 Intro Political Analysis 1 
CTAR 150L Introduction Theatre 1 SOCL250 Quantitative Appls in Sociolog 5" 
FRNH 121 Beginning French 1 STS 224 Solving Quantitve Prblms Tchgy 1 
FRNH497 Independent Study 1 GEUS Gen Ed US Diversity 
FRNH498 Independent Study 2 COURSE TITLE SECTIONS 
FRNH499 Independent Study 3 AAS 101 Intro to African Amer Studies 2 
GERN 121 Beginning German ANTH214 U.S. Racial & Cult Minorities 1 
JPNE 121 Beginning Japanese CHL208 Multicultural Children's Liter 1 
JPNE 212 Intermediate Japanese II CTAC260 Gender Communication 1 
PEGN 101 Weight Control & Fitness 1 CTAC275 Inter Racial/Ethnic Comm 2. 
PEGN 102 Aerobic Dance 1 CTAR lSI African-American Thtr:An Intr 1 
PEGN 104 Cardio Kickboxing HIST 115 Making Amer Soc: Race,Ethnic 1 
PEGN 115 Karate 1 LITR 160 African American Literature 1 
PEGN 126 Conditioning Activities 2 LITR 161 Native American Literature 
PEGN 128 Judo LITR 164 Intro to Asian American Litr 1 
PEGN 150 Golf 1 PLSC 215 Civil Rghts&Liberties Divrs US 2 
PEGN 177 Mixed Martial Arts 3 SOCL 214 U.S. Racial & Cult Minorities 1 
PEGN 178 Lifeguard Training 1 WGST200 Introduction to Women's Studie 5 
PEGN 179 Fitness Instr & Pers Trnr Prep 1 WGST202 Intro to Gender and Sexuality 4 
PEGN 180 Yoga 2 WGST260 Gender Communications 
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Eastern Michigan University 
General Education Courses 
with Sections Offered for Term Spring 2010 
For Students New to EMU Beginning Fall 2007 
GEUS Gen Ed US Diversity 
COURSE TITLE SECTIONS 
GEWI Gen Ed Writing Intensive 
COURSE TITLE SECTIONS 
ACC496W Financial Mgmt& Controllership 1 
CRTW422W Beyond Prose, Poetry & Flash 1 
CTAC485W Communication Theory 1 
ENGL300W Writing About Literature 
ENGL408W Writing for Writng Tchrs 
FIN 450W Problems in Financial Managemt 
HLAD307W Communication Effct Hlth Admin 2 
JRNL306W Feature Writing 
MGMT480W Mgt Responsibility & Ethics 
MKTG368W Marketing Strategy 
PSY 301W lntro to Experminental Psy 1 
SOFD 328W Schools DiverselDemocratic Soc 5 
STS 300W Research&Writing:Tech Car Pers 
SWRK 319W Writing for Agency Practice 
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Eastern Michigan University 
Academic Advising Center 301 Pierce Hall 
GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM OUTLINE 
Effective for students who began college prior to Fair 2007 
Requirements may be found in the 
printed University Catalog (pages 22-26 of the 2005-2007 catalog) 
or on-line at 
http://www.emich.edu/pub/ic/cata/ogs/2005-2007/undergrad/2005uundergradw!teexperience.pdf. 
Students should consult an advisor in the department of their major as some 
programs require courses that will also satisfy general education 
requirements_ 
Updated listing of approved courses is available at: 
WNW .emich .edu/aac/forms/gened. pdf 
Students who began college Fall 2007 & after must meet different general education 
requirements. Please visit www.emich.edu/aac/forms/gened07total.pdf 
. for the most up-to-date listing of approved courses. 
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Eastern Michigan University Building Codes 
EMU CAMPUS BUILDING CODES 
ALEXAN Alexander Music Building 
BEST Best HaIl 
BOONE Richard G. Boone Hall 
BOWEN Wilbur P. Bowen Field House 
BRIGGS Walter O . Briggs Hall 
CTRLST Central Stores 
FORD Clyde Ford Hall 
GODDA Goddard Hall 
HALLE Bruce T. Halle Library 
KING Julia Anne King Hall 
MARKJ Mark Jefferson Hall 
MARSHL Everett L. Marshall Building 
OWEN Gary M. Owen College of Business 
PORTER john W. Porter-College of Education 
PRAY-H Pray-Harrold Hall 
QUIRK Quirk Dramatic Arts Building 
RACKHM Rackbam Building 
RECIM Olds-Robb Student Rec Ctr-IM 
ROOSEV Roosevelt Hall 
RYNEAR Rynearson Stadium 
SCULPT The Sculpture Studio 
SHERZ William H. Sherzer Hall 
SILL J-MB. Sill Hall 
STRONG Strong Physical Science Bldg 
WARNER Warner Physical Education Bldg 
WCAMP West Campus Fields 
WISE Wise Hall 
Extended Programs and 
Educational Outreach Locations 
Programs Abroad 
EMU-Brighton 
EMU- Detroit 
Fish Lake 
EMU-Flint 
Independent Learning 
EMU-Jackson 
EMU-Livonia 
EMU-Momoe 
Traverse City 
Washtenaw County/Weekend University 
EMU-Online 
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EMU OFF CAMPUS BUILDING CODES 
BODYSS Body Specs Studio 
BRIGHT EMU Brighton 
EAGCCC Eagle Crest Conf. Course, Ypsilanti 
EAGCGC Eagle Crest Golf Center, Ypsilanti 
EGFLCT Eagle Flight Center, Ypsilanti 
EMULIV EMU Livonia 
FISHLK Fish Lake 
GVSU Grand Valley State University 
JCC Jackson Community College, Jackson 
LAKEMP Lake Erie Metro Park, Rockwood 
LINCMS Lincoln Middle School 
MACISD Macomb Intermediate School District 
MONCCC Monroe County Community College 
MOTTCC Mott Community College, Flint 
NWAC Northwest Activities Center, Detroit 
OAKMP Oakwood Metro Park, Flat Rock 
PARSON Parsons Center, Lake Ann 
SCBXAA Scrapbox, Ann Arbor 
SHANTY Shanty Creek & Resort 
SJMHOS St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Ann Arbor 
TRAVRS Traverse City, MI 
WISD Washtenaw Intermediate School 
District, Ann Arbor 
WKND Weekend University 
YPSSTU Ypsilanti Studio, Ypsilanti 
UMMOTT UM Mott Children's Hospital, Ann Arbor 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/4/2010 
Can't find a Subject Code? Below are new Subject Codes: 
Athletic Training = A TTR 
Aviation Technology = AVT 
Biology, Botany, Microbiology and Zoology = BlO 
Biology for Teachers = BlOT 
Business Management and 
Marketing Technology = BMMT 
Children's Literature = CHL 
Communication Technology = CMT 
Computer Engineering Technology = CET 
CreatIve Scientific Inquiry Experience = CSIE 
Creative Writing = CRTW 
Engineering Technology = ET 
Educational Studies = EDST 
Health Promotion and 
Human Performance = HPHP 
Homeland Security and 
Emergency Management = HSEM 
Honors = HNRS 
Industrial Distribution = ill 
Information Assurance = lA 
Information Security = ISEC 
Program Contact Information: 
Integrated Marketing 
Communications = IMC 
Master of Liberal Studies = MLS 
Network and Information Technology 
Administration = NITA 
Operations Management = OM 
Orthotics and Prosthetics = ORPR 
Physical Science = PSCI 
Polymers & Coatings = PC 
Practicum = PRCT 
Public Safety = PS 
School of Engineering Technology = SET 
School of Staff and Command = SSC 
School of Technology Studies = STS 
Simulation, Animation, & Gaming = SAG 
Study Abroad = SABR 
Urban Education = URED 
Technology Management = TM 
Technology Studies = TS 
Women's and Gender Studies = WGST 
Creative Scientific Inquiry Experience (CSIE), 215 Rackham, 487.0281 
Honors College (HNRS), Wise Hall, 487.0341 
Inte..grated Marketing Communications (lMC), 552 Owen, 487.6568 
University Studies (UNIV), 232 Rackham Hall, 487.4456 
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eRN ~ PIT §I DP!@n Class Time Location 
~:'~~u![ri[~E: ":~,; '\ ", 
ACC 240 Principles of Financial Acct 
30986 ELE MW 1:oop-3:40p OWEN 
30989 1 ELE MW 6:30p·9:10p OWEN 
ACC 241 Principles of Managerial Acct 
30999 ELE MW 1 :oop-3:40p OWEN 
31000 1 ELE TR 6:30p·9:10p OWEN 
ACC 286 Co-op Education in Accounting 
30286 1 CP DP 
ACC 287 Co-op Education in Accounting 
30001 1 CP DP 
ACC 296 The Accounting Cycle & Profess 
30988 1 ELE TR 1:oop-3:40p OWEN 
ACC 340 Intermediate Accounting I 
30987 1 ELE MW 1:00p·3:40p OWEN 
ACC 342 Managerial Cost Accounting 
31887 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
ACC 356 Accounting Information Systems 
31001 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
31252 1 ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
ACC 450 Internal Auditing 
32793 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p EMU Livonia 
32793 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
ACC 475 Internati.onal Accounting 
30990 1 ELE MW tOOp-3:40p OWEN 
ACC 489 Internship 
30002 liST DP 
ACC 496W Financial Mgmt& Controllership 
31550 1 ELE TR tOOp-3:40p OWEN 
ACC 499 Directed Studies 
30003 liST DP 
ACC 501 Accounting Principles 
31188 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
ACC 540 Corp Financial Reporting 
30998 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
ACC 544 Federal Income Taxation 
30997 1 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN 
ACC 550 Professional Internal Auditing 
32794 1 Elf MW 6:30p-9:10p EMU Livonia 
32794 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
ACC 567 Professional Auditing 
31509 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
ACC 585 Business Tax Planning 
31003 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
ACC 586 Co-op Education in Accounting 
3.0 Cr 
Ross 
3.0 Cr 
Kurek 
1.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Brickner 
3.0Cr 
Lewis 
3.0 Cr 
Kurek 
3.0 Cr 
Mahoney 
Mahoney 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Khan 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Ross 
3.0 Cr 
Lewis 
3.0 Cr 
Burilovich 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Brickner 
3.0 Cr 
Burilovich 
1.0Cr 
eRN ~ PIT §I DP!@n Class Time 
30004 1 CP DP 
ACC 589 Accounting Internship 
30005 liST DP 
ACC 605 Strategic Info & Control Sys 
30995 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
ACC 675 Int'l Accounting & Taxation 
30991 . 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
ACC 696 Acctg Theory, Research&Policy 
31480 1 ELE DP MW 9:ooa-11:40a OWEN 
ACC 699 Independent Study 
30844 liST DP 
African,American §Judies 
AAS 101 Intro to African Amer Studies 
32330 1 DEO EMU Online 
32330 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31684 1 L MW 1:00p-3:40p 
AAS 402 African American Studies Inter 
31450 liST DP 
AAS 497 Independent Study 
30442 51ST 
AAS 498 Independent Study 
30443 51ST 
AAS 499 Independent Study 
30445 51ST 
AAS 599 Independent Study 
30447 51ST 
·~ut~ro~ology . _i. -. ~.. . 
ANTH 135 Intro to Culturl Anthrop 
31755 L TR 9:00a-11:40a 
32577 L MW 12:00p-2:40p 
32676 9 L 
L 
MTWR 8:00a-2:00p 
FU 
S 4:oop-9:00p 
Traverse Cly 
32676 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep.emich.edu/north 
ANTH 214 U.S. Racial & Cult Minorities 
31766 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
ANTH 261 Intro Archaeological Fieldwork 
31534 5 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 
F 
ANTH 361 Archaeological Fieldwork 
31535 5 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 
F 
ANTH 362 Artifact Analysis 
31 539 5 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 
F 
ANTH 461 Advanced Archaeological Fldwrk 
31243 5 L DP MTWR 8:00a-4:00p 
F 
Instructor 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Khan 
3.0 Cr 
Okopny 
3.0 Cr 
Bunsis 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Okator 
Peters 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Ensor 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Ensor 
5.0 Cr 
Ensor 
3.0 Cr 
Ensor 
6.0 Cr 
Ensor 
For up-to-date informafion visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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~ §ffi ST DP Qm ~ Location 
;;~P.P~I!!!i~-~~:m!Ml;)i!;1~r;];',)~;·T~:l1:i~~: " 
ATM 118 Apparel Studio 
31527 1 L MTR 10:00a-12:00p 
~,; '~";{:J:.' /':-'1+ 
. ::, .~.. . 
':~'- ... :-.::::'<} .•. ".,...." .• , 
3.0 Cr 
ATM 287 Co-op Education In ATM 
30453 5 CP 1.0 Cr 
ATM 288 Co-op Education In ATM 
30905 1 DP 2.0 Cr 
ATM 289 Co-op Education In ATM 
30906 1 CP DP 3.0Cr 
ATM 387 - Co-op Education In ATM 
30907 1 CP DP tOCr 
ATM 388 Co-op EdUcation In ATM 
30908 1 CP DP 2.0 Cr 
ATM 389 Co.op Education in ATM 
30909 1 CP DP 3.0Cr 
ATM 487 Field Experience 
32202 1 L 3.0 Cr 
ATM 497 Independent Study 
30910 1 1ST DP 1.0 Cr 
ATM 498 Independent Study 
3091 1 1 1ST DP 2.0Cr 
ATM 499 Independent Study 
30912 liST DP 3.0 Cr 
ATM 600 Research I 
31065 1 L 2.0Cr 
ATM 686 Practlcum 
30873 liST tOCr 
ATM 687 Practicum 
30878 1 1ST 2.0 Cr 
ATM 688 Practlcum 
31448 liST DP 3.0Cr 
ATM 691 Thesis I 
31619 liST 2.0Cr 
ATM 697 Independent Study 
31585 liST tOCr 
ATM 698 Independent Study 
31645 liST 2.0 Cr 
ATM 699 Independent Study 
31454 1ST 3.0Cr 
ART 100 Art Appreciation 3.0Cr 32667 1 DEO EMU Online Potter 32667 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32137 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
ART 101 Intro to Art 3.0Cr 
eRN § PIT ID: DP ~ Class Time 
31236 1 ST MTR 10:00a-11:50a 
31854 1 ST MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
ART 122 TWO-Dimensional Design 
32655 1 ST MTR 9:ooa-12:50p 
ART 123 Drawing I 
31865 1 ST MTR 9:00a-12:50p 
ART 166 Ceramics for Non·Majors 
30841 1 ST TWR 9:00a-12:50p 
ART 210 Life Drawing 
30356 1 ST DP MTR 5:00p-8:50p 
ART 216 History of 20th Century Art 
32362 1 L DP MTR 1 0:00a-l1 :50a 
ART 220 Art Integr Elem Teacher 
32937 1 L DP MR 9:00a-12:50p 
32939 1 L DP MR 5:00p-8:50p 
ART 221 History of Asian Art 
32479 5 L TWR 9:ooa-11 :2Oa 
ART 225 BegInning CeramIcs 
32839 1 ST DP TWR 4:30p-8:30p 
ART 308 Ceramics 
31633 1 ST DP TWR 4:30p-8:30p 
ART 316 Life Drawing 
30357 1 ST DP MTR 5:OOp-8:50p 
ART 379 SpecIal Topics 
Section Title: Throwing on the Potte~s Wheel 
32186 1 ST DP TWR 4:30p-8:30p 
Se,clion Title: New MediaIWeb Media 
32481 1 ST DP MTR 9:00a-12:50p 
Section Title: Embellished Surfaces 
32485 1 ST DP MTR 9:00a-12:50p 
ART 387 Co.op Education In Art 
30951 1 CP DP 
ART 407 Ceramics 
31967 1 ST TWR 4:30p-8:30p 
ART 408 Ceramics 
31968 1 ST TWR 4:30p-8:30p 
ART 419 Life Drawing 
30358 1 ST DP MTR 5:00p.8:50p 
ART 439 Life Drawing 
30359 1 ST DP MTR 5:00p-8:50p 
ART 450 Digital Printing for Fibers 
32487 1 ST DP MTR 1 :OOp-4:50p 
ART 497 Independent Study 
31606 1 1ST DP 
Reedy 
3.0 Cr 
Hyndman 
3.0 Cr 
Reedy 
3.0Cr 
Pancioli 
3.0 Cr 
Washington 
3.0Cr 
Rubenfeld 
4.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
Suchan 
3.0 Cr 
Pandoli 
3.0Cr 
Pancioli 
3.0Cr 
Washington 
3.0Cr 
Pancioli 
Molloy 
Stevens 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Pancioli 
3.0Cr 
Pancloli 
3.0Cr 
Washington 
3.0Cr 
Washington 
3.0 Cr 
Stevens 
tOCr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments, 
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ART 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: IIlustr & Experimental Typogra 
31869 1 ST DP MTR 9:ooa-12:50p 
ART 611 Ceramics 
31622 1 ST DP TWR 4:3Op·8:3Op 
ART 630 Graduate Studio 
30859 1 L DP 
ART 631 Graduate Studio 
30861 1 L DP 
ART 732 Graduate Studio 
30869 1 L DP 
ART 733 Grad Thesll Exhlb&Oral Defense 
30871 liST DP 
AHPR 200 Medical Terminology 
32809 1 DEO EMU Online 
3.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Pancioli 
6.0Cr 
6.0 Cr 
6.0 Cr 
6.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Croxall 
... , 
, Or. • 
)..::;; )_~ :~ ~ .~':. ' ~=.'W";'-t;.~ ~ 
ASTR 105 Exploration of the Universe 
MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
MTR 5:3Op-7:20p 
31810 1 L 
31811 1 L 
ASTR 204 . Astronomical Investigations 
30837 LAB TR 1 :00p·2:50p 
31816 1 LAB TR 3:00p-4:50p 
ASTR 378 Special Topics 
Section Title: Observational Astr at FishLake 
32861 9 L U 9:00a-12:oop Fish Lake 
L FS 4:00p-11 :59p 
L R 6:00p-l1:00p 
32861 Meets at Fish Lake: http~/extended .emich .eduJkeec 
32861 Start Date: 6117/2010 End Date: 6120/2010 
ASTR 497 Independent Study 
30452 51ST DP 
ASTR 591 Special Topics 
Section Titie: Observational Astr at FishLake 
32862 9 L U 9:ooa-12:oop Fish Lake 
L FS 4:00p-11 :59p 
L R 6:00p-11 :OOp 
32862 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended.emich.edulkeec 
32862 Start Date: 6/1712010 End Date: 6/20/2010 
ASTR 599 Independent Study 
30901 liST DP 
t;;~uiiSri(S~ti1in':-DiS()J.ders~"" .' ·~i .... . .. ... "" •• r:=~_;,._ .. I" ... k~,,,.. . ........ .. .. ;" ~ if.·", • /' 
SPAI 
32863 
SPAI 
32378 
635 Language & Communication ASD 
5 HLE M 5:3Op-9:00p 
645 Currlcul & Inst Strat In ASD 
5 HLE W 5:oop-8:30p 
3.0 Cr 
Bush 
Vance 
1.0 Cr 
Vance 
Vance 
2.0 Cr 
Vance 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
Vance 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Cupples Jr 
3.0 Cr 
Fries 
AVT 170 Aviation Ground Instruction 
32715 1 L T 5:30p-8:15p EGFlCT 
32715 Start Date: 5/11/2010 End Date: 6/2212010 
AVT 208 Aviation Human Factors 
31191 1 L MW 9:ooa-11:40a 
AVT 222 Intro to Automation In Aviatlo 
31707 1 L TR 9:ooa-l1 :40a 
AVT 255 Private Pilot Certification 
32716 
AVT 
3221 1 
AVT 
32333 
1 L 
285 Pre·professlonallnternshlp 
1 CP 
322 System Safety In Aviation 
1 L MW 1 :00p-4:40p 
EGFLCT 
AVT 
32722 
341 Instrument Ground Instruction 
1 L EGFLCT 
AVT 342 Commerical Ground Instruction 
32709 1 L W 5:30p-8:00p EGFLCT 
32709 Start Date: 5/512010 End Date: 6/23/2010 
AVT 355 Instrument Pilot Certification 
32717 1 L EGFLCT 
AVT 361 Commercial/Complex Fight Instr 
32718 1 L EGFLCT 
AVT 371 Commerlcal Certification 
32719 1 L EGFLCT 
AVT 382 Flight Instr Ground Instructn 
32723 1 LRE EGFLCT 
AVT 387 Co-op Educ In Interdiscpl Tech 
31542 1 CP 
AVT 419 High Attitude Flight Operation 
32724 1 L EGFLCT 
AVT 426 Advancd Flight IV:Multi-t:nglne 
32720 1 L EGFLCT 
AVT 427 Flight Instructor: Airplane 
32721 1 L 
AVT 499 Independent Study 
32213 liST 
. Bioio~, ;.~:~ .<~ • '.' :':". <, 
BIO 110 Introductory Biology I 
32441 ELB MW 2:00p-5:50p 
32442 ELB TR 1 :00p-4:50p 
32440 ELE MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
BIO 
32444 
32445 
32443 
251 Human Anat & Physloll 
ELB M 1 :00p-4:40p 
ELB W 1:00p-4:40p 
ELE MW 9:ooa-11:40a 
EGFLCT 
3.0 Cr 
Adamski 
3.0 Cr 
Tartalone 
3.0 Cr 
Tartalone 
4.0Cr 
AdamSki 
1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Adams 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
4.0Cr 
Adamski 
2.0Cr 
Adamski 
2.0 Cr 
Adamski 
3.0 Cr 
Adamski 
3.0 Cr 
Tartalone 
3.0 Cr 
Adamski 
3.0 Cr 
Adamski 
2.0Cr 
Adamski 
3.0Cr 
Tartalone 
5.0 Cr 
4.0Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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I 
I 
! 
CRN §. PIT [I DP Qm Class Time Qlli §. PIT [I DP Qm Class Time Location Instructor ~!1~9.ijtt~[:?~~:~ll~~(~f}:i~';::~±E;f~;;;~iI\)&i~ : .. 32842 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Mertz 
4.0Cr 32842 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended.emich.edu/keec 
BIO 252 Human Anat & Physiolll 
32842 Start Date: 5/27/2010 End Date: 6112/2010 32447 ELB M 9:00a-12:40p 
32448 ELB W 9:00a-12:40p 32842 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Mertz 
32842 Course meets three consecutive weeks. 32449 ELB M 5:00p-8:40p 
32842 Start Date: 5/27/2010 End Date: 6/1212010 32446 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 
BIO 485 Ornithology 3.0Cr BIO 277 Special Topics 1.0 Cr 32844 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Bednekoff Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 
32844 Course meets for three consecutive weeks. 32846 5 LLA S 9:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan 32844 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 32846 Class meets on three Saturdays. 32844 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Bednekoff 32846 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
32844 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended.emich.eduikeec Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 
32844 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 32846 5 LLA S 9:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan 
Co-op Education in Biology 3.0 Cr 
BIO 487 32846 Meets at Fish Lake: hltp:llextended.emich.edu/keec 
32905 1 CP DP 32846 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
BIO 278 Special Topics 2.0 Cr BIO 497 Undergrad Research In Biology 1.0 Cr Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 32907 1 1ST DP 
32849 5 LLA S 9:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan BIO 498 Undergrad Research in Biology 2.0 Cr 32849 Meets at Fish Lake: hltp:llextended.emich.edu/keec 32908 1 1ST DP 32849 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers BIO 499 Undergrad Research in Biology 3.0 Cr 32849 5 LLA S 9:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan 32909 1 1ST DP 32849 Class meets 3 Saturdays: 5/8. 5/15 & 5122 
BIO 555 Plant Evolution & Classificatn . 3.0Cr 
32849 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 51221201.0 
32841 5 LLA RFS 8:00a·5:30p Fish Lake Hannan BIO 301 Genetics 3.0 Cr 32841 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended.emich.edu/keec 32452 ELE MW 9:00a-11 :40a 32841 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/22/2010 32453 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p 32841 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan 
32841 Course meets for three consecutive weeks. BIO 310 Ecology 3.0 Cr 32841 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 32454 1 ELE MW 9:00a-1 1 :40a 
BIO 584 Herpetology 3.0Cr BIO 326 Human Physiology 3.0 Cr 32843 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Mertz 32456 ELB MW 10:00a-12:30p 
32843 Course meets three consecutive weeks. 32457 ELB MW 4:00p·6:30p 
32843 Start Date: 5127/2010 End Date: 611212010 32455 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p 32843 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Mertz 
32843 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended.emich.edu/keec BIO 328 Introductory Microbiology 3.0 Cr 32843 Start Date: 5/27/2010 End Date: 6/1212010 32459 ELB TR 10:30a-12:20p 
32460 ELB TR 10:30a-12:20p BIO 585 Ornithology 3.0Cr 32461 ELB TR 4:00p-5:50p 32845 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Bednekoff 32462 ELB TR 4:00p-5:50p 32845 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended.emich.edu/keec 32458 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p 32845 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/22/2010 
32845 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Bednekoff BIO 387 Co-op Education in Biology 3.0 Cr 32845 Course meets for three consecutive weeks. 32904 1 CP DP 
32845 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
BIO 455 Plant Evolution & Classificatn 3.0Cr BIO 587 Co-op Education in Biology 3.0Cr 32840 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan 32906 1 CP DP 32840 Course meets three consecutive weeks. 
BIO 690 Thesis 
1.0 Cr 
32840 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
32910 1 1ST DP 32840 5 LLA RFS 8:00a-5:30p Fish Lake Hannan 32840 Meets at Fish Lake: hltp:llextended.emich.edu/keec BIO 691 Thesis 
2.0 Cr 32840 Start Date: 5/6/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 32911 1 1ST DP 
BIO 484 Herpetology 
3.0 Cr BIO 692 Thesis 
3.0Cr 32912 1 1ST DP 
For up-to-date information visit http://il.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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BIO 697 Independent Study 
32913 1 1ST DP 
BIO 69B Independent Study 
32914 1 1ST DP 
BIO 699 Independent Study 
32915 1 1ST DP 
~'@~Jiil~f.~~~~iI:i:;~:,::21~~,',:, .. · . ".,. 
BlOT 303 Life Science for Elem Teachers 
32469 ELL TR 10:00a·12:00p 
ELL TR 1 :OOp-3:00p 
32470 ELL TWR 5:30p-8:10p 
BlOT 590 Special Topics 
Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 
32848 5 LLA S 9:00a-5:30p 
32848 Class meets on 1hree Sa1urdays, 
32848 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 
32848 5 LLA S 9:00a-5:30p 
Fish Lake 
Fish Lake 
32848 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended,emich,edulkeec 
32848 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
BlOT 591 Special Topics 
Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 
32850 5 LLA S 9:00a-S:30p Fish Lake 
32850 Meets at Fish Lake: http://extended,emich,edu/keec 
32850 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
Section Title: Forest Ecology for Teachers 
328S0 5 LLA S 9:00a-S:30p 
32850 Meets 3 Saturdays: S/8, 5/15 & 5122 
32850 Start Date: 51812010 End Date: 512212010 
Fish Lake 
c:~~~fM.i~~~:~Z~r~'t~~~Iif'1;"'·~·,"···· , 
BMMT 100 Contemporary Business 
32668 1 DEO EMU Online 
32668 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
BMMT 123 Word ProcesslKeyboarding Appl 
32710 1 DEO EMU Online 
32710 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
BMMT 201 Microcomptrs for Business Appl 
32711 1 DED EMU Online 
32711 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
BMMT 250 Personal Finance 
32669 1 DEO EMU Online 
32669 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline.edu 
BMMT 363 Curriculum for Career &Tech Ed 
31525 L T 5:30p-8:00p 
L R 5:30p-8:00p 
BMMT 387 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 
31250 1 CP DP 
BMMT 396 Information and Media Administ 
31526 1 L TR 5:30p-8:00p 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Hannan 
Hannan 
2.0 Cr 
Hannan 
Hannan 
3.0 Cr 
Leapard 
2.0 Cr 
Fulkert 
3.0 Cr 
Fulkert 
3.0 Cr 
Leapard 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
BMMT 487 Co·op Educ in Business Educ 
31275 1 CP DP 
BMMT 496 Records Admin Using Database 
32712 1 DEO EMU Online 
32712 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
BMMT 497 Independent Study 
31269 1 1ST DP 
BMMT 49B Independent Study 
31381 1 1ST DP 
BMMT 499 Independent Study 
31387 1 1ST DP 
BMM"f 597 Independent Study 
31393 1 1ST DP 
BMMT 598 Independent Study 
31406 1 1ST DP 
BMMT 599 Independent Study 
31412 1 1ST DP 
. CTA,A~HvitleS ' 
.I.), ';", ,.m.-..... ,'X'&.,;·,:;;,i 
CTAA 167 Theatre Practice 
30661 5 L DP 
CTAA 267 Theatre Practice 
30662 5 L DP 
CTAA 367 Theatre Practice 
30663 5 L DP 
CTAA 467 Theatre Practice 
30664 5 L DP 
~ ~1.:A'<;p,I}i~!l~i~.ti~~,jl:" '" ' 
CTAC 124 Fundamentals of Speech 
32750 9 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p Traverse Cly 
FU 
L S 4:00p-9:00p 
32750 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep,emich,edulnorth 
31723 5 LRE MW 1 :OOp4:10p 
31724 5 LRE MTWR 1 :OOp-2:40p 
31725 5 LRE TR 1:00p4:10p 
31726 5 LRE MW 9:00a-12:10p 
31727 5 LRE MW 5:30p-8:50p 
32094 5 LRE TR 9:00a·12:10p 
32288 5 LRE TR 5:30p-8:50p 
CTAC 225 Listening Behavior 
30665 5 L MW 9:00a·12:10p 
30798 5 L MW 5:30p-8:50p 
CTAC 226 Non·Verbal Communication 
30666 5 L MW 1:00p-4:10p 
32290 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
CTAC 227 Interpersonal Communication 
30667 5 MW 9:00a-12:10p 
32044 5 L TR 1:00p4:10p 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Kustron 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0Cr 
..... ,-
", ".::;;:0: 
3.0 Cr 
Sturgis Hill 
Rich 
Tew 
3.0 Cr 
McCracken 
3.0Cr 
McCracken 
Quiel 
3.0 Cr 
Elton 
Sturgis Hill 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich,edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my,emich 
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CTAC 260 Gender Communication 
31721 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
CTAC 274 Intercultural Communication 
31514 5 L TR 5:30p-8:50p 
32492 5 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
CT AC 275 Inter Racial/Ethnic Comm 
32786 1 HLE S 1:00p-5:00p EMU Detroit 
HLE S 1 :OOp-5:00p 
32786 Course has online components 
32786 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 6118/2010 
32786 1 HLE S 1 :00p-5:00p EMU Detroit 
HLE S 1:00p-5:00p 
32786 Meets at EMU-Detroit: www.extended.emich.edu 
32786 Start Date: 5/812010 End Date: 6/18/2010 
31515 5 L MW 1:00p-4:10p 
CTAC 307 The Teaching of Speech 
31516 ,5 L MW 1 :00p-4:1 Op 
32751 9 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p 
FU 
Traverse Cly 
L S 4:00p-9:00p 
32751 Exact times and syllabus: www,ep.emich,edu/north 
CTAC 354 Organizational Comm 
30668 5 L TR 1:00p-4:10p 
CTAC 359 Small Group Communlcatln 
30669 5 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
32493 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
CTAC 387 Co-op Educ in Communication 
30894 5 CP DP 
CTAC 388 Co-op Educ in Communication 
30895 5 CP DP 
CTAC 389 Co-op Educ In Communication 
30896 5 CP DP , 
CTAC 478 Special Topics 
Section Title: Instructional Communication 
32754 5 L S 8:30a-5:00p 
L 
L 
L 
S 
F 
F 
EMU Livonia 
8:30a-5:00p 
5:30p-9:30p 
5:30p-9:30p 
32754 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www,extended.emich,edu 
32754 Start Date: 6/4/2010 End Date: 611212010 
CTAC 485W Communication Theory 
32535 5 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
CTAC 497 Independent Study 
30671 51ST DP 
CTAC 498 Independent Study 
30670 51ST DP 
CTAC 499 Independent Study 
30688 51ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
Stacey 
3_0Cr 
Quiel 
Kindred 
3.0Cr 
Fields 
Fields 
Sturgis Hill 
3.0 Cr 
Tew 
Tew 
3.0 Cr 
Kindred 
3.0Cr 
Stacey 
Elton 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
Stacey 
3.0 Cr 
Patrick 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
CRN 2 PIT.sr DP Qm Class Time Location 
CTAC 505 Assertive Skills for Professls 
32780 5 L S 9:00a-5:30p EAGCCC 
L S 9:00a-5:30p 
L F 5:00p-9:00p 
L F 5:00p-9:00p 
32780 Meets 2 weekends: 5114-15 & 5121-22 
32780 Start Date: 5114/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
CT AC 506 Persuasion In Modn World 
32740 IDEO EMU Online 
32740 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline,edu 
CTAC 511 Rdgs:lnterraclal/lnterethnical 
32741 1 DEO EMU Online 
32741 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
CTAC 591 Special Topics 
Section Tille: Instructional Communication 
32755 5 L S 8:30a-5:00p EMU Livonia 
L S 8:30a-5:00p 
L F 5:30p-9:30p 
L F 5:30p-9:30p 
32755 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.extended,emich,edu 
32755 Start Date: 6/4/2010 End Date: 611212010 
CTAC 690 Degree Requirement 
Section Tille: Thesis 
30700 51ST DP 
Section Title: Exam 
30698 5 L DP 
Section Title: Project 
30699 5 L DP 
CTAC 691 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Thesis 
30702 51ST DP 
Section Title: Project 
30701 5 L DP 
CTAC 692 Degree Requirement 
Section Title: Thesis 
30704 51ST DP 
Section Title: Project 
30703 5 L DP 
CT AC 697 Independent Study 
30705 51ST DP 
CTAC 698 Independent Study 
30706 51ST DP 
CTAC 699 Independent Study 
31068 51ST DP 
:"'crA Interpr~tJltioiiZPe~i'o'rmai~r'j!,iffjtt;~;7\r 
.... ... ~"'.2-.,.,"" • "'" ' , .' ~ "-,-"", ...... , .• -'i"""-""{" ····· .. ·'v··,·.; "~~.,, .•..•. L ";';':'" , . 
CTAO 205 Voice & Articulation 
30709 5 L MW 1:00p-4:10p 
CTAO 210 Interpretative Reading 
31518 5 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
2.0 Cr 
McCracken 
2.0Cr 
Fields 
2.0 Cr 
Fields 
2.0Cr 
Stacey 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
Stille 
3.0 Cr 
Rich 
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eRN § PfT ID: DP Qm Class Time LOca~on Instructor 
.QBM § PfT ID: DP Qm Class Time Location Instructor 
~ St:4:l~I~.€~!!~Il!~!i~~!:~::!!i.i!t:;: t :'~. "C, 30710 5 CP DP 
CTAT 130 Intro to Electronic Media 3.0 Cr CTAR 388 Co-op Educ in Arts Management 2.0 Cr 
31546 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 30711 5 CP DP 
CTAT 145 Intro to Film Appreclatn 3.0 Cr CTAR 389 Co-op Educ in Arts Management 3.0Cr 
30742 5 LRE MW 9:00a-12:10p Aldridge 30712 5 CP DP 
30743 5 LRE TR 5:30p·8:50p Aldridge 
CTAR 487 Internship In Arts Management 1.0 Cr 
CTAT 241 Radio·TV-Fllm Announcing 3.0 Cr 30713 51ST DP 
31520 5 L MW 5:30p-8:50p Hammill 
CTAR 488 Internship In Arts Management 2.0 Cr 
CTAT 334 Radio·Televlsion News 3.0 Cr 30714 51ST DP 
30744 5 L MW 1:00p-4:10p Hammill 
CTAR 489 Internship In Arts Management 3.0 Cr 
CTAT 336 . Studies in Electronic Media 3.0Cr 30715 51ST DP 
32744 1 DEO EMU Online Cooper 
32744 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu CTAR 497 Independent Study 1.0Cr 30716 51ST DP 
CTAT 487 Internship In Radio-TV-Film 1.0 Cr 
30745 51ST DP CTAR 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30721 51ST DP 
CTAT 488 Internship In Radio-TV·Film • 2.0 Cr 
30746 51ST DP CTAR 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30726 51ST DP 
CTAT 489 Internship In Radio-TV-Film 3.0Cr 
30747 51ST DP CTAR 523 Puppetry: Catalyst Hum Dev 3.0 Cr 
32781 5 L S 9:00a-3:00p SCBXAA Steimel 
CTAT 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr S 9:00a-3:00p 
31091 51ST DP L S 9:00a-3:00p 
GTAT Independent Study L F 5:00p-9:00p 498 2.0 Cr L F 5:00-9:00p 31433 51ST 
L F 5:00p-9:00p 
CTAT 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 32781 Meets 3 weekends: 5f7-8. 5/14-15 & 5/28-29 
31434 51ST DP 32781 Start Date: 5f712010 End Date: 5/29/2010 
: g;* ·tlieJt¥re ·~;EdueatnfDramli·· ·;lI.f"'.N,_.~~_.·. "" ... ~;:...~'7_ .... , .... ,.: ."'"..'.~~~, .. .. ~ .• ~"'" .:-"O!~ > , ... :...~".." .. ' .. 'j CTAR 591 Special Topics 2.0Cr 
CTAR 150 Introduction Theatre 3.0Cr Section Title: DrrHF Festivals & Conferences 
32742 1 DEO EMU Online Bridges 32855 5 ELL U 5:00p-9:00p QUIRK Zimmer 
32742 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu ELL U 5:00p-9:00p 
32855 Students would also be attending one additional 
CTAR 150L Introduction Theatre 3.0Cr 32855 Start Date: 5/9/2010 End Date: 6/13/2010 
32043 5 L TR 1 :00p-4:10p Section Title: DrrHF Festivals & Conferences 
CTAR 151 African-American Thtr:An Intr 3.0 Cr 
32855 5 ELL U 5:00p-9:00p QUIRK Zimmer 
32743 1 DEO EMU Online Bridges ELL U 5:00p-9:00p 
32743 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 32855 event independently. 32855 Start Date: 5/9/2010 End Date: 6/13/2010 
CTAR 158 Fundamentals of Acting 3.0Cr CTAR 657 Improvisation 3.0 Cr 32095 5 L MW 1:00p-4:10p 30801 5 L TR 5:30p-8:50p 
CTAR 222 Drama & Play in Human Expernce 3.0 Cr 32753 9 L MIWR 8:00a-2:00p Traverse Cly Zimmer 
31521 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p Tanner FU 
L S 4:00p-9:00p 
CTAR 323 Improvising & Role Play 3.0 Cr 32753 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep.emich.edu/north 
31209 L TR 5:30p-8:50p Alexander 32753 9 L MTWR 8:00a·2:00p Traverse Cly Zimmer 
32752 L MTWR 8:00a-2:00p Traverse Cly Zimmer FU 
FU L S 4:00p·9:00p 
L S 4:00p-9:00p 32753 No permission needed for Graduate Students 
32752 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep.emich.edu/north CTAR 671 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 1.0 Cr 
CTAR 324 Orallnterp of Chldren's Liter 3.0Cr 31123 5 L DP 
32500 1 L MW 9:00a-12:10p Tanner CTAR 672 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 2.0 Cr 
CTAR 387 Co-op Educ in Arts Management 1.0 Cr 31124 5 L DP 
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Qlli ~flI~ DP Qm Class Time ~ Instructor 
.Q!lli ~ PIT ~ DP Qm Class Time Location ~ 30834 1 LAB TR 10:30a·12:20p 
CTAR 673 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 3.0Cr CHEM 115 Chemistry & Society 3.0 Cr 31125 5 L DP 32880 1 DEO EMU Online Contis CTAR 674 Drama Theatre for Young Intern 4.0Cr 32880 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 31118 5 L DP 30041 1 L MTR 12:30p-2:20p 
CTAR 690 Degree Requirement 1.OCr CHEM 116 Chemistry & Society Lab 1.0Cr 32881 1 DLB EMU Online Contis Section Title: Thesis 
32881 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 30733 51ST DP 
30280 1 LAB TR 2:30p-4:2Op Section Tnle: Exam 
30281 1 LAB TR 2:30p-4:20p 30731 5 L DP 
Section Title: Project 
CHEM 120 Fund of Organic & Blochm 4.0Cr 30732 5 L DP 30042 1 L MTR 12:30p-2:20p 
CTAR 691 Degree Requirement 2.0Cr 30043 LAB MW 2:30p-4:20p Section Tille: Thesis 30044 LAB MW 2:30p-4:20p 30735 51ST DP 
CHEM 121 General Chemistry I 3.0Cr Section Title: Project 30045 1 L MTWR 12:30p-l:45p 30734 5 L DP 
CHEM 122 General Chemistry I Lab 1.0 Cr CTAR 692 Degree Requirement 3.0 Cr 30046 LAB TR 2;00p-4:50p Section Title: Thesis 
30737 51ST DP 30047 1 LAB TR 2:oop-4:50p 
Section Title: Project CHEM 270 Survey of Organic Chemistry 4.0Cr 30736 5 L DP 31189 1 L MTWR 10:30a·12:2Op 
CTAR 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr CHEM 271 Organic Chemistry Lab 1.0Cr 30738 51ST DP 31190 1 LAB MW 1 :00p-3:50p 
CTAR 698 Independent Study 2.0Cr CHEM 281 Quantitative Analysis 4.0Cr 30739 51ST DP 30048 1 L MTWR 8;30a-9:2Oa 
30049 1 LAB MTWR 9;30a·12:20p CTAR 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 30741 51ST DP CHEM 287 Co-op Education In Chemistry 1.0 Cr 30050 1 CP DP 
CTWE 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr CHEM 288 Co-op Education in Chemistry 2.0 Cr 31219 1 1ST DP 30051 1 CP DP 
CTWE 598 Independent Study 2.0Cr CHEM 289 Co-op Education In Chemistry 3.0Cr 31221 1 1ST DP 30052 1 CP DP 
CTWE 599 Independent Study 3.0 Cr CHEM 297 Undergrad Rsreh In Chern 1.0 Cr 31223 1 1ST DP 30053 1 1ST DP 
CTWE 692 Thesis 3.0Cr CHEM 351 Foundations of Biochemistry 4.0 Cr 31225 1 1ST DP 30285 1 L MTWR 10:30a.12;20p 
CTWE 697 Independent Study toCr CHEM 361 Fundamentals of Physical Chern 3.0 Cr 31227 1 1ST DP 31730 1 L MTR 8;30a·10;2Oa 
CTWE 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr CHEM 371 Organic Chemistry I 3.0Cr 31229 1 1ST DP 30054 1 L MTR 8:30a-10;2Oa 
CTWe 699 Independent Study 3.0Cr CHEM 387 Co-op Education In Chemistry 1.0Cr 31231 1 1ST DP 30055 1 CP DP 
CHEM 388 Co-op edUcation In Chemistry 2.0 Cr CHEM 101 Chemistry for Elementary Tchrs 3.0Cr 30056 1 CP DP 30040 1 L TR 8;30a-10:20a 
CHEM 30833 389 Co-op Education In Chemistry 3.0 Cr 
1 LAB TR 10;30a-12;20p 
30057 1 CP DP 
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InslnJctor 
(', .1 
CHEM 397 Undergrad Rsrch In Chem 1.0 Cr 
30058 1 tST DP 
CHEM 399 Undergrad Rsrch In Chem 3.0 Cr 
32241 liST 
CHEM 487 Co-op Education In Chemistry 1.0 Cr 
30059 1 CP DP 
CHEM 488 Co-op Education In Chemistry 2.0 Cr 
30060 1 CP DP 
CHEM 489 Co-op Education In Chemistry 3.0Cr 
30061 1 CP DP 
CHEM 497 Undergrad Research·Chemlstry 1.0 Cr 
30062 liST DP 
CHEM 498 Undergrad Research·Chemlstry 2.0Cr 
30064 liST DP 
CHEM 499 Undergrad Research·Chemlstry 3.0Cr 
30066 liST DP 
CHEM 591 Special Topics 2.0 Cr 
32413 1 L TR 5:30p-7:20p 
CHEM 598 Independent Study 2.0Cr 
31136 1 1ST 
CHEM 697 Research In Chemistry 1.0 Cr 
30068 1 1ST DP 
CHEM 698 Research In Chemistry 2.0 Cr 
30071 liST DP 
CHEM 699 Research In Chemistry 3.0Cr 
30074 liST DP 
QBM ~ en: m: DP Qm Class Time 
ClSC 456 Clln Microbiology Pract 
30573 5 L 
CLSC 459 Clin Microbiology Practlcum II 
32251 liST TR 4:30p-8:00p 
ClinkafReseareb'A:dm'in l' t .. ··, ._" 
• "" ""'"~~ '"-\..""" " -. '<\ .-' 
CLRA 550 Preceptorship in Drug Developm 
32837 1 FE EMU Brighton 
32837 Individual meetings arranged with Instructor. 
CLRA 690 Thesis 
32833 liST EMU Brighton 
32833 Individual meetings arranged with Instructor. 
CLRA 691 Thesis 
32834 1 1ST EMU Brighton 
32834 Individual meetings arranged with instructor. 
CLRA 692 Thesis 
32835 liST EMU Brighton 
32835 Individual meetings arranged with Instructor. 
CLRA 695 Special Project 
32836 liST EMU Brighton 
32836 Individual meetings arranged with instructor. 
;' Colr~e or B~siness:GenISids' "'.:'i.: ":' 
~ .... . c . . ' ....... , .. _ ; ,>;,. , . .;;; , ~ ",' "''''~ . .,.;;_""""",:",, '_x,", ~~ 
COB 285 Pre-Professlonallntemshlp 
31081 1 CP DP 
COB 
31082 
286 Pre·Professionallntemship 
1 CP DP 
COB 287 Pre·Professionallnternshlp 
31083 1 CP DP 
i £~~~e or'T!C.h·n?~!iI~ ",,,' "'_~~ . 
4.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Sonstein 
1.0 Cr 
Sonstein 
2.0 Cr 
Sonsteln 
3.0Cr 
Sonstein 
3.0 Cr 
Sonstein 
1.0 Cr 
McKnight 
2.0 Cr 
McKnight 
3.0 Cr 
McKnight 
~:£~~~i~):it~!!!~~:t:,. c. '~:. . 0',/ ,t~ .;; ~,'~ ~ ~='W',~:",,",~,r:. .. 'l', .,. ;, f::r 'i COT 712 QualitYe Rsrch Mthds&Dsgn Tech 31523 1 HLE R 5:30p-9:20p 2.0 Cr Cardon 
CHL 207 Intro to Children's Literature 
31752 1 L TR 9:00a-11 :40a 
32524 1 L WI 9:ooa-ll :40a 
CHL 208 Multicultural Children's Liter 
31989 1 L MW 1 :00p-3:40p 
CHL 351 World Mythology 
32525 1 L TR tOOp-3:40p 
~;,~ii!!~::i~ t.~[~;':,i~~~~~::;:::~~~:~::: ~ ... :~ ~ 
CHNE 121 Beginning Chinese I 
32414 1 L MTWR 9:00a-l1 :3Oa 
CHNE 122 Beginning Chinese II 
32853 1 L MTWR 5:3Op-8:oop 
CHNE 497 Independent Study 
32854 liST 
. '":,£iJ!lj,~l~~~~~~n::~~n:c.~·::::·,:···.,: ~. 
eLSC 410 Cytogenetics,Clinlcallntem I 
32317 1 L 
> ~" 
3.0Cr 
Eiss 
Wojcik·Andr 
3.0 Cr 
Wojclk-Andr 
COT 767 Continuous Enrollment 
31456 1 L DP 
COT 780 Special Topics 
Section Title: Technology, Impacts Assessment 
32967 1 DEO EMU Online 
3.0 Cr 32967 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Elss 
5.0Cr 
Chou-Von 
5.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
14.0 
Cr 
COT 894 Candidacy Seminar 
31650 1 L DP 
COT 896 Dissertation Research 
31400 liST DP 
31628 1 1ST DP 
COT 897 Dissertation Research 
31440 liST DP 
COT 898 Dissertation Research 
31584 1 1ST DP 
COT 899 Dissertation Research 
32214 liST DP 
1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Bellamy 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
4.0Cr 
8.0Cr 
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CMT 204 Photo Communication 
32375 1 L ImJ 9:ooa-11 :40a 
CMT 205 Digital Photo-Technology 
31691 1 LLA TR 9:ooa-11 :40a 
CMT 421 Web Publishing Technology 
31245 1 L TR 1 :OOp-3:40p 
CMT 436 Electronic Publishing Technlgy 
32374 1 L ImJ 5:30p-8:50p 
CMT 499 Independent Study 
32220 liST 
CADM 105 Computer Applicatns f/lndustry 
32879 1 DEO EMU Online 
32879 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
CADM 387 Co-op Educ In CAD/CAM Technlgy 
30503 5 CP DP 
CADM 487 Co-op Educ In CAD/CAM Technlgy 
30511 5 CP DP 
CADM 497 Independent Study 
30521 51ST DP 
CADM 498 Independent Study 
30544 51ST DP 
CADM 499 Independent Study 
30547 51ST DP 
CADM 692 Development ProjectfThesls 
31186 1 1ST DP 
CADM 697 Independent Study 
31187 liST DP 
CAE 591 Special Topics 
Section Title: GD& T for Engineers-2009 
32482 1 L M 5:30p.9:20p 
Section Title: Renew Ener Sys Des & 1m 
32921 1 L TR 3:30p-5:20p 
CAE 698 Independent study 
31184 1 1ST DP 
ceT 279 Special Topics 
Section Title: PlC - Siemen Controller 
32473 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
CET 387 Co-op Computr Engineering Tech 
31695 1 CP DP 
CeT 487 Coop Ed in Comp Engineer Tech 
31528 1 CP DP 
:;~~~i~!!r~I~~~~~::Y£Y·;'~i;::~;.·\:: ' 
3.0Cr 
Gore 
3.0 Cr 
Majeske 
3.0 Cr 
Majeske 
3.0Cr 
Gore 
3.0 Cr 
Gore 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
1.0 Cr 
Shay 
2.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Shay 
1.0 Cr 
Shay 
2.0 Cr 
Shay 
Lin 
2.0 Cr 
Lin 
3.0 Cr 
Lin 
3.0 Cr 
Lin 
3.0Cr 
Lin 
~ ,§PIT ~ DP Qm Class TIme Location Instructor 
COSC 101 Comp Sci Concepts & Pratcl App 3.0 Cr 30331 1 LLA TR 8:30a.10:20a Bahorski 
LLA TR 10:30a-12:20p 
COSC 111 Intro to Programming 3.0 Cr 30787 LLA MW 8:30a-10:20a Narayanan 
LLA ImJ 10:30a·12:2Op 
COSC 211 Programming Data Structures 3.0 Cr 31233 1 LLA TR 8:30a·10:2Oa Sverdlik 
LLA TR 10:30a-12:2Op 
COSC 341 Programming Languages 3.0 Cr 30335 1 L MW 5:30p-8:15p Haft 
COSC 342 Programming for Educators 3.0 Cr 30336 1 L MW 5:30p-8: 15p Haft 
COSC 388 Co-op Educ In Computer Science 3.0Cr 30605 5 CP DP Bahorski 
COSC 456 Computer Graphics 3.0Cr 32657 1 LLA MW 1 :00p.3:45p Evett 
COSC 487 Co-op Educ in Computer Science 2.0Cr 31586 1 CP Bahorski 
COSC 488 Co-op Educ in Computer Science 3.0 Cr 30398 1 CP DP Bahorski 
COSC 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 30606 51ST DP 
COSC 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 30607 51ST DP 
COSC 499 Independent Study 3.0Cr 30649 51ST DP 
COSC 562 Info Retrieval&Recommendation 3.0Cr 32658 1 L TR 5:30p·8:15p Sverdlik 
COSC 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 30650 51ST DP 
COSC 598 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 30651 51ST DP 
COSC 599 Independent Study 3.0Cr 30652 51ST DP 
COSC 690 Thesis 1.0Cr 30653 51ST DP 
COSC 691 Thesis 2.0 Cr 30654 51ST DP 
COSC 692 Thesis 3.0Cr 30655 51ST DP 
COSC 697 Independent study 1.0 Cr 30658 51ST DP 
COSC 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 30659 51ST DP 
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COSC 699 Independent Study 
30660 51ST DP 
~s.~ji!{~~~~~~.ai;~~~:,:~; <,1Z~' 
CNST 387 Co-op Educ-Constructlon Mngmnt 
30574 5 CP 
CNST 487 Co-op Educ-Constructlon Mngmnt 
30576 5 CP DP 
CNST 497 Directed Study Const Mgt Techn 
30578 51ST DP 
CNST 498 Directed Study Const Mgt 1:echn 
30581 51ST DP 
CNST 499 Directed Study Const Mgt Techn 
30584 51ST DP 
CNST 598 Independent Study 
31435 1 HlE DP 
CNST 690 Development ProjectlThesls 
30587 5 DP 
CNST 691 Development ProjectlThesls 
30590 51ST DP 
CNST 692 Development ProjectlThesi. 
30593 51ST DP 
CNST 697 Independent Study 
30596 51ST DP 
CNST 698 Independent Study 
30599 51ST DP 
CNST 699 Independent Study 
30602 51ST DP 
COUN 503 Dynamic. of Human Development 
32549 1 HLE M 5:30p.a:10p 
COUN 505 Counaelor Develop:Ba.'c Skills 
32550 5 L TR 5:30p.a:50p 
COUN 520 Alle .. ment In Counl8ling 
32551 5 l TR 5:30p.a:50p 
COUN 540 Group Proce .. I 
32552 5 l MN 5:30p.a:50p 
COUN 591 Special Topic. 
32553 1 ELE MW 5:30p-7:20p 
COUN 612 The School Coun .. lor 
31936 5 ELE MN 5:30p-7:40p 
COUN 860 Comm R8Iourc8lln Coun .. llng 
31198 1 ELE MW 7:30p-9:20p 
COON 884 Coun •• llng PrlCtlcum I 
30354 1 1ST DP T 5:00p-9:00p 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Stickel 
3.0 Cr 
Callaway 
3.0 Cr 
Stickel 
3.0Cr 
Callaway 
2,OCr 
Choudhurl 
2.0 Cr 
Dugger 
2.0Cr 
Choudhurl 
2.0 Cr 
Dugger 
Qlli ~ PIT [[ QE Qm Class Time 
COUN 697 Independent Study 
30389 1 1ST DP 
COON 698 Independent Study 
30416 1 1ST DP 
COUN 699 Independent Study 
30802 1 1ST DP 
COUN 785 The Counl8ling Internship 
30349 1 1ST DP M 7:50p-9:20p 
31085 1 1ST DP T 5:30p-7:00p 
COUN 786 The Counseling Internship 
30350 1 1ST DP M 7:50p·9:20p 
31086 1 1ST DP T 5:30p-9:00p 
COUN 787 The Counseling Internship 
30351 1 1ST DP M 7:50p-9:20p 
31087 1 1ST DP T 5:30p-7:00p 
COUN 788 The Counseling Internship 
30352 1 1ST DP M 7:50p-9:20p 
31088 1 1ST DP T 5:30p-7:00p 
COUN 789 The Counseling Internship 
30353 1 1ST DP M 7:50p-9:20p 
31089 1 1ST DP T 5:30p-7:00p 
. C~eaiiVe:Wii~ng.;.;::· . ·.·· 
CRTW 201 Introduction to Creative Wrtng 
31476 5 l TR 1:00p-4:10p 
31477 5 L MN 9:00a-12:10p 
CRTW 422W Writer's Wrkshop: Flct or Poet 
Section Tille: Beyond Prose, Poelry & Flash 
32642 5 L MTWR 10:00a-2:30p 
F 
32642 Start Date: 5/1012010 End Date: 5/2112010 
. C,rlmhioi~:. . .. ,:.; .. ;...... . .. 
CRM 300 Criminal Justice 
32670 1 DEO EMU Online 
32670 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32589 1 L MW 5:00p-7:40p 
CRM 301 Criminology 
32730 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
CRM 331 Introduction to Corrections 
32671 1 DEO EMU Online 
32671 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
CRM 333 Violence and Society 
32731 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 
CRM 337 Deviance and Society 
32672 1 DEO EMU Online 
32872 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
CRM 354 Juvenile Delinquency 
31763 1 L MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Dugger 
Choudhurl 
2.0Cr 
Dugger 
Choudhurl 
3.0 Cr 
Dugger 
Choudhurl 
4.0 Cr 
Dugger 
Choudhurl 
6.0 Cr 
Dugger 
Choudhurl 
3.0 Cr 
Vitale 
Ivanoff 
3.0 Cr 
Hume 
. ;I!. 
3.0Cr 
Selman 
Barak 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Selman 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Kernsmlth 
3.0 Cr 
Kim 
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CRM 412 law and Society 
32587 1 l MW 1 0:30a-l: 1 Op 
CRM 499 Independent Study 
31 130 liST DP 
CRM 650 Media, Crime and Justice 
32590 1 l TR 5:00p-7:40p 
CURR 304 Curric & Mthds.Elemntry 
30380 l DP MW 9:00a-ll :40a 
31513 MW 1:00p-3:40p 
31701 l TR 9:00a-11:40a 
32344 l MW 5:30p-8:10p 
CURR 305 Curric & Mthds.Secondary 
30379 l DP MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
32161 l MW 5:30p~:10p 
32343 l TR 1 :00p-3:40p 
CURR 497 Independent Study 
31429 liST DP 
CURR 560 School & Clrm DIscipline 
32796 9 HlE M 9:00a-2:30p EMU Jackson 
HLE T 
HlE R 
HLE F 
9:00a-2:30p 
9:00a-2:30p 
9:00a-2:30p 
32796 Meets at EMU-Jackson: www.extended.emich.edu 
32796 Start Date: 6/17/2010 End Date: 6/2212010 
CURR 591 Special Topics 
Section Title: Becoming a Classroom Coach 
32810 1 DEO EMU Online 
32810 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Section Title: Tch Strategies for Dvrse Class 
32788 5 L S 9:00a-2:00p 
l 
L 
L 
S 
F 
F 
9:00a-2:00p 
5:00p.9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
32788 Meets 2 weekends: 6/4-5 & 6111-12 
32788 Start Date: 6/4/2010 End Date: 611212010 
Section Title: Creating an Active Lmg Enviro 
32795 5 L S 8:00a-4:00p EMU livonia 
L 
L 
l 
S 
F 
F 
8:00a-4:00p 
5:00p.9:00p 
5:00p-9:00p 
32795 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32795 Start Date: 4130/2010 End Date: 5/8/2010 
Section Title: Creating an Actve Lrng Envrmnt 
32797 9 l MTWR 8:00a-3:00p EMU Jackson 
F 
32797 Meets at EMU-Jackson: www.extended.emich.edu 
32797 Start Date: 6121/2010 End Date: 6/25/2010 
Section Title: Embedding 21 sl C. skills into 
3.0Cr 
leighton 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Barak 
3.0 Cr 
Johnson 
Johnson 
Sanford 
Burke 
3.0 Cr 
Burke 
Burke 
Harder 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Harder 
2.0 Cr 
Adamczyk 
Sweeten 
Adamczyk 
Adamczyk 
32798 9 l WRFU 8:30a-2:45p EMU livonia Harder 
32798 Meets at EMU-livonia: www,extended.emlch.edu 
32798 Start Date: 6/2312010 End Date: 6/27/2010 
CRN ~ PIT ST DP ~ Class Time 
Section Title: Affective Teaching 
32973 5 L S 8:00a-4:00p 
L S 8:00a-4:00p 
L F 5:00p-9:00p 
F 5:00p-9:00p 
EMU livonia 
32973 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32973 Start Date: 5114/2010 End Date: 5/2212010 
CURR 653 Intro to Curriculum Portfolios 
32484 5 HlE . M 6:00p-8:30p 
CURR 664 Multicultural Curr Development 
32345 9 l MTWR 9:00a-3:00p 
F 
32345 Start Date: 611412010 End Date: 6/2212010 
32787 9 L MTWR 9:00a-3:00p 
F 
EMU Detroit 
32787 Meets at EMU-Detroit: www.extended.emich.edu 
32787 Star'! Date: 611412010 End Date: 612212010 
32931 9 L MTWR 9:00a-3:00p 
F 
EMU livonia 
32931 Meets at EMU-LIvonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32931 Start Date: 6114/2010 End Date: 612212010 
CURR 665 Differentiation In Classroom 
32483 HLE M 9:00a-4:00p 
HlE T 9:00a-4:00p 
HLE W 9:00a-4 :OOp 
HLE F 9:00a-4:00p 
32838 5 HLE S 9:00a-4:00p 
HLE S 9:00a-4:00p 
HLE S 9:00a-4:00p 
HLE S 9:00a-4:00p 
32838 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.extended.emich.edu 
32838 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 5129/2010 
CURR 687 Internship Teacher Ed 
30937 liST DP 
CURR 690 Thesis/Curriculum Project 
31615 liST DP 
CURR 691 TheSis/Curriculum Project 
30748 51ST DP 
CURR 692 Thesis/Curriculum Project 
30749 51ST DP 
CURR 697 Independent Study 
31443 liST DP 
CURR 698 Independent Study 
31424 liST DP 
CURR 699 Independent Study 
30404 liST DP 
~,. f' 
-*"'''' ': ';'> ':;' ;~ , ~ % 
DANC 102 Modern Dance Fundamentals 
31251 5 L MW 9:00a-11 :50a 
DANC 112 Pilates Mat Exercises 
31555 5 L MW 12:00p-1:50p 
Adamczyk 
1.0 Cr 
Brieger 
3.0 Cr 
Harmon 
Shields 
Harmon 
3.0Cr 
Williams-Boy 
Williams-Boy 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
";:;; :~. ' :':~~. 
3.0 Cr 
McNamara 
2.0 Cr 
McNamara 
For up-tO-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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DANC 320 Dance Workshop 
31556 5 L 
OS 265 Business Statistics I 
31002 5 ELE TR 9:00a·12: 1 Op OWEN 
31016 5 ELE MW 1:oop4:10p OWEN 
31185 5 ELE MW 6:ooJr9:10p OWEN 
31849 5 ELE TR 1:00p4:10p OWEN 
OS 499 Independent Study 
31010 liST DP 
OS 501 Intr ProbabilitY&Stats for Bus 
31892 5 ELE MW 6:ooJr9:10p OWEN 
OS 699 Independent Study 
31011 liST DP 
DTC 108 Intro:CareerslnNutrition&Dlete 
32811 1 DEO EMU Online 
32811 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32812 1 DEO EMU Online 
32812 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
OTC 202 Principles of Human Nutrition 
32813 1 DEO EMU Online 
32813 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
OTC 203 Nutrition Health Professionals 
32814 1 DEO EMU Online 
32814 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 251 Experimental Foods 
32815 1 DEO EMU Online 
32815 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 358 Food & Culture 
32816 1 DEO EMU Online 
32816 Delivered On~ne. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32817 1 DEO EMU Online 
32817 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32818 1 DEO EMU Online 
32818 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
OTC 459 Dvlpmt of the Entrep Dietitian 
32819 1 DEOOP EMU Online 
32819 De~vered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
OTC 608 Advanced Topics in Foods 
32821 1 DEO EMU Online 
32821 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 618 Advanced Topics in Nutrition 
32822 1 DEO EMU Online 
32822 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 659 Oevelpmnt Entrepren Dietitian 
32820 1 DEOOP EMU Online 
32820 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
1.0 Cr 
McNamara 
3.0 Cr 
Scazzero 
Scazzero 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Brooks 
Rainville 
3.0 Cr 
Mislly 
3.0 Cr 
Silverman 
4.0 Cr 
Park Chol 
3.0 Cr 
Silverman 
MlslIy 
Haque 
3.0Cr 
Simpson 
3.0 Cr 
Rainville 
3.0 Cr 
CarbOne 
3.0Cr 
Simpson 
DTC 691 Thesis I 
32823 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32823 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 692 Thesis II 
32824 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32824 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
DTC 693 Thesis III 
32825 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32825 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 694 Research I 
32826 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32826 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 695 Research II 
32827 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32827 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
DTC 696 Research III 
32828 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32828 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
. Early' Childhood .E.a.~cation··'·.'· " .. 
ECE 318 Play & Creativity In ECE 
31004 1 L MW 1:00p4:00p 
ECE 341 Assessment of the Young Child 
31005 1 L TR 1 :00p4:00p 
ECE 379 Special Topics 
Section Title: Social Studies 
32078 1 L TR 9:00a·12:oop 
ECE 602 Implem Appr Early Chldhd Prgms 
32501 1 L TR 5:30p·8:40p EMU Livonia 
32501 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emicti.edu 
32501 Start Date: 5/412010 End Date: 6/24/2010 
ECE 615 Soc Relatshp & Comp in EC Sett 
32417 1 HLE MW 5:30p·7:35p 
ECE 641 Dev AsmntiYg Chd:Th&Prc 
32418 1 L TR 5:30p-7:35p 
ECE 697 Independent Study 
30929 liST DP 
):il:ftli: S~tem S~~e.~5e ·, .. ~'. 
ESSC 107 Intro to Enivronmntl Science 
32379 1 L TR 9:00a·11 :40a 
. ESSC 108 Earth Science for Non·Sci Mjrs 
32510 1 DEO EMU Online 
32510 Must also enroll in online lab section ESSC 109 -32511 
32510 1 DEO EMU Online 
32510 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31481 1 L MTR 8:30a·l0:20a 
~ 
2.0Cr 
Liepa 
3.0 Cr 
Liepa 
1.0 Cr 
Liepa 
2.0 Cr 
Liepa 
3.0 Cr 
Liepa 
1.0 Cr 
Liepa 
3.0 Cr 
Grossman 
3.0 Cr 
Baiyee 
3.0Cr 
Beaubien 
2.0 Cr 
Beaubien 
2.0 Cr 
Grossman 
2.oCr 
Baiyee 
1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Kasenow 
3.0Cr 
Bradley 
Bradley 
Bradley 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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ESSC 109 Earth Science Lab:Non-Scl Mjrs 
32511 1 DLB EMU Online 
32511 Must also enroll in online lecture ESSC 108 _ 32510 
32511 1 DLB EMU Online 
32511 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31482 1 LAB TR 10:30a-12:20p 
ESSC 110 The Dynamic Earth System 
31484 5 L MTR 9:00a-11:20a 
31485 5 LAB TR 12:00p..2:00p 
ESSC 114 Nat'l Parks & Monuments 
31823 5 l MT 1:00p-3:20p 
ESSC 120 Dinosaurs, Mammoths&Trllobltes 
31822 1 L MTR 9:45a-12:20p 
ESSC 202 Earth SCience for Elem Teacher 
32699 1 DEO EMU Online 
32699 Defivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
ESSC 208 Natural Envrmntl Hazards 
32331 iDEO EMU Online 
32331 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
ESSC 227 Topographic Maps 
31825 5 l TR 9:00a-l1:10a 
ESSC 229 Rocks and Minerals 
32677 9 lLA MTWR 8:00a-3:00p 
U 
lLA F 
lLA S 
8:00a-12:00p 
4:00p-9:00p 
Traverse Cly 
32677 Exact times and syUabus: www.ep.emich.edu/north 
ESSC 315 Water & Envlronmnt-Elem Tchrs 
32332 1 DEO EMU Online 
32332 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
ESSC 387 Co-op Ed In Earth Sys Science 
31492 1 CP DP 
ESSC 488 Internship 
31486 liST DP 
ESSC 489 Internship 
31487 liST DP 
ESSC 490 Internship 
31488 liST DP 
ESSC 497 Independent Study 
30879 liST DP 
ESSC 498 Independent Study 
31490 liST DP 
ESSC 499 Independent Study 
30883 liST DP 
ECON 100 Intro to Econ Prob & Policies 
30108 1 L TR 10:00a-12:40p 
1.0Cr 
Bradley 
Bradley 
Bradley 
4.0Cr 
Clark 
2.0 Cr 
Clark 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Rutherford 
3.0 Cr 
Kasenow 
2.0Cr 
Cas~es 
3.0 Cr 
Clark 
3.0 Cr 
Kasenow 
3.0 Cr 
4.0Cr 
5.0 Cr 
6.0Cr 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Hayworth 
Qlli §.ElI ~ DP.Qru§ Class Time 
ECON 103 Economics for Living 
32628 1 L MW 1:00p-3:40p 
ECON 201 
30109 l 
Principles of Macroeconomics 
30110 l 
30111 L 
32629 l 
TR 9:00a-ll :40a 
TR 12:00p-2:40p 
MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MW 1 :00p-3:40p 
ECON 202 
30112 1 l 
Principles of Microeconomics 
30113 5 L 
30114 1 l 
30115 1 L 
32630 5 L 
MW 6:30p-9:10p 
MTR 10:00a-12:15p 
TR 1:00p-3:40p 
MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MTWR 10:30a-12:10p 
ECON 301 
30364 1 L 
Int Macroecon Analysis 
TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 302 
30786 1 L 
Int Microecon Analysis 
MW 1 :00p-3:40p 
Economic History of the U S 
MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 375 
32631 1 l 
ECON 387 Co-op Education In Economics 
30897 1 CP DP 
ECON 436 Health Economics 
32275 1 l MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 480 International Economics 
32038 1 L MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 499 Independent Study 
30881 liST DP 
ECON 500 Foundtns of Economic Analysis 
30117 1 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 501 Macroeco Theory & Policy 
31261 1 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 502 Microeco Theory & Policy 
31262 1 l MW 1:00p..3:40p 
ECON 520 Analytic Labor Economics 
32632 1 L TR 6:3Op-9:10p 
ECON 561 Econ of MuHlnatJ Enterp 
30118 1 L MW 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 592 Special Topics 
Section Tille: Recession 
31821 1 L TR 6:30p-9:10p 
ECON 597 Independent Study 
31469 DP 
ECON 686 Co-op Education In Economics 
30419 1 CP DP 
ECON 691 Thesis 
31473 liST DP 
3.0 Cr 
Hogan 
3.0 Cr 
Dewan 
Crary 
Vogt 
Dewan 
3.0Cr 
Rice 
Moreland 
Yaya 
Rice 
Woodland 
3.0Cr 
Erenburg 
3.0 Cr 
Moreland 
3.0Cr 
Crary 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Rice 
3.0 Cr 
Vogt 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Bahkali 
3.0 Cr 
Erenburg 
3.0 Cr 
Moreland 
3.0 Cr 
Yaya 
3.0 Cr 
Hayworth 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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·I ................ --------------------------------------------------------------------n 
• ~+! ,0 
ECON 699 Independent Study 
31121 1 1ST DP 
r'Mubiloniir.elliferSiifp'«':,~>.': ' -
~ H"·'~'::"" ~", ~ ........ ::",.t.. .w· ......... _ ......... ,~_, ;--', ...... +.,;,;.." 
EDLD 509 Ed Ldrshp Pluralistic Society 
32353 5 HLE U 12:00p-6:15p PORTER 
HLE U 12:00p-S:15p 
HLE U 12:00p-S:15p 
HLE U 12:00p-S:15p 
32353 Meets Sundays: Early start 5/2/10. 
32353 Start Date: 51212010 End Date: 6/13/2010 
EDLD 513 Community Ed & Commun Relation 
32972 HLE R 5:30p-8:45p EMU Jackson 
HLE R 5:30p-8:45p 
HLE R 5:30p-8:45p 
HLE R 5:30p-8:45p 
32972 Early Start: April 29 
32972 Start Date: 4/29/2010 End Date: 6/17/2010 
32972 1 HLE R 5:30p-8:45p EMU Jackson 
HLE R 5:30p-8:45p 
HLE R 5:30p-8:45p 
HLE R 5:30p-8:45p 
32972 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32972 Start Date: 4/2912010 End Date: 6/17/2010 
EDLD 514 Orgztn & Admin of K·12 Schools 
32518 1 DEODP EMU Online 
32518 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32358 5 HLE R 5:30p-8:45p EMU Livonia 
32358 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
EDLD 515 Instructional Leadership 
32346 5 HLE T 5:30p-8:50p 
EDLD 609 Team Bldg/Consen Decision Makg . 
32370 9 ELE MTWR 8:00a-2:00p Traverse Cly 
FU 
ELE S 4:00p-9:00p 
32370 Exact times and syllabus:www.ep.emich.edu/north 
EDLD 612 Economics of Public Educ 
32349 5 L MW 5:30p-8:45p EMU Brighton 
32349 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.extended.emich.edu 
32369 5 L TR 5:30p-8:45p 
32369 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.extended.emich.edu 
32369 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 6110/2010 
EDLD 615 Collective Negotiations 
31780 5 HLE W 5:30p-8:50p 
EDLD 630 Legal,Ethical&Prof Issues Admn 
32350 5 HLE W 5:30p-8:45p EMU Flint 
32350 Meets at EMU-Flint: www.extended.emich.edu 
32350 Start Date: 5/512010 End Date: 61912010 
EDLD 631 Human Reltn Skis Ed Ldrs 
... T. 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Zamani-Gall 
3.0 Cr 
Burton 
Burton 
3.0 Cr 
Beny 
Beny 
3.0Cr 
Beny 
3.0Cr 
-Burton 
3.0 Cr 
Price 
Orwin 
3.0 Cr 
Farber 
3.0 Cr 
Janman 
3.0 Cr 
CRN liPfT ~ DP ~ Class Time Location 
32373 5 HLE S 9:00a-3:30p PORTER 
HLE S 9:00a-3:30p 
HLE S 9:00a-3:30p 
HLE F 5:30p-8:30p 
HLE F 5:30-8:30p 
HLE F 5:30p-8:30p 
32373 Early Start: April 30 - Mtg Dates: Apr 30 May 1,7/8, 14/15 
32373 Start Date: 4/30/2010 End Date: 5/1512010 
EDLD 655 College Student Devlpmnt Theor 
32347 5 HLE R 5:30p-8:50p 
EDLD 686 Masters Internship 
Section Title: K-12 
30076 1 L DP 
Section Title: Higher Education I 
31781 1 L DP 
Section Title: Student Affairs I 
31782 , 1 L DP 
EDLD 687 Masters Internship 
Section Title: K-12 
30077 1 L DP 
Section Title: Higher Education 
31794 1 L DP 
Section Title: Student Affairs I 
31795 1 L DP M 5:30p-7:00p 
Section Title: Student Affairs II 
31796 1 L DP M 5:30p-7:00p 
EDLD 688 Masters Internship 
30078 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 689 Masters Internship 
30079 liST DP 
EDLD 696 Semlnar·Educ Leadership 
32372 9 HLE MTWR 8:00a-2:00p Traverse Cly 
F 
32372 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep.emich.edu/north 
32372 Start Date: 6/21/2010 End Date: 6/25/2010 
EDLD 697 Independent Study 
30842 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 698 Independent Study 
30272 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 699 Independent Study 
32272 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 712 Anlys of Rsrch in Admin 
32348 5 L DP R 4:00p-5:30p 
EDLD 767 Continuous Enrollment 
31582 1 L DP 
EDLD 786 Internshlp.Educ Admin 
30080 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 787 Internship·Educ Admin 
30081 1 1ST DP 
Instructor 
Broughton 
3.0Cr 
Barber 
1.0 Cr 
Flowers 
Flowers 
Tack 
2.0 Cr 
Flowers 
Flowers 
Tack 
Tack 
3.0 Cr 
Flowers 
4.0 Cr 
Flowers 
3.0 Cr 
Zamanl-Gall 
1.0 Cr 
2,0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Barot! 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Flowers 
2.0 Cr 
Flowers 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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EDLD 788 Intemshlp-Educ Admin 3.0 Cr 
30082 1 1ST DP Flowers 
EDLD 789 Intemshlp-Educ Admin 
30083 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 797 Independent Study 
30273 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 798 Independent Study 
30355 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 799 Independent Study 
30274 1 1ST DP 
EDLD 820 The Politics of Educ Leadershp 
32359 5 L MW 5:30p-8:45p EMU Livonia 
32359 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emlch.edu 
EDLD 896 Dillertation Research 
30084 1 L DP 
EDLD 897 DI.sertatlon Re.earch 
30093 1 L DP 
EDLD 898 Dls.ertatlon Re.earch 
30101 1 L DP 
EDLD 899 Dissertation R,.earch 
30278 1 L DP 
~~!~~~!~~~~t~~j~~~:!i:~i9!!i¥):j?~~.:,·. 
EDMT 330 Instructnl Appllc. of Med&Tech 
32495 1 DEO EMU Online 
32495 Delivered Online. More info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32496 1 DEO EMU Online 
32496 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31024 1 HLE MW 10:30a-12:20p 
31494 HLE TR 10:30a-12:20p 
32434 HLE MW 1 :00p.2:50p 
EDMT 499 Independent Study 
31560 1 1ST DP 
EDMT 592 Special Topics 
32497 1 DEO EMU Online 
32497 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
EDMT 597 Independent Study 
32279 1 1ST DP 
EDMT 697 Independent Study 
30760 51ST DP 
EDMT 898 Independent Study 
30761 51ST DP 
EDMT 899 Independent Study 
30762 51ST DP 
rECi"'·r~··tiO"'p "'·di....,"~;·"· '~\('''I'· ,''ii'''''' .• ,, ' .;~'- }~~I! .. ~!!~ .:!Y ... c?'''~IY.' .. ':<':.;:.,_.: .. :,.",,' .. 
EDPS 322 Human Oevelpmnt&Leamlng 
31592 5 L TWR 1:00p4:00p 
4.0Cr 
Flowers 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
Baro!! 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
4.0Cr 
8.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Margerum-L 
Margerum-L 
McVey 
Jones 
McVey 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
. McVey 
1.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
4.0 Cr 
Beauvais 
EDPS 325 LIfe Span Hum Grwth &Dev 
32503 1 DEO EMU Online 
32503 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32504 1 DEO EMU Online 
32504 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32505 1 DEO EMU Online 
32505 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
EDPS 340 Intro to A ..... mnt & Evaluat 
30764 5 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
30765 5 L MW 1:00p4:10p 
32188 5 L TR 1:00p-4:10p 
EDPS 600 Human Development 
32506 1 DEO EMU Online 
32506 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
EDPS 626 
32502 9 L 
Prlncipl •• & Issutl Ed Asse •• m 
TWR 8:3Oa·3:3Op EMU Livonia 
L TWR 8:30a.3:30p 
32502 Meets at EMU·Livonla: 6/22-€/24 & 6/29.7/1 
32502 Start Date: 612212010 End Date: 711/2010 
EDPS 640 A HolI.tic Apprch Prevent&lnt 
32507 1 DEO EMU Online 
32507 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
EOPS 667 Principles of Ed Rel8arch 
32508 1 DEO EMU Online 
32508 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32509 1 DEO EMU Online 
32509 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
EDPS 697 Independent Study 
30847 liST DP 
EDPS 698 Independent Study 
30848 1 1ST DP 
EDPS 699 Independent Study 
30849 1 1ST DP 
ElectroniCs 
ELEe 120 
32486 1 L 
Prlncples Electrical Clrcuiti 
MW 10:00a-12:50p 
ELEC 218 Motors and Controls 
31693 1 LLA TR 10:008.1 :30p 
ELEC 387 Co-op Educ In Electrn Technlgy 
30435 5 CP DP 
ELEC 479 SpeCial Topics 
Section Title: Renew Energy & Instrumen 
31694 1 L MW 3:00p.5:50p 
ELEC 487 Co-op Educ In Electm Technlgy 
30436 5 CP DP 
ELEC 497 Independent Study 
30437 51ST DP 
4.0Cr 
Gould 
Gould 
Jose-Kampf 
3.0 Cr 
Maylone 
Maylone 
Sanford 
2.0 Cr 
Jones 
3.0Cr 
Maylone 
3.0 Cr 
Jose-Kampf 
3.0 Cr 
Starko 
Starko 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Greenfield 
3.0 Cr 
Bart 
3.0 Cr 
Bari 
3.0 Cr 
Bart 
3.0 Cr 
Bari 
1.0 Cr 
Bari 
For up-tO-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for Information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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ELEC 498 Independent Study 
30438 51ST DP 
ELEC 499 Independent Study 
30439 51ST OP 
:' Engineerllll' Mina'geme"nr,:~:"" ':' ::: ' 
....... ',,·t..,. · '_"'.'."''' .. , • ,. __ , ..•• __ ~.,~ .• ,_,-. ... .. __ . 
EM 340 Engineering Ethics 
32882 1 DEO EMU Online 
32682 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
EM 505 Managing Enginrng & Technology 
32863 1 DEO EMU Online 
32883 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
EM 519 Applied Engineering Proj Mngmt 
32684 1 DEO EMU Online 
32884 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
EM 558 Lean Production 
32885 1 DEO EMU Online 
32885 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
EM 580 Englnrng & Enterprise Integ rat 
32886 1 DEO EMU Online 
32686 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
EM 697 Independent Study 
32183 liST 
·.].~~!.~.~'':~·~::.;· ' :~,:~dL;~ 
ENGL 121 Comp II: Resrchng the Publ Exp 
30283 L MW 5:30p-6:10p 
30843 L TR 9:00a-11 :40a 
32526 L MW 9:00a-I1:40a 
ENGL 300W Writing About Literature 
31495 5 L MW 5:30p-8:50p 
ENGL 324 Prln otTech Communication 
32563 1 DEO EMU Online 
32563 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
32564 1 DEO EMU Online 
32564 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
ENGL 328 Writing, Style, and Technology 
32565 1 DEO EMU Online 
32565 Delivered Online. More Into: www.emuonline.edu 
31496 1 L MW 1:00p.3:40p 
ENGL 387 Co-op Education in English 
30125 1 CP DP 
ENGL 408W Writing for Writng Tchrs 
31563 . 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
ENGL 487 Co·op Education In English 
30126 1 CP DP 
ENGL 488 Internship In Techncl Writing 
30127 1 1ST DP 
Instructor 
..-: ' .~. ~. 
2.0 Cr 
Bari 
3.0Cr 
Bari 
3.0 Cr 
Rute 
3.0 Cr 
Wright 
3.0 Cr 
Ahmed 
3.0 Cr 
Tucker 
3.0 Cr 
Ahmed 
1.0 Cr 
Ahmed 
3.0 Cr 
Cassidy 
3.0 Cr 
Csicsila 
3.0Cr 
Benninghoff 
Benninghoff 
3.0 Cr 
Mueller 
Cassidy 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Tucker 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
CRN §. PIT 2I DP Qm Class Time Location ~ 
ENGL 489 Internship in Techncl Writing 2.0 Cr 
30128 liST DP 
ENGL 490 Internship in Techncl Writing 3.0 Cr 
30129 liST DP 
ENGL 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30130 liST DP 
ENGL 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30131 liST DP 
ENGL 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30132 liST DP 
ENGL 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 
30171 liST DP 
ENGL 693 Masters Writing Project 3.0 Cr 
31438 1 L DP 
ENGL 697 Independent Study 1.0Cr 
30173 liST DP 
ENGL 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30174 liST DP 
ENGL 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30175 liST DP 
~,,-glish ~~I~co-"d'~}lgu~~e 
ESLN 010 Beginning ESL Grammar 3.0 Cr 
32382 1 L OP MW 9:ooa·11 :40a 
ESLN 012 Beginning ESL Writing 3.0 Cr 
32396 1 L DP MW 1 :00p-2:40p 
32396 12 week course 513110 through 7/23/10 
ESLN 015 Study Skills Engl Lang Lrnr I 3.0 Cr 
32367 1 L DP TR 9:008-11 :40a 
ESLN 017 American Language & Culture I 3.0 Cr 
32385 1 L DP TR 1:00p-3:40p 
ESLN 020 Intermediate ESL·Grammar 3.0 Cr 
32381 1 L DP MW 9:00a·11:40a 
ESLN 022 Intermediate ESL·Wrlting 3.0 Cr 
32398 1 L DP MW 1 :00p·2:40p 
32398 12 week course 513110 through 7i23110 
ESLN 030 Advanced ESL: Grammar 3.0 Cr 
32388 1 L DP MW 9:00a·11 :408 
ESLN 032 Advanced ESL; Writing 3.0 Cr 
32394 1 L DP MW 1 :00p·2:40p 
32394 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23110 
ESLN 033 American Pronunciation II 3.0Cr 
32390 1 L DP TR 1 :00p·3:40p 
ESLN 039 Community & Current Events II 3.0 Cr 
32392 1 L DP TR 9:008-11 :40a 
For up-to-date information visit http://itemich,edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my,emich 
Student Self Service, See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments, 
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IMPORTANT 
PHONE 
NUMBERS 
Ie-mail 
Area Code (734) 
EMU Information .. . ......... . ................ 487.1849 
Academic Advising Center . .... . .... . .... . . . . . .. 487.2171 
academic.advising@emich.edu 
Academic Programs Abroad ..................... 487.2424 
Academic Service-Learning . ...... .. ............ 487.6570 
Admissions Office 
Undergraduate . . ...... ...... . . . .... . . . . ..... 487.3060 
undergraduate.admissions@emich.edu 
Graduate ... . .............................. 487.3400 
graduate.admissions@emich.edu 
Cashier's Office .. . . .... . . . .... . . .... . . . . .. . . . 487.3331 
Career Services Center ........................ 487.0400 
Counseling and Psychological Services ........... 487.1118 
Eagle Card Office ............. . ........... . ... 487.3176 
EMU Bookstore ........ . ...................... 483.2850 
Extended Programs and Educational Outreach ..... 487.0407 
Financial Aid ............................ . . . . . 487.0455 
financial.aid@emich.edu 
Health Services ..... . . .. . . ...... . . .. . . . . ...... 487.1122 
Holman Learning Center ....................... 487.2133 
learning.center@emich.edu 
Parking . . .... . ...... . .... . . . .... ........... . 487.3450 
Records 
Undergraduate ... . ... .. . ...... . .. . ... .. . . . .. 487.4111 
Graduate ...... . ...... . .. . . .... . . . .......... 487.0093 
records_and_registration@emich.edu 
Registration Helpline .......................... 487.2300 
records_and_registration@emich.edu 
Student Business Services . . .. . . .... . ...... . ... 487.3335 
Transfer Admissions ........................... 487.1442 
transfer.admissions@emich.edu 
Veteran Services .... ... .. . . ...... . .... . ...... 487.3119 
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Pinal Eumination Se~ule. . . • . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . .. G7 
Graduate CoUI'IeS for SenIors •••••••.•••.••••••• ••••• G9 
Graduate Students Electing 400 level Classes ..•....••.. G9 
Graduation Infonnation •...•..••.••..•.•...•...••... G9 
Holds ..••...•....••...•.•...•...•.•.•.••........ GIl 
Incomplete Grade .•...•.....•......•.........•...•. G9 
Instructor Assignments •....•.........•.•...•....•.. G9 
Late Registration .................................. G9 
Notification of Student Rights (FERPA) .•.............. G9 
Parking ...........•.............•............... G15 
Pass-Fail ................................... . .. . .. G9 
Paying Bins ...................................... GIO 
Refunds ..... . ............................. . ..... GIl 
Registration Appoinbnents ..................... GI2-G13 
Records and Registration Service&'Hours . . . . . . . . . . . . .. G8 
Repeat of Courses .... : .......................... . .. G9 
Residency Status for Tuition ........... . ............ GIl 
Special Needs ..................................... G9 
Transcript Orders ..... . ....... . .................... G9 
Tuition and Fees .................................. GIO 
University Map ................................... GI6 
Web Registration ......... . ...................... G2-G3 
Withdrawal-Individual ....................... , ..... GIO 
Withdrawal-Total .... " ............. .. , ............ GI0 
ration 
EMU uses a Web-based registration 
process through the 
my.emich system. 
All students must use the online 
registration system to register for classes. 
For add itional assistance contact 
Service EMU, 268 Student Center or the 
Office of Records and Registration, 
303 Pierce Hall, 734.487.2300. 
Step 1: 
Get your my.emich account 
If you already are using the my.emich system and your password has 
not expired, skip this step and go to Step 2. (If your password 
has expired, you will be redirected to the account password reset 
page). To get your my.emich account username, you must: 
a. Be eligible to register as defined on page G12. 
If you still need to take care of any admission details, please visit 
our Web site at www.emich.edu and click on "Future Students" 
and then click on "Admissions" or call 1.800.GO.TO.EMU 
(734.487.3060 for local calls). 
b. Have access to a computer connected to the internet, capable 
of running a Web browser. my.emich supports Internet 
Explorer 5.5 SP2 and 6.0 plus latest security patch (Windows), 
5.1 (Macintosh) and Netscape Communicator. 4.79 or 6.2.x 
(Windows), 4.79 (Macintosh). Connection to the internet 
can be either dial-up (such as AOL) or broadband (such as 
SBC DSL or Comcast cable internet). 
SPRING 2010 G2 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE 
If you meet these criteria, do the followins to set your my.emich 
account information: 
On the main page for my.emich.edu, click on "How do I get my username and password. " 
Once the page for my.emich Account activation opens, follow these steps: 
1. Choose "Student" under Activate a new account 
2. Click "Next step" »> 
3. Type in your EID and PIN 
4. Click "Submit" 
5. Enter a Challenge "Question" and "Response" 
6. Click "Change Challenge Question/Response" 
7. Enter a valid password in the "Password" and "Verify" fields 
8. Click "Change Password" 
Step 2: 
Logging in and navigating to School Services 
Use your Web Browser to go to 
http://my.emich.edu, and enter your 
username and password in the spaces 
provided. The my.emich passwords 
expire on a timed basis (currently 180 
days). If your password has expired, you 
will automatically be redirected to the 
password change page on your next log 
in. To change your password at 
other times, click the "Change 
your Password" link in the 
EMU Quick Links section of 
the my.emich ta b 
(you may need to 
scroll down). 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE 
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When you are ready to register, select 
the Student tab. Scroll down to the 
Services Main Menu section. Click t he 
"Student Services" link, then click 
"Registration", and then click "Add 
or Drop Classes". 
Follow t he instructions to enroll for your 
classes. If you have any quest ions, select 
the Tutorial tab. The Tutorial tab 
provides step by step instructions 
along with pictures of 
what you should be see-
ing for many common 
my.emich functions 
including registering 
for classes. 
SPRING 2010 
t-J 
o 
... 
o 
Part of Term 
P{f 
1 
5 
9 
DatesJlength last date to 
of Part of add courses 
Term via lbe web 
(a' (a' 
5'311 o-£I'm1 0 5/5/10 
\1 Y2 weeks) 
5/3110-6114110 515/10 
(6 weeks) 
QI1!¥1 (}{125'1 0 6/19/10 
(1 week) 
SPRING 2010 CALENDAR 
Last date to Last date for Last date for Last date for Last date for Last dale for Last date to 
last date to 
add courses 100%tuHion Individual 5O%tullion 25% tuition I11III1 w/lllaWal declare 
remove 
with refumI class refund (toIIl refuIld (toIIl fnlmtann(. pasa/lall passJlaii 
departmental (Individual or withdrawal wilbtlraWat withdrawal "W" grades' grediag option grading 
aalborlzallon total (with "W" only' wHit on'V wHit or select to option and 
(a, wilbdrawal .. des, "W" grades "W graUs audit a course recaiYe leller 
tromterm) grade 
5127/10 516110 6/7/10 5114110 5127/10 6116110 (b) 516110 6116/10 
5127/10 516110 5128/10 5114/10 5127110 6/7110 5/6/10 
6/7/10 
6121110 6119/10 ** 6/22110 6120/10 ** 6121110** 6124110 6119/10 
6/24/10 
(a) Initial registrations occurring on or after the start of the Part of Term will incur a one-time $120 late registration fee. 
(b) Date applicable only if student's classes are ALL within the same Part of Term and/or a later starting Part of Term. 
Gl **A written request must be faxed to the Office of Records and Registration at 734.487.6808 before midnight. 
~ OTHER IMPORTANT DATES 
RECORDS AND REGISTRATION: 
April 15,2010 International and domestic student undergraduate re-enrollment. 
May 12,2010 Undergraduate and Graduate graduation applications for June 2010 graduation priority processing due. 
Applications for Provisional Certification for post-baccalaureate students due. 
STUDENT BUSINESS SERVICES: 
April 30, 2010 Spring 2010 FULL payment due. 
Go to http://www.emich.edu/controUer/sbs/index.html for payment options. 
ADMISSIONS: International student admission and re-enrollment to graduate degree/non-degree programs, certificate, and certification programs. 
International student admission to undergraduate degree programs, post bach teacher certification, second bachelor programs, March 1,2010 
March 15, 2010 
April 15,2010 
and guest status. 
Domestic student admission and re-enrollment to graduate degree/non-degree programs, certificate, and certification programs. 
Domestic student admission to undergraduate degree programs, post bach teacher certification, second bachelor programs, 
and guest status. 
STUDENTS WHOSE ADMISSION OR RE-ENROLLMENT APPLICATION IS RECEWED AFTER THE DATES 
ABOVE MAY BE SUBJECT TO A LATE REGISTRATION FEE of $120.00 
MARCH 2010 
S M T W T F S 
1 prioriX due date for 2 3 4 5 6 
Internal'l a mission apps 
and re-enrollments 
WI N T E R R E C E S S N 0 C A S S E S ; C A M P U 0 P E N 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
WINTER RECESS -
NO CLASSES ; 
CAMPUS OPEN 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
Priority due date for 
domestic grad admission 
apps and re-enrollments 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
Honora, Doctoral Post-Bachelors, Post-Bachelor Non-Fellows and Graduate Graduate Students Teacher CertIfIcation, Degree Students and AssIstants and Second Bachelors Seniors 
28 29 30 31 
Seniors Juniors Sophomores 
APRIL 2010 
S M T W T F 5 
Freshmen 
4 5 6" r 8 
SPRING RECESS Freshmen UNIVERSITY CLOSED 
Ubrary Open 
1f 12 
0 P 
18 
0 P 
25 
Winter Commencement 
0 p E W E B G S T 
• 
PRIORITY • OPEN • LATE • DROP • WITHDRAW 
REGISTRATION REGISTRATION REGISTRATION ONLY ONLY 
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2 
9 
18 
3 
SPRI N RECES S 
UN I VE R S I Y CLO SE D 
S 
Libr a r O pen 
T 
A 
A 
LAST 
DAY 
0 
R 
10 
A T 0 
17 
T 0 
24 
T 0 
N 
HOLIDAY! 
EMU CLOSED 
N 
N 
N 
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MAY 2010 
S M T W T F S 
Last day to process first 
registration without late fee 
9 
WEB I N 0 
16 17 
S M 
6 7 last D',f for. • indMdual 
WEB INDIVIDUAL w/drawalfromP 1 C\asseswith W 
CLASS WITHDRAWAL ~rade - no refund · total w/dr.rwal rom PIT 5 cfasses with W irades-
-NO REFUND no refund · remove pass-fall for PIT 5 classes 
13 14 Last Day of 6 wk (PIT 2) classes 
SEE PAGE G7 FOR 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
20 21 last Day: · to add PIT 9 classes Last Day: • for PIT 9 total 
withdrawal at 50% tuition refund with departmental authorization 
and W grades • for total withdrawal for PIT 9 at 25% tuition refund and W grades 
27 28 
JUNE 2010 
T W , T 
1 2 3 
WEB IN 01 ~I DUAL C L 55 WIT H 0 
8 9 10 
15 16 17 Last Day: · for total w/drawal 
from PIT 1 classes with W grade~ 
- no refund · to remove pass/fall 
for PIT 1 classes 
22 Last Day: • for indMdual with- 23 Close of Spring Session 24 
drawal from PfT 9 classes with w Last Day of Last Day: • for total withdrawal 
grades - no refund from PIT 9 classeswithWgrades-7.5 wk (PIT 1) Session no refund · to remove passlfail for 
SEE PAGE G7 FOR PIT 9 classes 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
29 30 
I PRIORITY REGISTRATION I OPEN • LATE REGISTRATION REGISTRATION I DROP I WITHDRAW ONLY ONLY 
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N 0 
F 
4 
~ A W A L - N 
11 
18 
Last Day to process first 
registration without late 
registration fee for PfT 9 
25 
Last Day of one week (PIT 9) classes 
SEE PAGE G7 FOR 
FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
LAST 
DAY 
OPEN WEB 
REGISTRATION 
UAL CLASS 
NO REFUND 
5 
E FUN 0 
22 
E FUN 0 
29 
S 
5 
REFUND 
12 
19 
late-Starting Classes for prr 9 
and Last Day: • to add classes via 
the web for PIT 9 • to drop PIT 9 
at 100% tuition refund 
• to declare passlfail for PIT 9 
26 
HOLIDAY/ 
EMU CLOSED 
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SPRING 2010 FINAL EXAM SCHEDULE 
Whether or not a final examination shall be required will be determined by the instructor in line with departmental policy. 
The schedule below shall be followed. If a final examination is not given, the scheduled exam period shall be used for other 
class activity. Instructors are not permitted to change the schedule of examinations. Students are to take their exam with 
their regular class during the last class session. Any deviation must be approved by the instructor and the department head 
in which the course is offered. Approval will be given only in cases of extreme emergency. Consult the University Catalog 
for other regulations governing examinations. 
DAY & EVENING CLASSES - 6 WEEK SESSION 
DAYIS) CLASS MEETS 
T 
W 
R,TR 
F 
S 
M, MW, MWF, MTR, MTWR, MTWRF 
DATE OF EXAMINATION 
Tuesday, June 8 
Wednesday, June 9 
Thursday, June 10 
Friday, June 11 
Saturday, June 12 
Monday, June 14 
DAY & EVENING CLASSES - 7-1/2 WEEK SESSION 
DAYIS) CLASS MEETS 
R 
F 
S 
M 
DATE OF EXAMINATION 
Thursday, June 17 
Friday, June 18 
Saturday, June 19 
Monday, June 21 
Tuesday, June 22 
Wednesday, June 23 
T, TR, MTR 
W, MW, MWF, MTWR, MTWRF 
DAY and EVENING CLASSES _ 1 WEEK SESSION 
F 
DAYIS) CLASS MEETS 
DATE OF EXAM INATION 
Friday, June 25 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE 
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GUIDE TO REGISTRATI 
'Policies and 'Proce 
N 
ures 
Spending a few minutes to become familiar with this guide will help you take care of your 
educational program, receive services and prevent costly problems. 
OFFICE OF RECORDS AND REGISTRATION SERVICES 
The Office of Records and Registration Service Counter is located in 303 Pierce Hall. Here you will receive assistance with ques-
tions or problems regarding your undergraduate or graduate academic record as well as any registration issues. Service hours are: 
Monday-Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
The following services are available in the Office of Records and Registration: 
• Class schedule books 
• Total withdrawal requests 
• Individual course withdrawal for students with holds 
• Enrollment verification/deferment forms 
• Late registration for students with prior departmental authorization 
• Declaration of class audit 
• Removal of pass/fail option 
'(declaration made at Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce) 
• Processing of course substitutions and waivers 
• Undergraduate graduation audit 
• Undergraduate re-enrollment applications 
• 400/500 course level processing 
• Address and name change 
• Application for graduation 
(payment through the Cashier'S Office, 201 Pierce) 
• Eastern Michigan University Transcripts (ordered through the 
Cashier's Office (201 Pierce Hall) or online at www.getmytranscript.com) 
• Veteran Services (moved to 246B McKenny Hall • 734.487.3119) 
PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANOTHER PERSON TO HANDLE YOUR RECORDS AND REGISTRATION BUSINESS! By federal law, 
we can only accept transaction requests from the student, with photo identification and a signature. 
UNIVERSITY REGISTRATION POLICY 
By registering for classes at Eastern Michigan University, you accept responsibility for reading and conforming to all policies, 
procedures, required dates, fees and other requirements published in the University catalogs and in the class schedule book. 
You will also incur the $44.75 non-refundable registration fee. 
ADDRESS CHANGE 
File your ADDRESS CHANGE with the 
post office and the University. Each 
time you change your address, you 
must update your address in the 
University's records. You can make 
address changes online by logging 
into your my.emich.edu account, 
clicking on the Student tab, choosing "Personal 
Information" and following the links to the address correction 
page. If you have activated your Higher One card, you must 
also change your address with Higher One. 
SPRING 2010 G8 
COURSE LOAD 
Undergraduate: 
During the spring and summer semesters, the recommended 
course load is 6 to 9 credit hours in the 7-1/2 week session and 5 
to 6 credit hours in the 6 week session. Students must take at 
least 6 hours to be considered full-time. First semester freshmen 
and students on academic probation may not take more than the 
recommended academic load without special permission from 
the Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce. 
Graduate: 
During the spring and summer semesters, the minimum full-
time graduate course load is 4 credits, and half-time is 2 credits. 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE 
COURSE OPTIONS 
See the EMU Catalog for guidelines for all of the following: 
Auditing Classes: Courses may be audited (no credit or grade 
is given) subject to the approval of the head of the department 
offering the course. Tuition and fees apply the same as if 
credit is given. Forms may be obtained at the Office of 
Records and Registration, 303 Pierce Hall. 
Credit/No credit: The crediVno credit option is utilized by 
departments in courses where the standard letter grades do 
not seem appropriate. 
Incompletes: An I (incomplete) grade is never applied to 
poor work or non-attendance by the student. An incomplete is 
granted by the instructor at his/her discretion. A maximum of 
one (1) year is allowed for completion of the course work. 
Pass/Pail Option: A pass/fail option is available to any regu-
larly enrolled junior or senior in good standing within the 
guidelines set forth in the EMU catalog. A student who quali-
fies and wishes to elect this option should fill out a pass-fail 
form and submit it to the Academic Advising Center, 301 
Pierce Hall. Graduate students enrolled in undergraduate 
classes who would like to elect pass/fail should consult with an 
academic department advisor or the Graduate School. Consult 
the calendars in this student guide for deadlines. 
Repeat of Course: Undergraduates may elect to repeat any 
course, regardless of the grade received, within guidelines out-
lined in the EMU catalog. A course may be counted as a repeat, 
thereby eliminating prior grade and hours, no more than twice 
without approval of the department head of the course. Graduate 
students may only repeat a course once, and only if the grade 
obtained in the first enrollment is less than a B. 
COURSES BELOW THE 100 LEVEL 
Developmental courses, those with course numbers below 
100, will appear in total hours attempted, completed and 
passed. The grades will also be used in calculating the term 
and cumulative grade point 'average. However, they will NOT 
count toward the minimum 124 hours required for graduation. 
GRADUATE COURSES FOR SENIORS AND 
400-LEVEL COURSES FOR GRADUATE CREDIT 
Seniors may take 500-levelgraduate courses for undergraduate 
credit and graduate students may take certain 400-level courses 
for graduate credit. See the EMU Catalog or the Graduate 
School Web site (go to gradschool.emich.edu and then click on 
Student Resources) for guidelines and information. 
GRADUATION INFORMATION: 
When To Apply 
Students who anticipate com-
pleting graduation requirements 
must file a graduation application 
at the beginning of the semester 
in which they plan to graduate. For 
more graduation information, go to 
www.emich.edulregistrar and click 
on Graduation Information. 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE 
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INSTRUCTOR ASSIGNMENTS 
The University reserves the right to make necessary changes 
in instructor assignments as listed in this class schedule book. 
LATE REGISTRATI N 
1. Students must be registered in order to attend classes. 
2. Mter the first day of classes, you have a short grace period 
in which to register by Web. If your first registration for the 
term is on or after the first day of the term, you will be 
assessed a single, one-time $120 late registration fee. 
3. After the grace period, registration is permitted on an excep-
tion basis only. Authorization from the appropriate academic 
department is required for each course. Registration with 
departmental authorization is permitted through 50 percent of 
the semster/subterm. See calendars in this guide section for 
specific deadlines. 
4. After the registration (by departmental authorization) dead-
line, students will not receive credit for any c1ass(es) in which 
they are not officially registered. If a student believes they have 
extenuating circumstances and should be permitted to register 
after the deadline, he/she must submit a late registration 
appeal. All appeals must be reviewed and endorsed by the 
instructor, department head and dean of the college in which the 
course is taught. Final approval rests with the Registrar. 
A request does not constitute approval. A late add fee of $120 
per class will be assessed on all approved appeals. The $120 late 
registration fee will also be assessed if the student has not pre-
viously registered for at least one class. 
NOTIFICATION OF STUDENT RIGHTS UNDER 
FERPA 
The Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA) 
affords students certain rights with respect to their education 
records. Please refer to the EMU catalog or our Web site 
(www.emich.edulregistrar) for complete information on FERPA. 
SPECIAL-NEEDS STUDENTS 
Special priority enrollm~nt is available for special-needs stu-
dents. Services are also provided for serious injury or other 
crises. Contact the Student With Disabilities Office, 240K in 
Student Center, for information or call 734.487.2470. 
Student ID Cards: 
The Eagle Card 
The Eagle Card is required 
for the use of the library, 
RecJIM facility, computer 
labs, all meal plans, for entrance to the residence halls after 10 
p.m., and for refund processing. Contact The Eagle Card, 120 
Student Center, for information or call 734.487.3176. 
TRANSCRIPTS 
You can request an official transcript online, by mail or in person 
at 201 Pierce Hall. Information and forms are available through 
the Records and Registration Web site at www.emich.edulregistrar. 
Transcripts may also be ordered online at www.getmytranscript.com. 
A $5 charge per copy applies for each transcript ordered. 
SPRING 2010 
WITHDRAWAL - INDIVIDUAL 
After the 100 percent drop deadline, there is a period for with-
drawal from classes. Withdrawal results in a W on your academic 
record. Individual course withdrawal will produce no tuition cred-
it or refund. 
Students may withdraw from individual classes via the Web, or at 
the Records and Registration Service Counter, 303 Pierce Hall or 
Service EMU, 268 Student Center, through two-thirds of the semes-
ter/subterm. See calendars in this guide for specific deadlines. For 
undergraduates after this time, individual late withdrawals are 
made by petition only, at the Academic Advising Center, 301 Pierce 
Hall, 734.487.2171; students must provide evidence of extenuating 
circumstances. 
For graduate students after this time, individual late withdrawals 
are made at the Graduate School, Boone Hall. Graduate students 
must provide evidence of extenuating circumstances. 
WITHDRAWAL - TOTAL 
If you decide not to attend a semester for which you have reg-
istered, you must cancel your entire class schedule or be sub-
ject to financial and/or academic penalties. If you neglect to 
notify the Office of Records and Registration, the University 
has no way to know that you do not plan to attend, and will 
continue to reserve your space in class. Non-attendance and 
non-payment of bills will not result in any class being dropped. 
You may cancel all classes by: 
1. coming in person to the Office of Records and Registration 
Service Counter, 303 Pierce Hall or Service EMU, 268 
Student Center, or 
2. mailing by certified mail the cancellation form in this book 
or sending a certified letter, including your student number, 
term, year and main reason for withdrawal, to the Office of 
Records and Registration, 303 Pierce Hall, Eastern 
Michigan University, Ypsilanti, M148197; or 
3. calling registration at 734.487.2300 
4. in writing by fax to 734.487.6808 . 
Through the 100 percent deadline, a total withdrawal will 
result in a refund of 100 percent of tuition and fees. The 
$44.75 non-refundable registration fee will remain. Through 
the 50 percent deadline, total withdrawal will result in a 50 
percent refund of tuition and fees and W grades. Through the 
25 percent deadline, total withdrawal will result in a 25 per-
cent refund of tuition and fees and W grades. 
FINANCIAL INFORMATION 
RECEIVING AND PAYING 
BILLS 
Detailed information about 
services provided by Student 
Business Services may be found at: 
http://www.emich.edulsbslindex.html 
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TUITION AND FEES 
Subject to Revision 
All tuition and fees are subject to change by action of the Eastern 
Michigan University Board of Regents without prior notice and at 
any time. Such changes may be retroactive to the date of original 
registration. Rates in effect for 2009-2010 (Subject to change and 
published here for informational purposes only) are as follows: 
MVOH RESIDENT NON·RESIDENT 
Undergraduate tuition per credit hour: 
Course levels 000-499 $238.25 $701.75 
Graduate tuition per credit hour: 
Course levels 500-699 $416.75 $821.50 
Post-Graduate tuition per credit hour: 
Course levels 700 and above $479.50 $926.00 
Fees 
Registration fee: $44.75 (non-refundable) 
Late registration fee: $120 additional (one-time per term) 
General fee: $23.50 per credit hour 
Installment Payment fee: $36 (falVwinter only) 
Late payment fee: $38/month 
Returned Check/Charge card fee: $20 
Program fees: variable 
Student Union fee: $3.35 per credit hour 
Technology fee: $11.15 per credit hour 
Drop Fee: $12 per course drop 
Payment Plan fee: $30 per term 
New Student Fee - Transfer: $150 
New Student Fee - Freshmen: $300 
New Student Fee - GradIPost Bach CertlSecond Bach: $100 
Transcript fee: $5 per copy 
Required fees approved by the Board of Regents are not 
disputable. See http:www.emich.edulsbs/index.html for 
details regarding fees. 
RECEIVING AND PAYING BILLS 
EMU uses electronic billing only. No paper bills are mailed. It is 
each student's responsibility to check their "my.emich" email 
account. E-bill emails are always sent and received through 
"my.emich". Bills are posted monthly and can be paid by web check 
at: https://ebill.emich.edul. Credit card payments are also accepted 
at this site on line via PayPath. PayPath is a third party that 
processes all credit card payments for a 2.75% fee (min $3.00). 
Payments can also be made in person by cash or check or via mail 
by check at: EMU Cashier, 201 Pierce Hall, Ypsilanti, MI48197 or at 
the night deposito!)' at Pierce Hall or Service EMU (check only). 
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EZ Payment Plan 
Located on the same website as E-bill and E-Pay is EZ Payment 
Plan: http://www.emich.edulsbsl. For a nominal fee, a student or 
authorized parent can set up an installment plan, ranging from 
three months to four months, depending on the timing within a 
term. The plan is flexible based upon adjustments made to the 
account from added classes or other charges, dropped classes or 
other reversed charges, as well as payments by cash, check or cred-
it card and financial aid. The important thing to remember is that 
the original payments may change based upon account activity! 
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Third Party Billing and Payment Process 
A company that will pay student charges using a company voucher is 
a third party vendor. Please mail or deliver the third party voucher to 
203 Pierce Hall. After the voucher is received, it is verified and the 
approved amount is credited to the student account The Michigan 
Education Trust (MET) program is applied to the student account 
when the third party office receives a student report from MET. 
REFUNDS 
When financial aid awards exceed tuition costs, academic fees, 
campus room and board, a refund will be issued to the student's 
Higher One Card. Financial aid cannot be used by the University 
to pay non-educational charges (e.g., telephone charges, parking 
fines, library fines) nor can it be used to pay charges from a dif-
ferent aid year other than the year for which it was designated. 
All refunds are processed through Higher One. Exception: 
(Credit card payments that create a refund are credited back to 
the credit card. If a convenience fee is paid, it is NOT refunded.) 
When a student activates their Eagle One card they are given 
three options to process their refund. The card can be used as a 
debit card, a check can be printed and mailed from Higher One 
or the balance can be transferred to a third party bank. Please 
view this site for information regarding your refund: 
https;//www.emueQ8Ieone.com 
RESIDENT STATUS FOR TUITION ASSESSMENT 
Students are responsible for payment of tuition according to their 
resident or non-resident status at the time of their admission. If, 
after admission, a student feels his or her residence status has 
changed, an application for reclassification along with documen-
tation, must be submitted to Student Business Services no later 
than the end of the 100% tuition refund period. Failure to file an 
application before the deadline may result in not being considered 
for reclassification or refunded for the semester for which the stu-
dent has registered. If an appeal is pending, and a bill is received, 
the student should pay the minimum payment due on the bill. If 
the appeal is approved, any amount overpaid will be refunded. 
INSTALLMENT PAYMENT PLAN 
The installment fee program is only run during the first bill cycle of 
the Fall and Winter terms. Student accounts will be assessed an 
installment fee of $36 if the balance is more than $100 after the first 
bill due date in the Fall and Winter terms. Also, if an account is 
assessed an installment fee, it will be assessed a late payment fee if 
the balance is over $100 and less than 50% of the amount billed is not 
paid during the first and second bill cycle of the Fall and Winter terms. 
If more than 50% of the amount billed is paid by the first or second 
billing cycle, the late fees will not be assessed. If, at the third bill due 
date, the balance is over $100, late fees will continue to be assessed. 
LATE PAYMENT FEE 
If payment is received after the bill due date, a late payment fee 
of $38.00 is assessed. Late payment fees will continue to be 
assessed until the account is paid below $100. 
Tuition Refunds for Dropping Classes 
When you register for a class, you have contracted with the 
University to reserve space in that class and you are responsible, by 
virtue of your registration, for payment of tuition and fees. If you 
find that you cannot take a class, you must DROP THE CLASS OR 
CLASSES VIA THE WEB REGISTRATION SYSTEM or IN WRITING 
by the 100% drop date in ordet to be relieved of your responsibility 
for payment of tuition. If you dropped using the Web Registration 
system, you need to verify that the drop was processed correctly. 
If you decide not to attend the University, you must: 
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1. CANCEL ALL YOUR CLASSES at the Records and 
Registration Service Counter at 303 Pierce, Service EMU at 
268 Student Center or by certified mail or by fax. A mail-in 
cancellationlwithdrawal form is included in this book for 
your convenience or you can obtain the form from the web-
site at www.emich.eduiregistrarJorms.htm. You may also 
contact Records and Registration at 734.487.2300. 
2. If you are receiving financial aid, NOTIFY THE OFFICE OF 
FINANCIAL AID that you will not be attending. 
3. If you are in the residence halls, CONTACT THE HOUSING 
OFFICE to arrange for CONTRACT WITHDRAWAL. 
FAILURE TO DO THE ABOVE MAY LEAVE YOU WITH 
TUITION AND HOUSING CHARGES THAT WILL NOT BE 
PAID BY FINANCIAL AID. 
Returned Checks and Charge Card 
Authorizations 
A check or charge returned from your bank or other financial 
institution unpaid (returned item) will not automatically can-
cel your registration with a refund of tuition charges. The 
University will hold you responsible for your original enroll-
ment plan unless you follow the published procedures and 
schedules for dropping classes or withdrawing. We will charge 
the returned item to your account, along with the returned 
check fee , and request immediate payment. If you do not ten-
der payment when requested, administrative action may be 
taken to place holds on future registration privileges, release 
of transcripts and other University services. You will also face 
collection action for the unpaid amount. 
TUITION APPEALS 
EMU allows the first 10 percent of the semester (eight days for 
fall and winter, four days for spring and summer) to drop your 
classes with full credit, minus the non-refundable registration 
fee. If you fail to drop within the time allotted, you will be 
charged the entire tuition and fees for the class(es). If you 
feel there is a University error that resulted in your failure to 
drop the class(es) in a timely manner, you may file a tuition 
appeal with all supporting documentation at Student Business 
Services, 201 Pierce Hall, until 15 business days after the end 
of the semester. There must be a University error, a documented 
medical situation or Non attendance in all courses in a single 
term. All appeals require supporting documentation for appeal 
review. Appeals will not be approved for changes in your work 
schedule or because you failed to verify a drop transaction. 
HELP! THERE'S A HOLD ON MY ACCOUNT SO 
I CAN'T REGISTER ••• 
Eastern Michigan University may place a 
hold on a student's registration if either 
financial or academic performance obliga-
tions are not met. To settle your account 
and clear a financial hold, contact Student 
Business Services at 734-487-3335 or 
203 Pierce Hall. You will then be allowed access to the Web 
Registration System. 
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DO NOT attempt to register befOre your 
appointment time. During the open 
registration period, you may register 
or add/drop any time during or after 
your scheduled appointment. 
To verify your total earned hours, see your online Academic 
Transcript accessible through your my.emich account. 
NEW UNDERGRADUATE AND TRANSFER 
STUDENTS: 
If you are a new undergraduate or transfer student for Spring, 
Summer and Fall 2010, you will not be able to register online. 
You must call Academic Advising at 734.487.2171 to 
schedule an advising session. 
ments 
YOU WILL NOT BE ABLE TO REGISTER ONLINE IF: 
• You do not have current admission status. 
• You were admitted or re-enrolled for a term, but did not 
register and need to update your admission. 
• You have been academically dismissed. 
• You try to register before your appointment time. 
• You have an academic or financial hold. 
• You are a new undergraduate or second bachelor's student 
and have not contacted the Academic Advising Office. 
• You have not registered for eight or more consecutive terms 
and need to re-enroll. 
u 
Registration System Hours 
The my.emich.edu system is available 24 hours. Occasionally, the system may be unavailable due 
_ ~~~~_~ __ : to required maintenance. Scheduled system closures are posted at http://www.emich.edulsystemsl 
~ REMINDER: DO NOT attempt to register before your online appointment time. During the open 
online registration period, you may register or add/drop any time during or after your scheduled appointment. 
HONORS Students (admitted to University Honors 
College), DOCTORAL FELLOWS, and GRADUATE 
ASSISTANTS 
MARCH 24, WEDNESDAY 
TIME 
8 a.m. 
12 noon 
EARNED HRS. 
60 or more 
0-59 
GRADUATE Students 
MARCH 25, THURSDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 50 or more 
11 a.m. 30-49 
2 p.m. 10-29 
4 p.m. 0-9 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
POST BACHELORS, TEACHER CERTIFICATION, and 
SECOND BACHELORS Students 
MARCH 26, FRIDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 60 or more 
11 a.m. 40-59 
2 p.m. 20-39 
4 p.m. 0-19 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
POST BACHELOR NON-DEGREE Students 
MARCH 27, SATURDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 50 or more 
SENIORS (earned 103 or more credit hours) 
MARCH 27, SATURDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 170 or more 
9 a.m. 150-169 
10 a.m. 130-149 
11 a.m. 126-129 
12 noon 123-125 
1 p.m. 120-l22 
2 p.m. 117 -1l9 
3 p.m. 115-116 
4 p.m. 113-114 
5 p.m. 111-ll2 
6 p.m. 109-llO 
7 p.m. 106-108 
8 p.m. 103-105 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
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~-------------------MARCH 29, MONDAY - SENIORS continued 
(earned 85·102 credit hours) 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 101-102 
9 a.m. 99-100 
10 a.m. 97-98 
11 a.m. 95-96 
12 noon 93-94 
1 p.m. 91-92 
2 p.m. 89-90 
3 p.m. 87-88 
4 p.m. 85-86 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
JUNIORS (earned 56-84 credit hours) 
MARCH 30, TUESDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 82-84 
9 a.m. 80-81 
10 a.m. 78-79 
11 a.m. 76-77 
12 noon 74-75 
1 p.m. 72-73 
2 p.m. 70-71 
3 p.m. 68-69 
4 p.m. 66-67 
5 p.m. 64-65 
6 p.m. 62-63 
7 p.m. 59-61 
8 p.m. 56-58 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
SOPHOMORES (earned 25-55 credit hours) 
MARCH 31, WEDNESDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 53-55 
9 a.m. 50-52 
10 a.m. 48-49 
11 a.m. 46-47 
12 noon 44-45 
1 p.m. 42-43 
2 p.m. 40-41 
3 p.m. 38-39 
4 p.m. 36-37 
5 p.m. 34-35 
6 p.m. 31-33 
7 p.m. 28-30 
8 p.m. 25-27 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
FRESHMEN (earned 12·24 credit hours) 
APRIL 1, THURSDAY 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 24 
9 a.m. 23 
10 a.m. 22 
11 a.m. 21 
12 noon 20 
1 p.m. 19 
2 p.m. 18 
3 p.m. 17 
4 p.m. 16 
5 p.m. 15 
6 p.m. 14 
7 p.m. 13 
8 p.m. 12 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
APRIL 5, MONDAY - FRESHMEN continued 
(earned 0-11 credit hours) 
TIME EARNED HRS. 
8 a.m. 11 
9 a.m. 10 
10 a.m. 9 
11 a.m. 8 
12 noon 7 
1 p.m. 6 
2 p.m. 5 
3 p.m. 4 
4 p.m. 3 
5 p.m. 2 
6 p.m. I 
7 p.m. 0 
Open for any previously scheduled appointment groups 
OPEN ONLINE REGISTRATION AND ADD/DROP: See page G12 in this Guide for system hours. 
LATE ONLINE REGISTRATION & ADD/DROP: See Calendar in this Guide for additional dates and system hours. 
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KEY TO READ G an-... ..... 
n ers an Ing es 
SAMPLE SELECTION 
~ Ptr Schd Link Crut Days Class Tim!: Location In~tru!,;tor DpPm Still 
179 Special Topics 3 Cr 
Section Title: Intro.to Environ.Science 
0 L 15 MWF 9:00a-9:50a Reinhardt H 
204 The Biology of Cancer 2 Cr 
0 1 L 30 TR 12:30p-I:20p Angell 
239 Biology of Aging 2 Cr 
0 1 L 20 M 5:30p-7:20p Walker 
301 Genetics 3 Cr 
0 L 45 TR 9:30a-l0:45a Kass 
I L 45 TR 5:30p-6:45p Kass 
2 DEO 20 WWl Winning DP 
16373 Delivered online. More info: www.emuonline.edu 
EXPLANATION OF HEADINGS 
• CRN stands for Course Reference Number. This is a five-digit number that uniquely identifies a particular section of a course. 
• 5 stands for Status. This column denotes whether sections are Honors sections (H), Freshmen Interest Group sections (F), PASS 
sections (P), or CSIE Program (E). If any of these four codes appear in that column, students will not be able to register for the 
section unless they are in that particular program. Sections with no Status code are open to the general population, provided course 
restrictions and prerequisite requirements are met. 
• PIT stands for Part of Term (also used interchangeably with Sub-term). There are several Parts of Term within each term. For 
example, Fall term consists of a 15 week Part of Term, serveral 7-112 week Parts of Term, and a 1 week Part of Term. For specific 
Part of Term begin and end dates, see Page G4. 
• 5T stands for Schedule lYPe. The following codes are used: 
AMU = Applied Music 
CP = Cooperative Education 
DEI = Distance Education Independent Learning 
DEO = Distance Education Fully-Online Lecture 
DLB = Distance Education Fully-Online Lab 
DLL = Distance Education Fully-Online LecturelLab 
DRE = Distance Ed Fully Online Recitation 
EBR = Web Enhanced LablRecitation 
ELB = Web Enhanced Lab 
ELE = Web Enhanced Lecture 
ELL = Web-Enhanced LecturelLab 
ELR = Web Enhanced LecturelRecitation 
FE = Field Experience 
HLB = Hybrid Lab 
HLE = Hybrid Lecture 
HLL = Hybrid LecturelLab 
1ST = Independent Study 
L = Lecture 
LAB = Laboratory 
LBR = Combined Lab and Recitation 
LLA = Combine Lecture and Lab 
LLR = Combined Lecture, Lab and Recitation 
LRE = Combined Lecture and Recitation 
REC = Recitation 
5T = Studio 
• DP stands for Department Permission. If a DP code appears in this column for a particular section, then that section requires depart-
ment permission. Students will be unable to register for the section until they secure authorization from the proper academic department. 
• Days denotes which day of the week the class is held: 
M = Monday, T = 'fuesday, W = Wednesday, R = Thursday, F = Friday, S = Saturday, U = Sunday (eg. TR means 'fuesday & Thursday) 
• Location denotes sections offered through the College of Business or through Extended Programs and Educational Outreach, including 
Weekend University. If there is no location, then the class is not offered through Extended Programs and Educational Outreach and is most 
likely on the EMU main campus. For a list of Location Codes and descriptions, please see the beginning of the schedule book. 
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SPRING 2010 HANGTAGS 
, , ...:.....::.... :, : .... A commuter hangtag may be ordered on the 
'.~q.o Web at http://it.emich.edulservice/online. J ~ This link will take you to the Commuter Hangtag 
Request application. You will be asked for your Campus Pipeline 
account name and your PIN. Hangtags ordered via the Web will be 
charged to your student account. 
Hangtags ordered March 29, thru April 18, 2010, will be mailed. For 
orders placed on or after April 19, 2010, the hangtag must be picked 
up after 4 p.m. the following business day at the 24 hr. police dispatch 
service window located at the Public Safety Building on 1200 Oakwood 
Street. Photo identification will be required to pick up the hangtag. 
There is a $25 fine for parking a vehicle on campus without a valid 
hangtag in any lot other than designated guest pay lots. Failure to dis-
play the hangtag is a violation of the parking regulations and will 
result in the issuance of parking violations (tickets). A lost hangtag 
must be replaced by purchasing another from the Parking 
Department. 
Hangtags may be purchased in person starting April 19,2010 at the 
Parking Department, Monday through Friday, from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
There are no late hours for spring semester. If you need further infor-
mation, please call the Parking Department at 734.487.3450 or view 
the Web site http://www.emich.edulpublicsafety/parking.htm. 
Vehicle registration fees: (subject to revision) 
Commuter $37.50 
Parking is allowed between 6 a.m. to 2 a.m. with a valid hangtag. 
Overnight parking is only allowed in resident lots with a valid guest or 
resident hangtag. 
Residents of University Apartments may purchase their hangtag by 
presenting their current student 10, vehicle license plate number and 
a copy of their apartment lease to the Parking Department. 
Residents of University residence halls may purchase a resident hang-
tag at the Parking Department with their current student 10 and vehi-
cle license plate number. 
Graduate assistants must obtain a "Hangtag Request" form from their 
sponsoring department. They must present the completed form and 
student 10, in person, at the Parking Department, to obtain a hangtag. 
C AMPUS MAP INDEX (see next p a g e f or map) 
Building Index (numl!rical) 
sculpture Studio......... . ....... ... . . .... 2 
Central Stores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . •••. . 3 
Department of Public Safety .. ... .. ... . •••.. 8 
Building Index (alphabetical) 
526 St. Johns ...................... . .. . ...... ... .. 51 
600 W. Forest .. . ... .. ..... . ........ .. .. . .. .. ...... 54 
611 W.Cross ........ . ............... . __ ........ . 60 
Heating Plant ..... . ....... ........... . ... . ..... 10 
Parking Structure .. . ......... . ............. . . ... 11 
HalleLibrary ........ . ........ . . , .......... • ..... 12 
Terrestrial and Aquatics Ecology 
Research Facility .... . ... , ...... ... .. .. ... ... ... . . 13 
Mark Jefferson Science Building ................ . . 14 
Strong PhYSical Science Building ...... . .... ...... 15 
Briggs Hall ...... . ......... . . ........ . . .......... 17 
McKenny Hall . .. . . ....... . . . .... .. .. .. . . .... .. .. 18 
Administration Building .. .. . .. .... 19 
Welch Ha ll ......... . ........................... 19 
Starkweather Hall ... . ........................... 20 
Sherzer Hall ......... . .......................... . . 21 
Hover Building ..... . ............. . . .... .. ... . .. 22 
Rackham Building .... . ................ . ......... 23 
Geddes Town Hall School House ...... . ......... . 24 
Bowen Field House.. .. ...... .. ........... 25 
Warner Gymnasium . . ......... . ... . ......... . . ... 26 
Olds-Robb Student Recreation Center .. . ......... 27 
Lake House ................... . ............. . .... 28 
Jones Pool .. ....... . . . ........ . . . ............. . . 29 
Snow Health Center ............................. 30 
Porter College of Education Building ....... . ..... 31 
Marshall Building . .. ... .. . . ............ . .•...... 32 
King Hall .... . .... . .. .... ..... ............ . ....... 33 
Ford Hall ...... ... . ..................... . ......... 34 
Mart in luther King Jr. Gardens ...... 35 
Boone Hall ....... . .......... .. . .........••• . .... 36 
Pierce Hall ........ . ......... . ................. 37 
Roosevelt Hall ....... . ......... . . .. . ............ 38 
Pray-Harrold Classroom Building .. .. ....... .... 39 
Physical Plant .................................... 43 
526 St. Johns ..... . .......................... . .... 51 
Quirk Dramatic Arts Buildingrrheatre ....... . .... 52 
Sponberg Theatre . .. .. .. ........ . . . ........ . .... 52 
600 W. Forest ..... . ......... . . ......... . .. ...... 54 
Alexander Music Building . .. ... ... .... 55 
Sill Hall ......................... ............... 56 
Coatings Resea rch Institute ... .. .. .. 57 
Pease Auditorium . ............... ..... ... .. ... .. 58 
University House . . .............................. 59 
61 1 W.Cross ...... . ............•.... •• .......... 60 
EMU Foundation ... .................. ....... .. 61 
Corporate Education Center ....... .. 62 
Eagle Crest Golf Club ....... . ..................... 63 
College of Business ..... .. ....... ....... .. ... . ... 64 
Convocation Center . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 65 
Rynearson Stadium (West Campus) ............... 66 
Olds-Marshall Track (West Campus) ... .... ...... . 66a 
Team Building (West Campus) ..... . .... ...... .. 67 
Oestrike Stadium (West Campus) . . 68 
Cooper Building . .......... . ... ....... . .... . ... . 70 
Student Center ....•..................... •• . .... 71 
Administration Building ......................... 19 
Alexander Music Building . .... .. .. 55 
Boone Hall ...... . ...... ..... . . ....... " ......... 36 
Bowen Field House .... .. .............• . ........ 25 
Briggs Hall ......................••....• .... . .... 17 
Cenlrar Stores . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . 3 
Coatings Research Institute ....... . 57 
College of Business ...... . ......... . .. . ........ . 64 
Convocat ion Center. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. 65 
Cooper Building . .............................. 70 
Corporate Education Center. . ..... 62 
Department of Public Safety 8 
Eagle Crest Golf Club ..................... . ...... 63 
EMU Foundation ............................... 61 
Ford Hall ............ . .. .. ..... . ..........•..... . 34 
Geddes Tow n Hall School House ................ . 24 
Halle library. . . ..... 12 
Heating Plant ...................... . ............ . 10 
Hover Building. . . . ........... . ......... 22 
Jones Pool . . ....... 29 
King Hall ........................... . ............. 33 
lake House . .. .................. 28 
Mark Jefferson Science Building .................. 14 
Marshall Building ................................ 32 
Marlin luther King Jr. Gardens ................... 35 
McKenny Hall ............. . ...................... 18 
Oestrike Stadium (West Campus) ....... . ......... 68 
Olds-MarshaJt Track (West Campus) ..... . ..... . 66a 
Olds-Robb Student Recreation Center ....... . .... 27 
Parking Structure . ..... ... ...................... 11 
Pease Auditorium ... , ... ........ ............. . .. . 58 
Physical Plant ...... ... . ............ . .... . ........ 43 
Pierce Hall ...... . ........... .. 37 
Porter College of Education Building ...... . . . .. .. 31 
Pray-Harrold Classroom Building .... . ............ 39 
Quirk Dramatic Arts BuildingfTheatre .... . ........ 52 
Rackham Building ................................ 23 
Roosevelt Hall ................................... 38 
Rynearson Stadium (West Campus) ............. 66 
Sculpture Studio . 2 
Sherzer Hall . .. ... .. .. ... . ............ . ..•..... . 21 
Sill Hall ...... . ............. . ...• . ..... 56 
Snow Health Center ... ....... ........... ... .. . ... 30 
Sponberg Theatre ................... . ........... 52 
Starkweather Hall. .. .................. 20 
Strong Physical Science Building .. .. .. .. ........ . 15 
Student Center ....... . ......... . ............ . ... 71 
Team Building (West Campus) ....... ... . . ........ 67 
Terrestrial and Aquatics Ecology 
Research Facility ........ . . ... ....... ....... .. .. .. 13 
University House. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ..... 59 
Warner Gymnasium .............................. 26 
Welch Halt. .. ........ 19 
Housing and Dining Facilities 
Best Residence Hall ...................... . ....... SO 
Brown Apartments ......... . ................... 16A 
Buell Residence Hall .............. 40 
Cornell Courts Apartments . 1 
Dining Commons ONE .......... . 48 
Dining Services ..... . ............ .. .. .. .. . ..... 48 
Downing Residence Hall ........... 49 
Eastern Eateries ........... . ......... ........... . 44 
Goddard Residence Hall ............ . 53A 
Hill Residence Hall................. . . 5 
Housing Office ... . .................... . . ........ 48 
Hoyt Tower ...... . ............... ••.. 6 
Jones Residence Hall .................. .. ........ 53 
Munson Residence Hall .......... 16 
Phelps Residence Hat! ................. . ......... 42 
Pittman Residence Hall.. . .... . . ... .. .. 7 
Putnam Residence Hall ......... . ..... • . ... . ..... 45 
Sellers Residence Hat! ...... .. ... ........ .. . ... ... 41 
Village Residence Halls. 4 
Walton Residence Hall ... .. ...... .. ........ .. ..... 46 
Westview Apartments (West Campus) .. ... .. . .... 69 
Wise Residence Hall .. ............ ... .. . . .. .. ..... 47 
EMU STUDENT GUIDE G15 
Department Index 
* Admissions .... ......... .. ... 37 
Alumni Relat ions ............... 61 
Career Services Center ... .... . . 18 
Cashier's Office .... . ........... 37 
Children's Institute ............. 23 
Crime Prevention Office ........ 8 
Graduate School .. . . . . . .. ..... 36 
Housing ....... ...... ........ . .48 
Human Resources .............. 18 
Mail Room .... ...... .. ... . ..... 3 
Parking Department ...... .. ... 8 
Public Information ............. 19 
Public Safety ................... 8 
Purchasing ....... ....... ... .. . . 43 
Registration ............ . ...... 37 
Shipping and Receiving . . ...... 3 
Special Education .............. 31 
Student Government .......... 71 
Student Involvement . .......... 71 
WEMU-89FM ..... .............. 33 
Parking Facilities Index 
Commuter Hangtag Parking 
S Ann Street lot 
02 Bowen lot (Commuter Sections) 
N Bowman-Roosevelt lot (after 5 p.m.) 
V College of Business Structure 
Q Ford lot A (after 7:30 p.m.) 
R Ford lot B 
C Hoyt lot 
U Key Bank lot (after 6 p.m., M-Th, 
fall and winter) 
Z Mayhew lot 1 
Z2 Mayhew lot 2 
F McKenny Staff lot (after 5 p.m.) 
l Normal Street lot (after 6:30 p.m.) 
I Green lot' (NCll) 
B Green lot 2 (NCl2) 
01 Oakwood lot (North) 
E Oakwood lot (South) 
o Parking Structure 
02 Pease lot 
P Pease lot (after 5 p.m.) 
T Sill lot (after 5 p.m.) 
W Washington Street lot 
Graduate Assistant Hangtag Parking 
S Ann Street lot 
02 Bowen lot 
N Bowman-Roosevelt lot 
V College of Business Structure 
Q Ford lot (after 7:30 p.m.) 
C Hoyt lot 
U Key Bank lot (after 6 p.m.,M-TH, 
fall and winter) 
Z Mayhew lot 1 
Z2 Mayhew lot 2 
F McKenny Staff lot (after 5 p.m.) 
l Normal Street lot 
I Green lot 1 (NCll) 
B Green lot 2 (NCl2) 
01 Oakwood lot (North) 
E Oakwood lot (South) 
D Parking Structure 
02 Pease lot 
P Pease lot (after 5 p.m.) 
T Sill lot 
M Snow lot 
W Washington Street lot 
Faculty/Staff Hangtag Parking 
S Ann Street lot 
02 Bowen lot 
N Bowman-Roosevelt lot 
V College of Business Structure 
Q Ford Lot A 
C Hoyt lot 
U Key Bank lot (after 6 p.m.,M-TH, 
fall and winter) 
Z Mayhew lot I 
Z2 Mayhew l ot 2 
F McKenny Staff lot 
l Normal Street lot A 
B Green lot 2 (NCl2) 
l2 611 W. Cross lot 
01 Oakwood lot (North) 
E Oakwood lot (South) 
D Parking Structure 
02 Pease lot 
P Pease lot 
T Silt lot 
M Snow lot 
W Washington Street lot 
I Green lot 1 (NCll) 
Reserved Parking Areas 
Y Ford Reserved 
K Normal Reserved 
J Smith Reserved 
Guest Parking Areas 
T2 Alexander lot (51 per hour) 
G McKenny lot (S 1 per hour) 
o Pease lot (51 per hour) 
D3 Oakwood Paid lot (51 per hour) 
A Student Center lot (51 per hour) 
Residence Hangtag Parking Lots 
C Hoyt lot 
Z Mayhew Lot 1 
I Green lot 1 (NCll) 
B Green lot 2 (NCl2) 
Z2 Mayhew lot 2 
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College of Business 
" 
Corporate Education Center, 
Golf Course and EMU Foundation 
EMERGENCY 911 
EMERGENCY lNFORMATlON PHONE 
Red on Map 
~ SHUTT\.E PICKUP 
• ACCESSIBLE PARKING 
EASTERN 
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
All unlverslty meters enforced 
Monday through Friday 
7 Lm. to 10 p.m. 
No OVernight Parking 
Lot algna take precedence 
• Pwt*Ig .... u.;.catoct.lQlll 
• SERVICE PARKING 
tw;t, MOTORCYCLE. PARKING 
A 
, 
Education First 
ACCESSIBLE BUILDING 
PARKING METERS 
($1perl'lour) 
_ STAFfIFACULTY PARKING 
_
PREMIUM RESERVED PARKING 
-_ ........ 
_ FAMilY HOUSING REStDEHT PARKING 
COMMUTER PARKING 
c=J COMIlUTERISTAFFn:ACULTYIGRADUATE ASST PARKING 
COMMUTERISTAFFIFACULTYIGRADUATE ASST 
RESIDENCE HALL PARKING 
-
PAID GUEST PARKING 
"" ........ 
RESIDENT PARKING 
FAMILY HOUSING I RESIDENT PARKING 
eRN §.PfT ~ DP Qm Class Time Location Instructor CRN §.PfT ~ DP ~ Class Time Location Instructor 
r~!ritfs.li:~ 1C§~~~!;i~i~~gr'~,;r;·'~r;[~t~";~'l' :' .... ' 30345 1 1ST DP 
ESLN 040 Academic ESL Grammar 3.0 Cr ESLN 698 Independent Study 2.0Cr 
32400 1 L DP MW 9:00a-11:40a 30134 1 1ST DP 
ESLN 042 Academic ESL Writing 3.0 Cr ESLN 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32401 1 L DP MW 1 :00p-2:40p 30135 1 1ST DP 
32401 12 week course 513/10 through 7123/10 
.Fleld' E~~r.ie~c~ 1~~~~ef ~~: ' 
ESLN 052 Acad Wrtg For Intnl Grad Studs 3.0 Cr FETE 201 Field Experience I 1.0Cr 32405 1 L DP MW 1:00p-2:40p 32597 1 FE 
32405 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 32597 See LiveText for course orientation. 
ESLN 055 Semlnar:ESL Academic Communlca 3.0 Cr 32598 1 FE 
32406 1 L DP TR 3:00p-4:40p 32598 See LlveText for course orientation, 
32406 12 week course 513110 through 7123/10 32599 1 FE 
32599 See LiveText for course orientation, 
ESLN 110 Beginning ESL·Grammar 3.0 Cr 
32383 1 L DP MW 9:00a-11:40a FETE 301 Field Experience U:Elementary 1.0 Cr 
32600 1 FE OP 
ESLN 112 Beginning ESL-Writlng 3.0 Cr 32600 See LiveText for course orientation. 
32395 1 L OP MW 1:00p-2:40p 32601 1 FE OP 
32395 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 32601 See LlveText for course orientation. 
ESLN 115 ' Study Skills Engl Lang Lrnr I 3.0Cr 32602 1 FE OP 
32386 1 L OP TR 9:00a-11 :40a 32602 See LiveText for course orientation, 
ESLN 117 American Language & Culture I 3.0Cr FETE 302 Field Experience II: Secondary 1.0 Cr 
32384 1 L OP TR 1:00p-3:40p 32604 1 FE OP Bur1<e 
32604 See LiveText for course orientation. 
ESLN 210 Intermediate ESL-Grammar 3.0 Cr 32605 1 FE OP Bur1<e 
31713 1 L OP MW 9:00a-11 :40a 32605 See LlveText for course orientation, 
ESLN 212 Intermediate ESL.Writlng 3.0 Cr FETE 401 Field Experien III: Elementary 1.0 Cr 
32397 1 L OP MW 1:00p-2:40p 32607 1 FE OP 
32397 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 32607 See LiveText for course orientation, 
32608 1 FE OP ESLN 310 Advanced ESL: Grammar 3.0 Cr 32608 See LlveText for course orientation, 30960 1 L OP MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
FETE 402 Field Experien III: Secondary 1.0 Cr ESLN 312 Advanced ESL: Writing 3.0 Cr 32609 1 FE OP 30961 1 L OP MW 1 :00p-2:40p 
32609 See LiveText for course orientation, 30961 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 32610 1 FE OP 
ESLN 313 American Pronunciation II 3.0 Cr 32610 See LlveText for course orientation. 
32389 1 L OP TR 1 :00p-3:40p "Finance ,: " 
-, ./ 
"~., < . ..... ~ , .-.u , .;. 
ESLN 319 Community & Current Events II 3.0 Cr FIN 350 Principles of Finance 3.0 Cr 
32391 1 L OP TR 9:00a-11 :40a 30992 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN Olallo 
30994 ELE MW 1 :00p·3:40p OWEN Rahman ESLN 410 Academic ESL Grammar 3.0 Cr 31510 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN Olallo 30963 1 L OP MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
32695 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN Garg 
ESLN 412 Academic ESL Writing 3.0Cr 
31478 1 L OP MW 1 :OOp-2:40p FIN 354 Investments 3.0 Cr 
31478 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 32234 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11:40a OWEN Kiss 
ESLN 512 Acad Wrtg For Intnl Grad Studs 3.0Cr FIN 359 Intermediate Financial Theory 3.0 Cr 
30966 1 L OP MW 1:00p-2:40p 31237 1 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN Moeller 
30966 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 FIN 370 International Business Finance 3.0 Cr 
ESLN 515 Seminar:ESL Academic Communlca 3.0 Cr 31511 1 ELI: TR 9:00a-11 :40a OWEN Tessema 
31171 1 L DP TR 3:00p-4:40p 
FIN 387 Co-op Education in Finance 3.0 Cr 31171 12 week course 513/10 through 7123/10 30006 1 CP OP Olallo 
ESLN 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
For up-tO-date information visit http://it.emich,edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service, See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments, 
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CRN ~m.§I DP Qm Class Time 
'~;!q.:~~~~~~t~;:::i~:~;i:i.~:'Ei.;# ':~I;':'~;~-;~-'A 
FIN 450W Problems In Financial Managemt 
31551 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
FIN 454 Mortgage Banking 
32696 1 ELE MW 9:00a·11 :40a OWEN 
FIN 487 Co·op Education in FInance 
31009 1 CP DP 
FIN 489 Internship 
30287 1 1ST DP 
FIN 497 Independent Study 
32314 1 1ST DP 
FIN 498 Independent Study 
31600 1 1ST DP 
FIN 499 Independent Study 
Secl/on Title: Directed Studies 
30920 l iST DP 
FIN 540 International Finance 
31512 1 ELE TR 6:30p·9:10p OWEN 
FIN 620 Financial Admin POlicies 
32800 1 ELE MW 6:30p·9:10p EMU Livonia 
32800 Meets at EMU·Livonla: www.extended.emlch.edu 
FIN 625 Securities Analysis 
31850 1 ELE MW 6:30p·9:10p OWEN 
FIN 699 Independent Study 
30007 liST DP 
. ~ ~-
Instructor 
7' ~"'. 
3.0 Cr 
Rahman 
3.0 Cr 
Garg 
3.0Cr 
Diallo 
3.0Cr 
Dlallo 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Tessema 
3.0Cr 
Moeller 
3.0 Cr 
Kiss 
3.0 Cr 
",' 
; .ForeigJrLaDgu;igeIBic~irStds . 
", "" .. , ,,,, ' '.' '". , .... - ,<;.,.: .... I~ •• ~ ... '''' _ ,';" ~"......,.~, .. ,-.~, .. ' .. ~ .. ..... ~~ . 
FLAN 179 Special Topics 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Beginning Arabic III 
32071 1 L MW 7:00p.9:30p 
FLAN 387 Co·op Educ In Foreign Lang 3.0 Cr 
30136 1 CP DP Zinggeler 
FLAN 388 Internship 1.0 Cr 
30137 liST DP 
FLAN 412 Mth of Tch Mdrn Lang·EI 3.0 Cr 
30838 5 L DP MW 8:30a·3:45p Nerenz 
FLAN 487 Co.op Educ In Foreign Lang 3.0 Cr 
30138 1 CP DP Zinggeler 
FLAN 488 Internship 2.0 Cr 
30139 l iST DP Zinggeler 
FLAN 489 Internshp:Lang&for Trade 3.0 Cr 
30140 liST DP Zinggeler 
FLAN 490 Intrnsp Lang&lntrntl Trd 3.0 Cr 
30141 1 L DP ZIn9geler 
FLAN 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30142 liST DP 
CRN ~ PfT .§I Qf Qm Class Time 
FLAN 498 Independent Study 
30143 liST DP 
FLAN 499 Independent Study 
30144 liST DP 
FLAN 612 Mthds·Tchng Mod Lang Elem Grds 
Section Title: Mthds of Tch Mdrn Lng Elm Grds 
31018 5 L DP MW 8:30a·3:45p 
FLAN 613 Usg Tech Forgn Lng Clsrm 
31505 1 ELL DP MW 6:00p·9:30p 
FLAN 688 Intern·Lang&lntrntl Trde 
30145 1 L DP 
FLAN 697 Independent Study 
30146 1 1ST DP 
FLAN 698 Independent Study 
30441 51ST DP 
FLAN 699 Independent Study 
30147 liST DP 
're~cb,:; ::~:': :,:: .,;.'.,' .... ,,:. 
FRNH 121 Beginning French 
32205 1 L TWR 2:00p·3:40p 
32205 12 week course 5/3/10 tIlrough 7/23/10 
FRNH 497 Independent Study 
301 4~ liST DP 
FRNH 498 Independent Study 
30149 liST DP 
FRNH 499 Independent Study 
30150 liST DP 
FRNH 616 French(4 Skllls)for Non.MJr. 
32207 1 L DP TWR 2:00p·3:40p 
32207 12 week course 5/3/10 through 7/23/10 
FRNH 692 Research Paper 
30151 1 L DP 
FRNH 897 Independent Study 
30152 liST DP 
FRNH 698 Independent Study 
30153 liST DP 
FRNH 699 Independent Study 
30154 liST DP 
. (~e~'gr8phy ::":, '.:~ .:, " '. ' " 
" , (.;,' 
GEOG 107 Intro to Geography 
32336 1 DEO EMU Online 
32336 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
31241 5 L MW 9:00a·12:10p 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Nerenz 
3.0 Cr 
Perren 
3.0 Cr 
Zinggeler 
tOCr 
2.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
5.0 Cr · 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
..... -t 
3.0 Cr 
Victor 
Jones 
For up-to-date Information visit http://it.emlch.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page In my.emlch 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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eRN § PfT [[ DP ~ Class Time Location Instructor 
~Q~if!e~i..~r~§1~~~~:4~:Z:~~~~i~~~.;(_~~:\:~~:;::E;-·"·~::~:::~ '.:; ',," . 
. "i"'~:", 
.. 
GEOG 110 World Regions 3.0 Cr 
32337 1 DEO EMU Online Victor 
32337 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31522 5 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p Jones 
GEOG 276 Principles Geog Inform Systems ~OCr 
31444 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p Semple 
GEOG 319 Geography of Europe 3.0 Cr 
32903 1 DEO EMU Online Wagner 
32903 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
GEOG 320 Geography of US & Canada 3.0Cr 
32673 1 DEO EMU Online Mayda 
32673 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
GEOG 348 Tchg Soc Std Elem School 3.0 Cr 
31914 1 L MW 5:30p~:10p 
GEOG 387 Co-op Education in Geography 3.0 Cr 
30448 5 CP DP 
GEOG 487 Co-op Education in Geography 3.0 Cr 
30449 5 CP DP 
GEOG 488 Internship 4.0 Cr 
30450 51ST DP 
GEOG 489 Internship 5.0Cr 
30451 51ST DP 
GEOG 490 Internship 6.0 Cr 
30454 51ST DP 
GEOG 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30455 51ST DP 
GEOG 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30411 liST DP 
GEOG 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30457 51ST DP 
GEOG 579 Geographic Info Systems 3.0Cr 
31239 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p Semple 
GEOG 587 Co-op Educ in Geog/Geol 3.0 Cr 
30458 5 CP DP 
GEOG 674 Professional Publicatn/Report 2.0 Cr 
30459 5 L DP 
GEOG 687 Intern Geography/Geology 4.0 Cr 
30460 DP 
GEOG 688 Intern Geography/Geology 5.0Cr 
30461 5 L DP 
GEOG 689 Intern Geography/Geology 6.0 Cr 
30462 5 L DP 
GEOG 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 
30463 51ST DP 
CRN 
.sPfT [[ DP ~ Class Time 
GEOG 691 Thesis 
30464 51ST DP 
GEOG 692 Thesis 
30465 51ST DP 
GEOG 697 Independent Study 
30466 51ST DP 
GEOG 698 Independent Study 
30467 51ST DP 
GEOG 699 Independent Study 
30468 51ST DP 
f: ~~t~8.n : . ;; ... ~.:. '.: 
GERN 121 Beginning German 
32439 L MW 9:00a-10:15a 
L R 9:00a-10:40a 
GERN 497 Independent Study 
30155 1 1ST DP 
GERN 498 Independent Study 
30156 1 1ST DP 
GERN 499 Independent Study 
30157 liST DP 
GERN 697 Independent Study 
30158 1 1ST DP 
GERN 698 Independent Study 
30159 liST DP 
GERN 699 Independent Study 
30160 liST DP 
.. ~!~~~t!it~gy . '.'~~" '.~~ :; 
GERT 488 Practicum/Semlnar 
Section Title: Gerontology Practicum 
30469 1 1ST M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 489 Practicum/Seminar 
Section Title: Gerontology Practicum 
30470 1 1ST M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 497 Independent Study 
30471 1 1ST DP 
GERT 498 Independent Study 
30472 liST DP 
GERT 499 Independent Study 
30473 1 1ST DP 
GERT 515 Sexuality and Aging 
32678 5 L FS 9:00a4:00p 
32678 Meets: 614 & 615 
32678 Start Date: 61412010 End Date: 61512010 
LOcation 
MARSHL 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 ·Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
5.0 Cr 
Zahn 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
Cowmeado 
3.0 Cr 
Cowmeado 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Grabinski 
For up-tO-date information visit http ://it.emich.edu/service/on line/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/4/2010 Page 35 
GERT 526 Behaviors In Dementia 
32679 5 L F 9:00a4:00p MARSHL 
L F 9:00a4:00p 
L S 9:00a4:00p 
L S 9:00a4:00p 
32679 Meels: 5108, 5/14, 5/22 & 6/11 
32679 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 6111/2010 
GERT 532 Aging Through Eyes of the Old 
30996 1 L R 4:00p-7:10p 
GERT 688 Gerontology Practicum 
30474 liST M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 689 Gerontology Practicum 
30475 liST M 5:30p-7:10p 
GERT 697 Independent Study 
30476 liST DP 
GERT 698 Independent Study 
30479 liST DP 
GERT 699 Independent Study 
30480 liST DP 
! ·:R$itb~&:jiiim'liii. S~rvcs·.'tnfrdsp"'f . ;.:;." " .. ' 
t ..... ~~ ...... _, . .,·.~.:~ __ '_.:,_~ ...... ,'"", ... ..,.,. '" ""~ .... '..::.~ ...... ~" ..... -'''-''''"l·~ 
IHHS 110 Rediscovering Your Creativity 
32611 5 L S 9:00a-5:00p PORTER 
L F 4:00p-9:00p 
32611 Meels: 05/14 & 05/15 
32611 Start Date: 5114/2010 End Date: 5/15/2010 
IHHS 260 Aglng-lnfncy:Life Crse Retrosp 
32516 1 DEO EMU Online 
32516 Delivered Online. 15-week section ends 8/19/2010 
1~:t~I~Jt~~~~t"i!ft~i!~~~~IK:£;}::?ZL .... 
HLAD 307W Communication Effct Hlth Admin 
32625 1 L T 5:30p-8:20p 
32626 1 L R 2:30p-5:20p 
HLAD 311 Mngnt of Health Services 
31561 1 L MW 5:30p-8:20p 
HLAD 315 Resrch Mthds&Data Analysis Hit 
32627 1 L W 
HLAD 387 Co-op Educ In Health Admlnstr 
30882 1 CP 
HLAD 488 Internship 
30542 51ST DP T 5:30p-8:20p 
HLAD 497 Independent Study 
30793 liST 
HLAD 498 Independent Study 
30543 51ST DP 
HLAD 499 Independent Study 
30794 liST 
2.0 Cr 
Yatczak 
2,0 Cr 
Schuster 
2.0 Cr 
Cowmeado 
3.0 Cr 
Cowmeado 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Chiasson 
3.0 Cr 
Brooks 
3.0 Cr 
Horowitz 
Horowitz 
3.0 Cr 
Douglass 
3.0 Cr 
Douglass 
3.0 Cr 
Croxall 
6.0 Cr 
tOCr 
Croxall 
2.0 Cr 
Croxall 
3.0Cr 
Croxall 
CRN ~ PIT ~ DP Qm Class Time 
HLAD 510 Medical Care Organizatn 
30788 1 L TR 5:30p-8:20p 
HLAD 520 Healthcare Mgmt Theory 
32829 1 DEO EMU Online 
32829 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HLAD • 550 Internship 
31630 liST 
HLAD 692 Integrative Analys Pro) III 
32830 1 DEO EMU Online 
32830 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HLAD 697 Independent Study 
30795 liST 
HLAD 698 Independent Study 
30796 liST 
HLAD 699 Independent Study 
30797 liST 
::!I~alpi 'E~uc,~ito,!t" 
HLED 210 Red Cross First Aid 
31738 5 HLE MW 1:00p-3:10p 
HLED 320 Health Educ Elem Grades 
31212 L MW 5:30p-7:20p 
32419 5 L MTWR 1 0:00a-1 :OOp 
HLED 355 Health Educ Program Planning 
32420 1 L TR 9:00a-ll:40a 
HLED 450 Health Education Assessment 
30970 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:40p 
HLED 460 Concepts in Sexuality Educatlo 
31762 5 L MW 1:00p4:10p 
HLED 499 Directed Study 
32300 liST DP 
HLED 570 Measurement in Health Ed 
31739 5 L MW 5:30p-8:50p 
HLED 597 Independent Study 
30971 51ST DP 
HLED 598 Independent Study 
31110 liST DP 
HLED 599 . Independent Study 
30972 51ST DP 
HLED 697 Independent Study 
30973 51ST DP 
HLED 698 Independent Study 
30974 51ST DP 
HLED 699 Independent Study 
30975 51ST DP 
3.0Cr 
Douglass 
3.0 Cr 
Croxall 
2.0Cr 
Croxall 
1.0 Cr 
Lorence 
1.0 Cr 
Croxall 
2.0Cr 
Croxall 
3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Sweet 
2.0 Cr 
Mlchalakis 
Foster 
3.0Cr 
Schulz 
3.0Cr 
Michalakls 
3.0 Cr 
McCarthy 
3.0 Cr 
Karshln 
3.0 Cr 
Cowdery 
1.0 Cr 
Karshln 
2.0Cr 
Karshin 
3.0Cr 
Karshin 
1.0 Cr 
Karshln 
2.0Cr 
Karshin 
3.0Cr 
Karshln 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich .edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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HPHP 505 Basic Statistics in Physical E 
32614 5 L TR 5:3Op-8:50p EMU Uvonia 
32614 Meets at EMU·Livonia: www.extended.emlch.edu 
32614 Slart Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 611012010 
HPHP 677 Rsrch, Thry, & Design Health 
32435 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
GHPR 387 Co-op Educ In HistoricPresrvtn 
30481 5 CP DP 
GHPR 436 Historic Preservation Project 
Section Title: Historic Presrv1n FieldProject 
31247 5 L 
GHPR 487 Co-op Educ in HistoricPresrvtn 
30482 5 CP DP 
GHPR 488 Internship 
30483 51ST DP 
GHPR 489 Internship 
30484 51ST DP 
GHPR 490 Internship 
30485 51ST DP 
GHPR 497 Independent Study 
30486 51ST DP 
GHPR 498 Independent Study 
30487 51ST DP 
GHPR 499 Independent Study 
30488 51ST DP 
GHPR 587 Co-op Educ In Cultrl Rsrc Mgmt 
30489 5 CP DP 
GHPR 636 Historic Presrvtn Field Projct 
32613 FE 
32685 5 FE TWRFS9:00a·5:00p Traverse Cly 
U 
32685 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep.emich.edu/north 
32685 Slart Date: 6/112010 End Date: 6/6/2010 
GHPR 687 Intern Cultrl Rsrc Mgt 
30490 5 L DP 
GHPR 688 Intern Cultrl Rsrc Mgt 
30491 5 L DP 
GHPR 689 Intern Cultrl Rsrc Mgt 
30492 5 L DP 
GHPR 690 Historic Preservtn Proj 
30493 5 L DP 
GHPR 691 Historic Preservtn Proj 
30494 5 L DP 
GHPR 692 Historic Preservtn Proj 
30495 5 L DP 
3.0 Cr 
Herman 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
4.0 Cr 
5.0Cr 
6.0 Cr 
GHPR 697 Independent Study 
30422 liST 
GHPR 698 Independent Study . 
30496 51ST DP 
GHPR 699 Independent Study 
30424 liST DP 
:'t~ior.Y:'; '-:, 
HIST 100 Comp Study of Religion 
31178 5 ELE MW 9:00a-11:40a 
HIST 101 HistofWestrn Civ.1648 
32512 1 DEO EMU Online 
32512 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HIST 103 20th Century Civilization 
31718 14 ELE MTR 8:30a·10:20a 
HIST 110 World History Since 1500 
32513 1 DEO EMU Online 
32513 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HIST 115 Making Amer Soc: Race,Ethnlc 
32536 5 L TR 1:00p-4:10p 
HIST 123 The U.S. to 1877 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Schmitz 
3.0 Cr 
Delph 
3.0 Cr 
Engwenyu 
3.0 Cr 
Delph 
3.0Cr 
Higbee 
3.0Cr 
32583 1 DEI Independent Lmg Higbee 
1.0 Cr 32583 Correspondence course: More Info: 734-487-1081 
HIST 124 The U.S., 1877 to Present 3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 32584 1 DEI Independent Lmg Higbee 
32584 Correspondence course: More Info: 734-487-1081 
32514 1 DEO EMU Online Ramold 
32514 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 3.0Cr 
HIST 315 Hist of Black Americans 3.0 Cr 
30985 5 L TR 5:30p-8:50p Higbee 3.0 Cr 
HIST 323 Greek History 3.0Cr 
31182 1 L MTR 8:30a-10:20a Holoka 3.0Cr 
Bonenberge HIST 324 Roman History 3.0 Cr 
31183 14 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p Holoka 
HIST 333 Europe Since 1919 3.0 Cr 
32686 1 L Programs Abroad Knutson 
32686 Slart Date: 5/20/2010 End Date: 6/24/2010 
4.0 Cr 
HIST 348 20th Century Africa 3.0 Cr 
31719 1 ELE MTR 10:30a-12:20p Engwenyu 
5.0Cr 
HIST 379 Special Topics 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Early Judaism 6.0Cr 
32415 5 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p Schmitz 
HIST 387 Co-op Education in History 3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
30497 5 CP DP 
HIST 479 Special Topics 3.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Section Title: American Indians Great lakes 
3.0 Cr 32540 14 L TR 9:00a·11 :40a Chambertain 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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HIST 481 Teaching Social Studies 3.0 Cr 
31240 5 L TR 1:00p-3 :40p Olwell 
HIST 487 Co-op Education In History 3.0 Cr 
30498 5 CP DP 
HIST 489 Internship 3.0 Cr 
30392 liST 
HIST 497 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30499 51ST DP 
HIST 498 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30504 51ST DP 
HIST 499 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30508 51ST DP 
HIST 534 Soclal/Politcl His of MI 3.0 Cr 
32515 1 DEO EMU Online Vinyard 
32515 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HIST 592 Special Topics 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: American Indians Great Lakes 
32542 14 L TR 9:00a-11:40a Chamberlain 
HIST 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
31090 liST DP 
HIST 687 Co-op Education in History 3.0 Cr 
30522 5 CP DP 
HIST 689 Local History Internship 3.0 Cr 
30523 51ST DP 
HIST 690 Thesis 1.0Cr 
30524 51ST DP 
HIST 691 Thesis 2.0 Cr 
30526 51ST DP 
HIST 692 Thesis 3.0Cr 
30527 51ST DP 
HIST 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
30425 liST DP 
HIST 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
30535 51ST DP 
HIST 699 Independent Study 3.0Cr 
30538 51ST DP 
. " , .... 
. '",\-,', :~i~t~f!~§~!~!~K~!;i:L':~:;:'-:(~~-, ,., .. 
HRM 150 Sanitation-Hospltalty Industry 2.0 Cr 
32968 1 DEO EMU Online Buchanan 
32968 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
HRM 287 Co-op Education in HrM 1.0 Cr 
30546 5 CP DP 
HRM 288 Co-op Education in HM 2.0Cr 
30548 5 CP DP 
CRN § PIT ~ DP ~ Class Time 
HRM 289 Co-op Education in HRM 
30550 5 CP DP 
HRM 387 Co-op Education In HM 
30551 5 CP DP 
HRM 388 Co-op Education in HM 
30552 5 CP DP 
HRM 389 Co-op Education In HM 
30390 1 CP 
HRM 441 Commercial Purchasing 
31553 1 L MW 9:00a-11:45a 
HRM 465 Advanced Topics In Hosp Mgmt 
32948 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:45p 
HRM 470 Hospltlty Industry Mktg 
31554 1 L TR 9:00a-11 :45a 
HRM 496 Strategies In Hospitality Mgmt 
31552 1 L MW 1 :00p-3:45p 
HRM 497 Independent Study 
30914 liST DP 
HRM 498 Independent Study 
30915 1 1ST DP 
HRM 499 Independent Study 
30916 1 1ST DP 
HRM 587 Co-op Education in HM 
30560 5 CP DP 
HRM 610 Adv Topics In Hsptlty Mngmnt 
32949 1 L TR 5:30p-B:20p 
HRM 683 Workshop 
30562 5 L DP 
HRM 685 Hospitality Operatns Mgmt Prj 
Section Title: Hospitality Operatns Mgmt 
31254 1 L 
HRM 688 Practlcum 
31637 liST 
HRM 697 Independent Study 
30563 51ST DP 
HRM 698 Independent Study 
30564 51ST DP 
HRM 699 Independent Study 
30565 51ST DP 
In-d-ust":i~!_p_iS~!"!~~~~OD~ ... >~ ;:~:.~, ... 
10 387 Co-op Educ In Interdlscpl Tech 
32047 1 CP DP 
10 440 Inventory Strategies in Distr 
31246 5 L MTWR 9:00a4:30p 
F 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
!' . 
" ' .. ,,,,,,,,,,"~ ..... 
3.0 Cr 
Teehan 
3.0 Cr 
Boyless 
For up-to-date information visit http://iLemich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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IA 415 Intro Resrch In Info Assurance 
32250 1 Ell MW 5:30p-S:20p 
IA 416 Appl Resrch Proj Info Assuranc 
32954 1 HLE T 12:00p-5:00p 
IA 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Enterprise Digital Forensics 
32962 1 L WN{ 5:30p-S:10p 
IA 499 Independent Study 
32177 liST M 5:30p-S:30p 
IA 
32956 
532 Audit Controls Info Security 
1 L T 5:30p-S:10p 
IA 
32181 
598 Independent Study 
liST 
IA 599 Independent Study 
Section Title: Computer Forensics III ACE 
32961 liST MW 5:30p-S:10p 
rA 642 Enterprise Security 
32955 1 HLE T 5:30p-8:10p 
IA 643 Dllter Recovery-Bus Continuity 
32957 1 L T 5:30p-8:10p 
IA 647 Mlcroloft Windows Security Adm 
32958 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
IS 215 End-User Computing 
30823 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN 
32784 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
IS 247 Intro Web Application Develpmn 
32785 1 ElE MW 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
IS 315 Object-Oriented Appl Develpmnt 
31545 1 ElE TR 1:00p·3:40p OWEN 
IS 387 Co-op Educ In Info Systems 
31464 1 CP DP 
IS 487 Co-op Educ In Info Systems 
31465 1 CP DP 
IS 589 Information Systems InternshIp 
31141 liST DP 
IS 662 Busln'" Intelligence 
32783 1 ELE . MW 6:30p.9:10p OWEN 
IS 699 Independent Study 
32249 liST DP 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Tout 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Tout 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
" .: '1. 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
IMC 604 Marketing Communication Resear 
32745 1 DEO EMU Online 
32745 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
IMC 605 Creative Message Strategy 
32746 1 DEO EMU Online 
32746 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
IMC 606 Multi-Channel Media I 
32747 1 DEO EMU Online 
32747 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
IMC 609 Public Relations 
32748 1 DEO EMU Online 
32748 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
IMC 631 Campaigns 
32749 1 DEO EMU Online 
32749 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu fln't~rlo£~in ';:.< ~: . . '.. >' •• 
. , .... " ..... ~" .. S ......... ". 
IDE 110 Interior DeSign Studio I 
32489 1 ST MTWR 6:30p.9:00p 
IDE 
32490 
IDE 
32276 
123 Compt for Interior Design I 
1 LLA MTWR 3:30p-6:00p 
411 Internship In Interior Design 
liST TR 5:30p-8:20p 
IDE 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Material Design 
32491 1 HlL F 9:00a-4:00p 
IDE 
32313 
497 Independent Study 
liST 
IDE 598 Independent Study 
Section Tille: Space Definition 
32281 liST 
IDE 690 Thesis 11/ 
30569 51ST DP 
IDE 691 Thesis I 
30570 51ST DP 
IDE 692 Thesis II 
30571 51ST DP 
. t~er~lI~tiQDan~~S.i~~t. 
IB 
32285 
IB 
32726 
499 Independent Study 
liST DP 
610 GlObal and Busines Environment 
1 DEO EMU Online 
32726 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
IB 699 Independent Study 
32265 1 1ST DP 
.: ~~pa!!!!,f""." ,: .... ,: :, '7". 
JPNE 121 Begrnning Japanese 
32371 14 L MTWR 5:30p-S:00p 
3.0 Cr 
Edwards 
3.0 Cr 
Sasser 
3.0Cr 
Sasser 
3.0 Cr 
Cummings 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
1.0Cr 
. 3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
l.O Cr 
l .OCr 
Banerji 
3.0Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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S.OCr 
Harada 
Page 39 
,,'.:.~: :'~~ . ' . 
..... :.0 '_~:1,~~'" 
JPNE 212 Intermediate Japanese II 
31172 1 L MTWR 5:30p-8:00p 
f::!~~~~~.jlfn(2:t:;~~·~;i:0;Sr~~,::!.;·. 
JRNL 201 Publ Relations & Publ Respbill 
32566 1 DEO EMU Online 
32566 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
JRNL 213 Introduction to Journalism 
32661 1 HLE T 1:00p-3:40p 
JRNL 306W Feature Writing 
32690 1 DEO EMU Online 
32690 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
JRNL 312 Intro Public Relations 
31268 5 HLB M 9:00a-12:10p 
JRNL 314 Writing for Public Relations 
32527 5 HLB M 1:00p-4:10p 
JRNL 387 Co.op Educ in Journlsm/Pub Rei 
30176 1 DP 
JRNL 423 Magazine Article Writing 
32660 1 HLL T 9:00a-11:40a 
JRNL 487 Co-op Educ In Joumlsm/Pub Rei 
30177 1 CP DP 
JRNL 488 Intern Journalism/Pub RI 
30926 1 L DP 
JRNL 489 Intern JournalismlPub RI 
30179 1 L DP 
JRNL 490 Intern Journalism/Pub/RI 
31653 1 L DP 
JRNL 497 Independent Study 
30181 1 1ST DP 
JRNL 498 Independent Study 
30182 1 1ST DP 
JRNL 499 Independent Study 
30183 1 1ST DP 
LAW 293 Legal Environment of Bus ' 
32727 1 DEO EMU Online 
32727 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32701 1 ELE TR 9:00a-11 :40a OWEN 
32702 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
LAW 403 Employment Law 
32728 1 DEO EMU Online 
32728 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 411 Sports Law 
32729 1 DEO EMU Online 
32729 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
5.0Cr 
Numata 
" r +;' 
3.0Cr 
Cummings 
3.0Cr 
Schlag heck 
3.0Cr 
Schlagheck 
3.0 Cr 
~ummings 
3.0 Cr 
Motschall 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Schlagheck 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
1.0Cr 
eRN ~prr §I QE Qm ~ 
LAW 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Environmental Law 
32969 1 DEO EMU Online 
32969 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 511 Sports Law 
32732 1 DEO EMU Online 
32732 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 540 Employment Law 
32734 1 DEO EMU Online 
32734 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Environmental Law 
32970 1 DEO EMU Online 
32970 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LAW 603 Legal Envrmnt of Nonprofit Org 
32859 1 ELE MW 3:45p-6:25p OWEN 
LAW 699 Independent Study 
32266 liST DP 
.}':~gB:1 f~!t.ln~ , " .:.' ", .... :;~~ ~ 
LEGL 211 Intro Paraleg & Legal Termlnol 
32945 1 DEO EMU Online 
32945 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LEGL 413 The Law & the Internet 
32714 1 DEO EMU Online 
32714 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
LEGL 416 Legal Assistant Internship 
30830 1 1ST DP MW 5:30p-8:00p 
31851 1 1ST 
LEGL 417 Legal Asstnce Cntr Clin Exper 
30831 1 L DP TR 6:00p.a:30p 
LEGL 477 Special TopiCS 
Section Title: Clinic Training 
2.0 Cr 31688 1 L TR 6:00p-8:00p 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Barton 
Victor 
Victor 
3.0Cr 
Defebaugh 
3.0 Cr 
Defebaugh 
LEal 497 Independent Study 
30026 1 1ST DP 
LEal 498 Independent Study 
30027 1 1ST DP 
lEGl 499 Independent Study 
31043 1 1ST DP 
!,I~~ul~~!c( : ;~?' :. ' " .. _....., .' 
LING 402 Modern English Grammar 
31827 5 L MTWR 10:00a-2:30p 
F 
31827 Start Date: 5/1712010 End Date: 5/2812010 
liNG 497 Independent Study 
30184 1 1ST DP 
LING 498 Independent Study 
30185 1 1ST DP 
3.0Cr 
Barton 
3.0 Cr 
Defebaugh 
3.0 Cr 
Defebaugh 
3.0Cr 
Barton 
3.0 Cr 
Bunsis 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Dec 
3.0 Cr 
Kustron 
3.0 Cr 
Dec 
Dec 
3.0 Cr 
Dec 
1.0 Cr 
Harbour 
1.0Cr 
Harbour 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Seely 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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LING 499 Independent Study 
30186 liST DP 
LING 692 Thesis 
30187 liST DP 
LING 697 Independent Study 
30188 liST DP 
LING 698 Independent Study 
30189 liST DP 
LING 699 Independent Study 
30190 liST DP 
LITR 100 Worlds on the Page:lntro Lit 
31255 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
32528 5 L MW 1:OOp-4:10p 
LITR 101 Imaginary Worlds:lntro to Fict 
32567 1 DEO EMU Online 
32567 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32656 1 DEO EMU Online 
32656 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31786 5 L MW 1:00p4:10p 
LITR 102 Metaphor Matters:lnto Poetry 
31818 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
LITR 103 All the World's a Stage: Drama 
32568 1 DEO EMU Online 
32568 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LITR 160 African American Literature 
31257 5 L TR 5:30p-8:50p 
LlTR 161 Native American Literature 
31234 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
LITR 164 Intro to Asian American Litr 
32569 1 DEO EMU Online 
32569 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LITR 171 Imagining the Holy Land 
32529 5 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
LITR 200 LHerary Stds for Lit Lovers 
32530 5 L MW 1:00p-4:10p 
LITR 2011ntro to SCience Fiction 
32531 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
LITR 210 Intro to Shakespeare 
32570 1 DEO EMU Online 
32570 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
LlTR 310 Modern American Literature 
31785 5 L TR 1:00p-4:10p 
LITR 312 English LH of Midi Ages 
31789 5 L MW I :OOp-4:IOp 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Bruss 
Norton 
3.0 Cr 
Cslcsila 
Csicsila 
Csicsila 
3.0 Cr 
George 
3.0Cr 
Alvarado 
3.0 Cr 
Cunningham 
3.0 Cr 
Burlingame 
3.0 Cr 
Koral 
3.0Cr 
Shichtman 
3.0Cr 
Neufeld 
3.0 Cr 
Dionne 
3.0Cr 
Dionne 
3.0Cr 
Burlingame 
3.0Cr 
Shichtman 
LlTR 362 Studies In African Amer Lit 
32643 5 L MTWR 9:00a-4:30p 
F 
32643 Start Date: 5110/2010 End Date: 5/14/2010 
LlTR . 420 Studies in the British Novel 
32532 5 L MW 9:00a.12:10p 
LlTR 480 Studies in Literature & Cultur 
32533 5 L MW 5:30p-8:50p 
LITR 490 Senior Seminar 
31819 5 L TR 1:OOp-4:10p 
LITR 497 Independent Study 
30116 liST DP 
LlTR 498 Independent Study 
30119 liST DP 
LlTR 499 Independent Study 
30120 l iST DP 
LlTR 540 Elizabethan & Jacobean Drama 
32534 5 L TR 5:30p-8:50p 
LITR 697 Independent Study 
30121 liST DP 
LlTR 698 Independent Study 
30122 liST DP 
3.0Cr 
Neff 
3.0Cr 
Norton 
3.0Cr 
Neufeld 
3.0 Cr 
George 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Jones 
1.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
LlTR 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
30123 l iST DP 
IM~!lg;~~e 
MGMT 202 Business Communication 3.0 Cr 
32804 1 DEI Independent Lmg Waltman 
32804 Correspondence course: More Info: 734-487-1081 
32764 1 DEO EMU Online Bush-Baceli 
32764 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30008 1 ELE TR 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN Barley 
30009 1 ELE MW 9:00a-l1:40a OWEN Endres 
31832 ELE MW 6:30p·9:10p OWEN Krolik 
MGMT 381 Co.op Education in Management 
30395 1 CP DP 
MGMT 382 Co-op Education in Management 
30396 1 CP DP 
MGMT 384 Human Resource Mgmt 
30010 1 HLE MW 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN 
MGMT 386 Orgznl Behavior & Theory 
30011 ELE TR l :oop-3:40p OWEN 
30012 1 ELE TR 6:30p·9:10p OWEN 
MGMT 387 Co-op Education in Management 
30013 1 CP DP 
MGMT 388 Intro to Entrepreneurshp 
32765 1 DEO EMU Online 
32765 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
1.0 Cr 
Day 
2.0Cr 
Day 
3.0 Cr ' 
McEnel)' 
3.0 Cr 
Schulz 
Knechtges 
3.0Cr 
Day 
3.0 Cr 
Wong 
For up-tO-date information visit hltp://itemich,edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my, emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding c lassroom building renovations and room/building assignments, 
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MGMT 403 Mangrl Commun:Thry&Applc 
32766 1 DEO EMU Online 
32766 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MGMT 450 Leadership Theories and Pract 
32767 1 DEO EMU Online 
32767 Delivered OnOne. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MGMT 460 Management Skills 
31829 1 ELE MN 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
MGMT 480W Mgt Responsibility & Ethics 
32801 1 HLE T 1:00p-3:40p EMU livonia 
32801 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emlch.edu 
32801 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 6/2212010 
MGMT 483 Staffing Organizations 
32802 1 HLE M 1:00p-3:40p EMU Livonia 
32802 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emlch.edu 
MGMT 484 Management-Union Relations 
32704 1 ELE TR 9:ooa-11 :40a OWEN 
MGMT 485 Human Resource Development 
32925 1 HLE W 5:30p.a:10p EMU Livonia 
32925 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emlch.edu 
32925 Start Date: 5/5/2010 End Date: 6/2312010 
MGMT 486 Organizatlonl Change&Team Bldg 
30014 1 ELE TR 1:OOp-3:40p OWEN 
MGMT 487 Co·op Education In Management 
30015 1 CP DP 
MGMT 490 Business Policy 
32768 1 DEO EMU Online 
32768 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30016 1 ELE TR 9:ooa-11:40a OWEN 
30017 ELE MW 9:ooa-11 :40a OWEN 
32705 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
MGMT 497 Independent Study 
30018 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 498 Independent Study 
30019 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 499 Independent Study 
30020 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 505 Org Behavior & Communications 
32706 1 HLE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
MGMT 509 Strategic Human Resource Mgmt 
32769 1 DEO EMU Online 
32769 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MGMT 604 Strategic Communication&Ethics 
32770 1 DEO EMU Online 
32770 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
3.0Cr 
Waltman 
3.0 Cr 
McEnery 
3.0Cr 
Endres 
3.0 Cr 
Milner 
3.0 Cr 
Camp 
3.0 Cr 
Knechtges 
3.0Cr 
Stephenson 
3.0Cr 
Huszczo 
3.0 Cr 
Day 
3.0 Cr 
Chowdhury 
Sholtis 
Bane~i 
Chowdhry . 
1.0Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
2.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
3.0Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
3.0 Cr 
Day 
3.0Cr 
Milner 
3.0 Cr 
Vielhaber 
Q!lli ~ PIT ID: DP ~ Class Time 
32803 1 ELE S 9:ooa-4:00p EMU Livonia 
ELE S 9:00a-4:oop 
ELE S 9:00a-4:00p 
ELE S 9:00a-4:oop 
ELE F 6:00-9:oop 
ELE F 6:oop-9:00p 
ELE F 6:oop-9:00p 
ELE F 6:00p-9:oop 
32803 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32803 Start Date: 51712010 End Date: 6/19/2010 
MGMT 614 Entrepreneurship:Growth Strgs 
32771 1 DEO EMU Online 
32771 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MGMT 618 Staffing Organizations 
32805 ELE S 9:00a-4:00p 
ELE S 
ELE S 
ELE S 
ELE F 
ELE F 
ELE F 
ELE F 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:ooa-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
6:QO..9:00p 
6:oop-9:oop 
6:oop-9:00p 
6:00p-9:00p 
EMU Livonia 
32805 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
MGMT 620 Compensation Management 
32707 1 ELE TR 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
MGMT 636 Entrepreneurship:CurrentTopicl 
Section Title: Intemational Entrp 
32792 1 HLE M 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
MGMT 648 Commun & Organztnl Development 
32708 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
MGMT 696 
30393 
32806 
Strategic Management 
HLE TR 6:3Op-9:10p 
HLE S 9:00a-4:oop 
HLE S 
HLE S 
HLE S 
HLE S 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4:00p 
9:00a-4 :oop 
9:00a-4:oop 
OWEN 
EMU Livonia 
32806 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emlch.edu 
MGMT 697 Independent Study 
30021 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 698 Independent Study 
30022 1 1ST DP 
MGMT 699 Independent Study 
32187 1 1ST DP 
~a!keting ~ .~.' .' , . , 
MKTG 261 Contemporary Seiling 
30387 1 ELE TR 9:00a-11 :40a OWEN 
MKTG 287 Coop Ed In Marketing 
30808 5 CP DP 
Instructor 
Day 
3.0Cr 
Isenhour 
3.0Cr 
Camp 
3.0 Cr 
Schulz 
3.0 Cr 
Wong 
3.0 Cr 
Vlelhaber 
3.0 Cr 
Newell 
Chowdhury 
1.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
2.0 Cr 
~agner-Mar 
3.0 Cr 
Wagner-Mar 
r ' 
3.0 Cr 
McCullough 
3.0 Cr 
Balazs 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich .edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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MKTG 360 Principles of Marketing 
32735 1 DEO EMU Online 
32735 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
30386 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
31266 1 ELE MW 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
MKTG 365 Consumer Behavior 
30388 1 ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
MKTG 368W Marketing Strategy 
31562 1 ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
MKTG 387 Cooperative Educ in Marketing 
30609 5 CP DP 
MKTG 425 Sports and Event Marketing 
30605 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11 :40a OWEN 
MKTG 460 International Marketing 
32696 1 ELE TR 1:00p-3:40p OWEN 
MKTG 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Sponsorship 
31530 1 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN 
Section Title: Current Frameworks in Mktg Str 
32660 1 ELE MW 9:00a-11 :40a OWEN 
MKTG 487 Coop Ed in Marketing 
30610 5 CP DP 
MKTG 489 Internship Program 
30611 51ST DP 
MKTG 497 Independent Study 
31605 1 1ST DP 
MKTG 498 Independent Study 
31604 1 1ST DP 
MKTG 499 Independent Study . 
30385 1 1ST DP 
MKTG 525 Global Marketing 
32736 1 DEO EMU Online 
32736 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MKTG 599 Independent Study 
31244 1 1ST DP 
MKTG 610 Marketing POlicies & Problems 
32737 1 DEO EMU Online 
32737 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31077 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
MKTG 665 Seminar in Consumer Behavior 
32738 1 DEO EMU Online 
32738 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MKTG 699 Independent Study 
30409 1 1ST DP . 
MATH 097A Pre-College Math:Arithmetic 
3.0 Cr 
Sauber 
Sachdev 
3.0 Cr 
McCullough 
3.0Cr 
Pearcy 
3.0 Cr 
Balazs 
3.0Cr 
Fullerton 
3.0 Cr 
Persinger 
3.0 Cr 
Fullerton 
Vivek 
3.0 Cr 
Balazs 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Persinger 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Sauber 
Sauber 
3.0 Cr 
Edwards 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
eRN § PIT §I DP ~ Class Time 
30606 1 L DP MTR 6:30a-10:20a 
30809 1 L DP MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
MATH097B Pre-College Math:Arithmetic 
31497 1 L DP MTR 12:30p-2:20p -
MATH 09SA Pre-College Math:Begin Algebra 
30810 L DP MTR 8:30a-10:20a 
30811 1 L DP MTR 12:30p-2:20p 
MATH 098B Pre-College Math:Begin Algebra 
31008 1 L DP MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
MATH 104 Intermediate Algebra 
30812 1 L MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
MATH 105 College Algebra 
30813 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
31705 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
MATH 107 Plane Trigonometry 
30614 L TR 10:30a-12:20p 
31706 1 L TR 5:30p-7:20p 
MATH 108 Prob Solv/Num Concept Elem Tch 
31498 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
MATH 110 
30615 L 
30816 
31499 L 
31729 
31731 
L 
L 
Mathematical Reasoning 
MW 5:30p-8:10p 
MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
MTR 8:30a-10:20a 
MWR 10:30a-12:20p 
MATH 110E Mth Resning:Appls Elem Sch Tch 
31199 1 L MTR 8:30a-10:20a 
MATH 118 Linear Models and Probability 
30817 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 
MATH 120 Calculus I 
30816 L MTWR 1 :00p-2:50p 
31007 1 L MTWR 10:30a-12:20p 
MATH 121 Calculus II 
30619 1 L MTWR 10:30a-12:20p 
MATH 122 Elem Linear Algebra 
30620 1 L MTR 1 :OOp-2:50p 
MATH 170 . Elementary Statistics 
30621 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:50p 
MATH 210 Algebra Elem/Middle Schl Teach 
30622 1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 
MATH 211 Intro to Mathematical Proof 
31501 1 L MTR 6:30a-10:20a 
MATH 325 Differential Equations 
32571 1 L MTR 8:30a-10:20a 
MATH 341 College Geometry 
30625 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Resco~a 
Han 
2.0 Cr 
Folk 
3.0 Cr 
Durham 
3.0 Cr 
Carroll 
Han 
Wang 
Liu 
3.0 Cr 
Durham 
3.0 Cr 
Liu 
4.0 Cr 
Folk 
4.0 Cr 
Ramanathan 
3.0 Cr 
Howard 
3.0Cr 
Chattopadhy 
3.0 Cr 
Britton 
3.0 Cr 
Resco~a 
3.0 Cr 
Ramanathan 
3.0 Cr 
Wang 
For up-tO-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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MATH 360 Statistical Methods 
30826 1 L MfR 1:00p-2:50p 
MATH 381 
30827 1 L 
30828 L 
31504 L 
Teaching Math in Elem School 
MTR 10:30a·12:20p 
TR 5:30p-8:10p 
MW 5:30p-8:10p 
MATH 382 
30829 1 L 
Technology in the Math Classrm 
MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
MATH 411 Abstract Algebra 
31218 1 L MTR 1 :00p·2:50p 
MATH 497 Independent Study 
30918 1 1ST DP 
MATH 498 Independent Study 
31095 1 1ST DP 
MATH 499 Independent Study 
30877 1 1ST DP 
MATH 508 Foundations of Math 
32572 1 L TR 3:00p-4 :50p 
MATH 573 Data Analysis 
31208 1 L TR 5:30p·8:10p 
MATH 586 Multicult Perspectvs Mth Tchrs 
32873 5 L MTWR 9:00a·3:30p WISD 
32873 Star! Date: 6/14/2010 End Date: 6/17/2010 
MATH 589 Geometry for Secndry Tch 
32573 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
MATH 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Intro Statislics for Grad Stdn 
32703 1 DEO EMU Online 
32703 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
MATH 597 Independent Study 
30892 1 1ST DP 
MATH 598 Independent Study 
30888 1 1ST DP 
Section Title: Geometry/Sec Teachrs 
32269 1 1ST DP 
MATH 599 Independent Study 
31576 1 1ST DP 
MATH 690 Research Study 
31441 1 1ST DP 
MATH 691 Research Study 
31094 1 1ST DP 
MATH 692 Research Study 
31420 1 1ST DP 
MATH 699 Independent Study 
30874 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
Chattopadhy 
3.0 Cr 
Britton 
Leapard 
3.0Cr 
Leapard 
3.0 Cr 
Carroll 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Howard 
2.0Cr 
Shapla 
2.0 Cr 
Jones 
2.0 Cr 
Blair 
3.0Cr 
Shapla 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
CRN § PfT §I DP Qm Class Time Location 
;"'Mechariidf''Eitgioeerln''''tl'e.:h'noi . . ,t·L;i0:'~ ~i'. ' _'.'_ ...... ".''''A. ~'·''''':il''>K';''''~w,<''''''''':.;;~., .-"" ... ,~,...-.. .... !I: .. _._h .... ~""~,':· ... ··;,$,."M_"':,;-»M .k""",, •. ~'k·~';;'" 
MET 387 Co-op Education in MET 
30899 1 CP DP 
MET 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Advanc Alternative Energy 
32644 1 L DP MW 5:30p·8:20P . 
MET 499 Independent Study 
31278 1 1ST . 
Milita' .. seierrc~8(:r.ead~rslit ·:';/r1C" ,."A · 
",(: ~_.,.... . •. 7~ ,~:_~,,<~_ •.•. ;i.::!, ;om. -,~L",,) · ;:,.." .... _ ....... ,':;v;"m;;;"j;;>N .. P",d:::;--;d~;,.-;&:h.MW;fu;;.~;;.;. 
MSL 497 Independent Study 
Section Title: Leadership Development 
30346 1 1ST DP M 6:00p·7:00p 
MSL 498 Independent Study 
Section Title: Fitness Ethos 
30347 1 1ST DP MWF 8:ooa-8:50a 
MSL 499 Independent Study 
Section Title: Leadership Co·Op 
30348 1 1ST DP MWF 10:00a·10:50a 
MUSC 320 Elementary Music Educ 
30612 5 L TR 5:oop-8:10p 
32649 5 L TR 7:50a·11:00a 
MUSC 326 Conducting 
31020 5 L DP MTWR 9:15a·10:20a 
MUSC 413 Orchestration 
31021 5 L DP MTWR 10:30a·11:35a 
MUSe 488 Clin Trng Intern In Mus Thera 
30613 1 L 
MUSC 497 In~ependent Study 
Section Title: Pierce 
30884 1 1ST DP 
MUSC 498 Independent Study 
30934 1 1ST DP 
MUSC 565 Ensemble Pedagogy & Literature 
32650 5 L 
MUSC 646 Music Curriculum & Assessment 
32652 5 L T 5:30p·7:10p 
MUSC 687 Graduate Recital 
30426 L DP 
31131 1 .L DP 
MUSC 692 Final Project 
30429 1 L DP 
MUSC 697 Independent Study 
30917 1 1ST DP 
MUSC 698 Independent Study 
30304 1 1ST 
3.0 Cr 
Brake 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr , 
Brake 
, ,,,1 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Kane 
Patrick 
2.0 Cr 
Miller 
2.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
McGuire 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Woike 
2.0Cr 
2.0Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
For up·to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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NITA 379 Special Topics 
32887 1 DEO EMU Online 
32887 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Section Title: Network Connectivity 
32963 1 L TR 3:00p-5:30p 
NITA 387 Co-op Educ in Business Educ 
32278 1 CP 
NiTA 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Network Switching 
32878 1 HLL TR 5:30p-8:10p 
Section Title: Adv Network Proj 1 
32964 1 L MW 3:00p-5:30p 
NITA 499 Independent Study 
31432 1 1ST DP 
NURS 304 Nur Care Childbearing Families 
32320 1 HLE DP W 9:00a-12:50p 
NURS 305 Nur Care Childbearng Famls Lab 
32321 FE DP RF 7:00a-3:00p 
32545 FE DP MT 3:00p-10:00p 
32546 FE DP MT 3:00p-10:00p 
32547 FE DP RF 3:00p-10:00p 
NURS 372 Nursing Research 
32323 1 HLE W 2:00p-5:40p 
NURS 450 Community Health Nursing 
32851 1 DEO EMU Online 
32851 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32851 1 DEO EMU Online 
32851 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32933 1 HLE R 5:00p-7:30p EMU Livonia 
32933 10 week course, Nursing Completion students only 
32933 1 HLE R 5:00p-7:30p EMU Livonia 
32933 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
NURS 451 Community Health Nurs Practice 
32923 1 DEO EMU Online 
32923 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32923 1 DEO EMU Online 
32923 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32924 1 DEO EMU Online 
32924 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32924 1 DEO EMU Online 
32924 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32934 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32934 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32934 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU livonia 
32934 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32935 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32935 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32935 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32935 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
3.0Cr 
Banfield 
3_0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Banfield 
3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3_0 Cr 
2.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3_0 Cr 
CRN § PIT §I DP ~ Class Time Location 
32936 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32936 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32936 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32936 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only . 
32938 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32938 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32938 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32938 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32940 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32940 10 week oourse, Nursing Completion students only 
32940 1 FE R 8:00a-3:30p EMU Livonia 
32940 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
NURS 479 . Special Topics 
32953 1 L T 5:00p-l0:00p 
32953 Meets at EMU-Monroe: www.extended.emich.edu 
32953 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 6/22/2010 
NURS 502 Advanced Health Assessment 
32950 1 HLE T 5:00p-7:40p EMU Brighton 
32950 10 week oourse 
32950 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 7/6/2010 
32950 1 HLE T 5:00p-7:40p EMU Brighton 
32950 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.extendest.emich.edu 
32950 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 7/6/2010 . 
NURS 599 Independent Study 
31260 1 1ST DP 
NURS 620 Tch Hlth Care Sys:lnstr Stratg 
32941 1 HLE W 5:00p-10:00p EMU Livonia 
32941 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32941 Start Date: 5/5/2010 End Date: 6/23/2010 
NURS 665 Practicum in Adv Adult Health 
32965 1 HLE W 5:00p-10:00p EMU Livonia 
32965 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32965 Start Date: 5/5/2010 End Date: 6/23/2010 
NURS 688 Field Study 
32874 DP 
NURS 693 Thesis 
30614 51ST DP 
NURS 699 Independent Study 
31259 1 1ST DP 
NURS 800 Nursing Ed Past, Present&Futur 
32733 1 HLE T 5:00p-10:00p 
32733 Start Date: 5/11/2010 End Date: 6/22/2010 
:~ . Q~~~~aj!~Jl~lj~~nrpy:; , ;,: W' 
OCTH 600 Supervision & Profess'l roles 
32218 1 L MW 6:00p-9:00p 
OCTH 690 Thesis 
30381 1 1ST 
OCTH 691 Thesis 
30382 1 1ST 
3.0 Cr 
3;0 Cr 
3_0 Cr 
3_0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
4_0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3_0 Cr 
3_0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2,0 Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich .edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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CRN Q PfT ST DP Qm Class Time 
~i:'~~~l][~i~ii:~(rlie?~~Yl~;::ir::'::~L". 
OCTH 692 Thesis 
30615 5 1ST DP 
OCTH 697 Independent Study 
31451 1 1ST DP 
OCTH 698 Independent Study 
30616 51ST DP 
OCTH 699 Independent Study 
30617 51ST DP 
;Y~P.~~~!~~!M~~!~~'!fe~ff~t:!Ji :'ifS:"c-:::>, 
OM 
31547 
31548 
32942 
374 Intro to Operations Mgmt 
ELE TR 9:00a-11 :40a 
1 ELE MW 9:00a·11 :40a 
1 ELE 
OWEN 
OWEN 
EMU Livonia 
32942 Meets at EMU·Livonia: www,extended,emich,edu 
~i25~pii~(~1:c~~~tij~!i,~~5j~1::~.Z~::ti· .. ~, •. 
ORPR 620 Clinical Affiliation 
32437 DP 
ORPR 699 Independent Study 
32436 1 1ST DP 
PHIL 100 Intro to Philosophy 
32517 1 DEO EMU Online 
32517 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
PHIL 215 Philosophy of Religion 
32519 1 DEO EMU Online 
32519 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
PHIL 221 Business Ethics 
32520 1 DEO EMU Online 
32520 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
PHIL 223 Medical Ethics 
32521 1 DEO EMU Online 
32521 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
PHIL 
31692 
226 Feminist Theory 
1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
PHIL 
32480 
228 Global Ethics 
1 L MTR 1:00p-2:50p 
PHIL 260 Existentialism 
32522 1 DEO EMU Online 
32522 Delivered Online. More Info: www,emuonline.edu 
PHIL 291 Intro to Asian Philosophy 
32523 1 DEO EMU Online 
32523 Delivered Online, More Info: www,emuonline,edu 
PHIL 497 Independent Study 
30618 51ST DP 
PHIL 498 Independent Study 
30621 5 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Sokkar 
Tummala 
Sokkar 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Karshin 
3.0 Cr 
Heidt 
3.0 Cr 
Bruya 
3.0 Cr 
Dieterte 
3.OCr 
Dieterte 
3.0 Cr 
Higgins 
3.0 Cr 
Higgins 
3.0Cr 
Heidt 
3.0 Cr 
Bruya 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
CRN Q PIT QI DP Qm Class Time 
PHIL 499 Independent Study 
30624 51ST DP 
PHIL 597 Independent Study 
30384 1 1ST DP 
PHIL 599 Independent Study 
31093 1 1ST DP 
: '~IiYii~~.f~tfea~iO'C::'j;':Lr'~ 
PHEO 200 Anatomy & Physiology 
30327 1 HLE MWR 9:00a-11:50a 
PHED 204 Kinesiology-Biomech of Phy Act 
31238 1 L TR 9:00a-11:40a 
PHED 215 Mthds Tchng Indiv Sports 
30779 1 L MW 9:00a-11:40a 
PHED 217 Mthds Tchg Team Sports 
32560 5 L TR 1:00p-4:10p 
PHED 231 Service Teaching 
30780 1 L DP 
PHED 233 Service Teaching 
30781 1 L DP 
PHEO 257 
31735 
PE for Classroom Teach 
HLE TR 5:30p-7:20p 
30789 L MW 1:00p-3:10p 
32561 L TR 8:30a-10:20a 
PHED 277 Special Topics 
Section Title: Outdoor Education 
32680 5 L S 9:00a-5:00p 
F 4:00p-9:00p 
32680 Meets one weekend: 6/04-05 
32680 Star'! Date: 6/4/2010 End Date: 6/5/2010 
PHED 300 Physiology of Exercise 
30037 L MWF 8:30a-10:20a 
30038 
30039 
LAB T 
LAB T 
8:30a-10:20a 
10:30a-12:20p 
PHED 331 Service Teaching 
30782 5 L DP 
PHED 333 Service Teaching 
30783 1 L DP 
PHED 415 , Curriculum & Instructn in P.E. 
32562 1 L TR 9:00a-11 :40a ' 
PHED 497 Directed Study 
30784 51ST DP 
PHED 498 Directed Study 
30785 51ST DP 
PHED 499 Directed Study 
30408 51ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
1.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
5.0 Cr 
Sweet 
3.0 Cr 
Moreno 
3.0 Cr 
Moyer 
3.0 Cr 
Colon 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
2.0 Cr 
Bedford 
Pendleton-M 
Bedford 
1.0 Cr 
Bedford 
4.0 Cr 
Levine 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
3.0 Cr 
Faust 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
2.0 Cr 
Karshin 
3.0 Cr 
Karshin 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich,edu/service/on line/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my,emich 
Student Self Service, See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments, 
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PH ED 501 Philosophical & Ethical Iss PE 
32592 1 DEO EMU Online 
32592 Delivered Onrille. More Info: www.emuonllne.edu 
PH ED 591 Independent Study 
31216 1 1ST DP 
PHED 598 Independent Study 
31217 1 1ST DP 
PHED 599 Independent Study 
31119 1 1ST DP 
PHED 690 Thesis 
30850 1 1ST DP 
PHED 691 Thesis 
30851 1 1ST DP 
PHED 692 Thesis 
30852 1 1ST DP 
PEGN 101 Weight Control & Fitness 
32616 5 l S 10:3Oa·12:35p RECIM 
32616 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 6/1212010 
PEGN 102 Aerobic Dance 
31249 1 l TR 3:00p4:50p 
PEGN 104 Cardlo Klckboxing 
31019 1 l TR 5:30p·7:20p 
PEGN 115 Karate 
32557 1 lMW 3:00p-4:50p 
PEGN 126 Conditioning Activities 
30845 5 l DP 
32555 1 l F 1 :00p4:1 Op 
PEGN 128 Judo 
32558 1 l TR 5:30p-7:20p 
PEGN 150 Golf 
32646 5 l TR 9:00a·11:10a 
32646 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 6110/2010 
PEGN 171 Special Topics 
Section Title: Mixed Martial Arts 
32559 1 l TR 7:30p·9:20p 
Section Title: Leading Creative Play 
EAGCGC 
32617 5 L S 9:ooa·5:oop WARNER 
l F 4:00p-9:00p 
32617 Meets one weekend: 5128·29 
32617 Start Date: 5/28/2010 End Date: 5129/2010 
Section Title: Kung Fu, Strength&Condltioning 
32622 1 l MW 10:30a·12:20p 
PEGN 118 Special Topics 
Section Title: Ufeguard Training ' 
32623 5 L TR 6:oop·10:00p 
," :'~;~':(?ll~! 
~mt1{"·'n,:,,~; 
3.0Cr 
Faust 
1.0Cr 
Karshln 
2.0Cr 
Karshin 
3.0Cr 
Karshln 
1.0Cr 
Karshin 
2.0Cr 
Karshin 
3.0Cr 
Karshin 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
Geldys 
1.0 Cr 
Lawrence III 
1.0 Cr 
Rlcclardo 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
1.0 Cr 
Gerlltz 
1.0 Cr 
Colon 
1.0 Cr 
Gerlitz 
Chiasson 
AguirreJr 
2.0 Cr 
Sigda 
PEGN 119 Special Topics 
Section Title: Fitness Instr & Pers Trnr Prep 
31549 1 Hll TR 5:30p-8:10p 
PEGN 180 Yoga 
31206 5 l MW 9:ooa·11 :10a 
32624 9 l TWR 2:30p·7:30p Traverse e ly 
32624 Exact times and syllabus: www.ep.emich.edulnorth 
32624 Start Date: 612212010 End Date: 612412010 
PEGN 190 Extramural Club Sports 
311 37 1 l DP 
PEGN 210L lifetime Wellness&Fitnss 
32591 1 DEO EMU Online 
32591 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32575 5 L TR 1:00p·3:10p 
32576 5 l MW 5:30p·7:40p 
PEGN 226 Weight Training ' 
30791 1 L DP 
30792 5 L MW 1:00p·3:10p 
PEGN 348 Basic Scuba Diving 
32556 1 LLA T 1 :00p·2:50p 
32647 5 LLA SU 9:00a-6:00p RECIM 
LLA F 5:30p·l0:00p 
32647 Start Date: 6/4/2010 End Date: 6/612010 
il~YSic8L~cle~ce:2. '.-", 
PSCI 110 The Science of Everyday Life 
31813 L MTWR 8:30a·l0:20a 
31814 1 LAB MW 10:30a·ll :20a 
32341 1 LAB TR 10:308·11 :20a 
"'Ph ilcs' J.; ; :, . . .. ..' . ~ _.l .. 'F';'";''''' "".,., '~. . ~' . 
PHY 100 Physics for Elem Tchrs 
31207 LLA MTR 8:30a·l0:50a 
31817 1 LLA MTR 1:oop·3:20p 
PHY 101 Physical Science In the Arts 
30835 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
30836 LAB TR 10:30a·12:20p 
32340 LAB TR 3:00p4:50p 
PHY 221 Mechanics, Sound & Heat 
31884 HLE 
30191 L MTWR 10:30a·12:20p 
31926 L MTWR 5:30p-7:20p 
30192 LAB MW 1:00p-2:50p 
30839 LAB TR 8:30a·10:20a 
30983 LAB MW 8:30a-10:20a 
30984 LAB TR 3:30p-5:20p 
31928 LAB MW 7:30p-9:20p 
32856 LAB MW 3:3Op-5:20p 
3.0 Cr 
Moreno 
1.0 Cr 
Pendleton·M 
Pendleton·M 
1.0Cr 
Zelnik·Geldy 
2.0 Cr 
Zelnlk·Geldy 
Zelnik·Geldy 
1.0 Cr 
Karshin 
Schulz 
1.0 Cr 
Kasper . 
Kasper 
4.0 Cr 
Kubitskey 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
3.0Cr 
Sayman 
Sayman 
4.0 Cr 
Bush 
Lowry 
Lowry 
4.0 Cr 
Sheerin 
Thomsen 
lowry 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
For up·to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/onl ine/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/bui lding assignments. 
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PHY 223 Mechanics and Sound 
30193 L MTWR 8:30a-10:20a 
F 
• 30194 LAB TR 10:30a-12:20p 
31815 LAB MW 10:30a-12:20p 
PHY 297 Independent Study 
30310 liST DP 
PHY 311 Teaching Elem Phy Science 
31812 1 L TR 5:30p-8:10p 
PHY 
31107 
PHY 
30391 
30840 
PHY 
30195 
PHY 
3f109 
PHY 
30196 
397 Independent Study 
1 1ST DP 
511 MechaniCS, Sound & Heat 
MTWR 10:30a-12:20p 
1 L MTWR 5:30p-7:20p 
597 Independent Study 
liST DP 
598 Independent Study 
liST DP 
690 Thesls·Flnal Project 
1 1ST DP . 
PHY 691 Thesls·Flnal Project 
30197 liST DP 
PHY . 692 Thesls·Flnal Project 
30198 liST DP 
PHY 697 Independent Study 
30199 liST DP 
PHY 699 Independent Study 
30201 liST DP 
[~9!;~t~~~f~1';:5;.,~}·~;:;:~1.~:·:: : 
PLSC 112 American Government 
32772 1 DEO EMU Online 
32772 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32773 1 DEO EMU Online 
32773 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32774 1 DEO EMU Online 
32774 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuqnline.edu 
31886 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
32691 1 L MTR 9:00a-11 :40a 
PLSC 120 Global Issues 
32687 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
PLSC 210 Intro Political Analysis 
31776 1 L MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
PLSC 211 Intro Comparative Government 
32775 1 DEO EMU Online 
32775 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PLSC 212 Intro Internat'l Politics 
5.0 Cr 
Koehn 
Marlatt 
Marlatt 
1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Sayman 
· 1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Thomsen 
Lowry 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Sidlow 
Sidlow 
Carroll 
Monsma 
Sabki 
3.0 Cr 
Sabki 
3.0 Cr 
Bemstein 
3.0 Cr 
Krause 
3.0 Cr 
CRN ~ PfT .sr DP ~ Class Time 
32176 1 DEO 
Location 
EMU Online 
32776 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PLSC 215 Civil Rghts&Libertles Divrs US 
32777 . 1 DEO EMU Online 
32777 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32688 1 L TR 9:ooa·11 :40a 
PLSC 297 Independent Study 
30202 liST DP 
PLSC 298 Independent Study 
30203 DP 
PLSC 299 Independent Study 
30204 1 1ST DP 
PLSC 301 American Legal System 
32778 1 DEO EMU Online 
32778 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
31587 1 L MW 1:00p-3:40p 
PLSC 305 Law&Policy in Const Democracy 
31205 1 L MW 1:00p·3:40p 
PLSC 330 Urban Politics 
32779 1 DEO EMU Online 
32779 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PLSC 341 International Law 
31778 1 L MTR 3:00p-4:50p 
PLSC 387 Co·op Educ in Political Sci 
30205 1 CP DP T 5:15p-6:30p 
PLSC 480 Fld Sem:Poli Sci/Pub Adm 
30206 1 L DP T 5:15p·6:30p 
PLSC 486 Intern Poli Sci/Pub Adm 
30207 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 
PLSC 487 Co·op Educ in Political Sci 
30208 1 CP DP T 5: 15p-6:30p 
PLSC 488 Intern Poli Sci/Pub Adm 
30209 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 
PLSC 489 Intern Poll Sci/Pub Adm 
30210 1 L DP T 5:15p-6:30p 
PLSC 497 Independent Study 
30211 liST DP 
PLSC 498 Independent Study 
30212 liST DP 
PLSC 499 Independent Study 
30213 liST DP 
PLSC 587 Co-op Educ in Political Sci 
30215 1 CP DP T 5:15p-6:30p 
PLSC 615 Public Budget Applications 
32756 1 L DP MW 5:15p-7:05p EMU Livonia 
32756 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.exlended.emich.edu 
Instructor 
Krause 
3.0Cr 
Pyle 
Lollie 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Carroll 
Pyle 
3.0 Cr 
Pyle 
3.0 Cr 
Lottie 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
3.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
3.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
3.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
6.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
9.0Cr 
Rosenfeld 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
2.0 Cr 
Ohren 
For up-tO-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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CRN ~ PIT ~ DP Qm Class Time location 
::J~iJ!!!$~X~i~il~i;L",;';':~ ".; ."" 
PLSC 640 Modern County Government 
32757 1 l DP TR 5:15p-7:05p EMU livonia 
32757 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.extended,emich,edu 
32757 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 6/2212010 
PLSC 655 Politics of Local Planning 
32758 5 l DP S 9:00a-5:00p EMU livonia 
l 
L 
l 
S 
S 
S 
9:00a-5:00p 
9:00a-5:00p 
9:00a-5:00p 
32758 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32758 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 6/5/2010 
PLSC 678 Analytical Techniqs Publ Admin 
32759 1 l DP TR 7:15p-9:55p EMU livonia 
32759 Meets at EMU-livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32759 Start Date: 5/4/2010 End Date: 6/2-212010 
PLSC 688 Practicum in Public Affairs 
30216 1 1ST DP T S:1Sp-6:30p 
PLSC 697 Independent Study 
30217 1 1ST DP 
PLSC 698 Independent Study 
30218 1 1ST DP 
PLSC 699 Independent Study 
30219 1 1ST DP 
:;J'.~!i!!ii~ ~:~~~~~i '~ 
PC 387 Co-op Ed Polymers&Coatings 
31044 1 CP DP 
PC 487 Co-op Educ in Polymers&Coating 
31045 1 CP DP 
PC 497 Independent Study 
31046 1 1ST DP 
PC 498 Independent Study 
31502 1 1ST 
PC 499 Independent Study 
31503 1 1ST 
PC 690 Thesis 
31055 1 1ST DP 
PC 691 Thesis 
31058 1 1ST DP 
PC 692 Thesis 
31061 1 1ST DP 
PC 697 Independent Study 
31047 1 1ST DP 
PC 698 Independent Study 
31050 1 1ST DP 
PC 699 Independent Study 
31053 1 1ST DP 
2.0 Cr 
Monsma 
2.0 Cr 
Schafer 
3.0 Cr 
Bemstein 
3.0 Cr 
Rosenfeld 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Mannari 
3.0 Cr 
Mannari 
1.0 Cr 
Mannari 
2.0 Cr 
Mannari 
3.0 Cr 
Mannari 
1.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
2.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
3.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
1.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
2.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
3.0 Cr 
Baghdachi 
CRN ~ PIT ~ DP ~ Class Time location 
"froduct" Des~ ~Dev~~pment .~ 
POD 122 Engineering Graphics 
32432 1 l TR 5:30p-9:00p 
POD 380 Engineering Cost Estimating 
32888 1 DEO EMU Online 
32888 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
POD 387 Co-op Education in POD 
32421 1 CP DP 
POD 487 Co-op Education in POD 
32423 1 CP DP 
POD 497 Independent Study 
32425 1 1ST DP 
POD 498 Independent Study 
32427 1 1ST DP 
POD 499 Independent Study 
32429 1 1ST DP 
-. psycliof~ 
PSY 101 General Psychology Lecture 
30220 l MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
32407 1 l MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
PSY 103 General Psychology Laboratory 
32408 LAB TR 8:30a-10:20a 
32409 LAB TR 10:30a-12:20p 
32410 LAB MW 10:30a-12:20p 
32411 LAB MW 3:00p-4:50p 
PSY 205 Quantitative Methods in Psych 
30221 MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
30284 1 l TR 1:00p-3:40p 
PSY 240 Psychology of Sex 
30222 1 l TR 9:00a-ll :40a 
PSY 242 Psychology of Women 
31710 1 l MW 1:00p-3:40p 
PSY 301W Intro to Experminental Psy 
32537 1 lLA MTWR 1:00p-3:20p 
PSY 304 Learning 
30223 1 l MW 9:00a-ll :40a 
PSY 309 Social Psychology 
30224 1 l MW 1:00p-3:40p 
PSY 321 Child Psychology 
30225 1 l MTR 12:30p-2:20p 
PSY 322 Psych of Adolescence 
30226 1 l ~ TR 9:00a-ll :40a 
PSY 340 Psy Perspctv on Prej&Dis 
31210 1 l MW 9:00a-l1:40a 
4.0Cr 
Shay 
3.0 Cr 
Kanagy 
3.0Cr 
lokensgard 
3.0Cr 
lokensgard 
1.0 Cr 
lokensgard 
2.0 Cr 
lokensgard 
3.0 Cr 
lokensgard 
3.0 Cr 
Bonem 
Figurski 
1.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
Knapp 
Knapp 
3.0 Cr 
landau 
3.0Cr 
Dove 
4.0 Cr 
Bonem 
3.0Cr 
Todd 
3.0 Cr 
Jefferson 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Figurski 
3.0Cr 
Jefferson 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich .edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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CRN QPfT B DP Qm Class Time Location Instructor CRN QPfT B DP Qm Class Time Location Instructor 
PSY 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr PSY 356 Motivation and Emotion 3.0 Cr 30238 1 1ST DP 32674 1 DEO EMU Online Rusiniak 
32674 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu PSY 697 Individual Reading 1.0Cr 32129 1 1ST DP PSY 357 Sensation & Perception 3.0 Cr 
PSY 2.0 Cr 
32952 1 L TR 9:00a·11:40a Westman 698 Individual Reading 
30242 1 1ST DP PSY 360 Abnormal Psychology 3.0 Cr 30227 1 L MTR 1:00p·2:50p PSY 699 Individual Reading 3.0 Cr 30245 1 1ST DP PSY 362 Psych of Stress&Relaxatn 3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
30228 1 L MW 9:00a·11 :40a Miller PSY 705 Clinical Ecological Psychology 
32412 1 L MW 1:00p·3:40p Todd PSY 365 Behavior ModifICation 3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
31211 1 L MTR 3:00p4:50p Bonem PSY 767 Continuous Enrollment 
31006 1 L DP PSY 387 Co-op Education in Psychology 3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
30229 1 CP DP PSY 896 Dissertation 
30919 1 1ST DP PSY 397 Individual Reading-Psych 1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
30230 1 1ST DP PSY 897 Dissertation 
30891 1 1ST DP PSY 398 Individual Reading-Psych 2.0Cr 
4.0Cr 
30338 1 1ST DP PSY 898 Dissertation 
30893 1 1ST DP PSY 399 Individual Reading-Psych 3.0 Cr : Q,!a_ii~ co-I:> 31474 1 1ST DP 
QUAL 548 Tools for Continuous Improvmnt 2.0Cr PSY 453 History & Systems Psych 3.0Cr 32889 1 DEO EMU Online Chapman 31618 1 L MTR 8:30a-10:20a Lauterbach 32889 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PSY 457 Physiological Psychology 3.0 Cr QUAL 552 Quality Planning 2.0 Cr 32085 1 L MTR 3:00p4:50p Rusiniak 32890 1 DEO EMU Online Tucker 
32890 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu PSY 479 Special Topics 3.0 Cr 
Section Title: Theory and Assessment QUAL 555 Quality Auditing 2.0 Cr 32951 1 L TR 1 :00p·3:40p Lauterbach 32891 1 DEO EMU Online Fields 
32891 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu PSY 487 Co-op Education in Psychology 3.0 Cr 30232 . 1 CP DP QUAL 559 Cost of Quality 2.0 Cr 32892 1 DEO EMU Online Fields PSY 497 Individual Research-Psy 1.0 Cr 
32892 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 30233 1 1ST DP 
QUAL 568 Lean Practices 2.0 Cr PSY 498 Individual Research-Psy 2.0Cr 32893 1 DEO EMU Online Tucker 31468 DP 
32893 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
PSY 499 Individual Research-Psy 3.0 Cr QUAL 697 Independent Study 1.0Cr 31475 1 1ST DP 30628 51ST DP Chapman PSY 632 Sensation & Perception 3.0 Cr QUAL 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 31712 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 30632 51ST DP Chapman PSY 681 SpeCial Topics 3.0 Cr QUAL 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr Section Title: PsychoPharmacology 30636 5 1ST DP Chapman . 32103 1 L MW 5:00p,-7:40p Ravindranat Ji~!lj,ng ' Section Title: Modem Behavior Therapies 
32416 1 L DP MW 9:00a-11 :40a Loverich RDNG 220 Instructnl Uses ofTrade Books 3.0 Cr 31173 5 L MW 8:00a-11 :1 5a Bigler PSY 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 30236 1 1ST DP RDNG 240 RdnglWrtg Connectn Elem Grades 3.0 Cr 30640 5 L TR 1:00p4:15p LaRose PSY 691 Thesis 2.0Cr 30237 1 1ST DP 
For up-tO-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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RDNG .!GO Ellfly .lJtIrIcy 
30641 51 TR 9:OOa-12:1Sp 
30642 .5 L TR 5:30p,8:4Qp 
31022 S L Il'N 9:00a-12:1Sp 
lONG 310 J.iltrac:y Across Cur.lntrmedGrd 
.30643 S 1. TR tOOp-4:1Sp 
.30644 S TR 9:00a-12:15p 
RDNG 111 T.ch Rdg in Secondary Sci 
,31264 S1. TR 9:QOa-12:1Sp 
31265 S L TR mOp-4:1Sp 
.RDNG l30 Rdg & CulturlUng DivIS Leamr 
3197.6 .5 L TR 9:00a-12:1Sp 
lONG :YO LiterIcy Aueumnt Elem Schls 
31479 S1. wtN ,1:00p-4:1Sp 
lONG -35D IntegratecU.ang Arts Instructn . 
324n ,5 1. Il'N 12:00p-3:1Sp 
RDNG .. Independent Study 
31431 1 1ST DP 
RDNG _ IndependentStudy 
30875 1 1ST J)p 
RDNG .503 fIIIIt Ind Needs in Elem Lit Ed 
32791 5 L TR .5:00p-8:OQp :EMU Flint 
32791 Meets IlEMU-F1int: _ .extended.emich.edu 
32191 Slart Date: 5J412010 Endllate: ·611012010 
.32807 '5 L Il'N .5:00p,8:0Op EMU Livonia 
32807 Meets .. t EMUdJvonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
.32831 .5 .1 .s m:0Qa.4:00p EMU Jackson 
.32831 MellIs aLEMU.Jackson: _ .extended.emich.edu 
32831 ::start Dale: 5J8/201D End Date: 611212010 
RDNG 504 
.32926 9 
fIIIIt Inil Needs In.secon Lit Ed 
HLE MTWR 9:00a-2:00pT flI\'erse Cly 
U 
HLE S :3:OOp-7:00p 
HLE J) ·4:00p-9:00p 
.32926 Exact times.and syllabus: _ .ep.emtch.edulnorth 
32926 StartDlte: 5IBI2010 End Date: 6/2512010 
32832 1 1. F 4:00p-9:00p 
32832 ·StartDale:.5I71201D End Date: 611812010 
RDNG 597 In~derit Study 
31658 1 1ST DP 
lmtIG 656 J:.aQgJlevl, Utrcy& Young Child 
324Z8 5 .1. TR 5:30p-8:tOp 
RONG 6.57 ~omprehen.lon & Content Areas 
32498 1 H(E W 5:30p,:8:3Op EMU Brighton 
:32498 Meets aIEMU,srighlDn: www.extended.emich.edu 
RONG JIIO Research & Theory 
:31659 S L M 5:30p,8:3Op 
RONG J97 Independent Stucb' 
3.0Cr 
Kinney-Sedg 
LaRose 
Gordon 
'3.0 Cr 
Williams 
Finch 
3.0 Cr 
Daisey 
Daisey 
3.0 Cr 
Lewis-Wliite 
3.0 Cr 
Gordon 
3.0Cr 
Bigler 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Voss 
Voss 
Voss 
l.OCr 
Rearick 
Voss 
1.oCr 
l.OCr 
Williams 
3.0 Cr 
We1Iinski 
3J1.cr 
W~iro&ki 
1.0Cr 
CRN .s. PTT ID: DP ~ Class'Time 
:31427 1 JST .DP 
RECR 1JlOL Intr:o.1ie.cmat'&l.eisure 
31736 1 L MTR 10:SOa-12:2Qp 
BEeR 1111 RediscoY.elinIJ Ynurl:reativity 
'32612 .5 1 ;S 9:00a-S]lQp PDRTER 
1 ·F -4:OQp,9.:00p 
.32612 Meets: 5114:& 5/15 
'32612 BlartDate:55/1412010 :EndDate:Ji/tSI2010 
RECR 120 BusineH~olf 
32618 5 L 1) ~:Ooa-5:QOp PORTER 
1. F 4:00p-9:00p 
3261.8 MeelsDnewaekend:.£/04{}5 
226111 S1artDate:£I41201D :End Dale: 6/S12010 
RECR 280L £ampinJi 
31737 1 1. 1'R 1 :QOp,2~50p 
:31737 .satumay..at1lOon!lrrtii:S.un.day.atll:00 am 
21737 1 1. "TR 1~OOp-2:50p 
:31737 Ilne weekendJlll11lPllJJI requked: 
4..~'~0.~~~~~~( 
.sET 1:02 GlobarPmd.Dee!gn&Dellelpmnt 
22431 1 .1 MW Jl:Ooa·11:40a 
'~!.«,t!~. 
STS 150 llndemtandi'llfTechnology 
32338 1 J)EO EMU Online 
--12338 DeJiv.eredDnlioe. More Info: WWlI/,emuonline.edu 
.326.81 1 ;:oE~ EMU Online 
.326ll1 Delivered Dnline .. More Info:-.w.ww.emuonline.edu 
.32327 '1 J. MW J}:OOa-11 :40a 
3232.8 '1 J. MW 1:00~:30p 
32329 11 Ii l'R '9.!OOa·11:30a 
1.oL Iobali.ecbnologies 
1 IDEO ..EMU Online 
32334 ,Deijv.erednnlioe. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
sr.s ~ $ejv.il!JDuantitlle P.rblms Tchgy 
.a23:35 1 mEO ...EMU Online 
.a2335 IDBIiY.erednnlioe. More lofo: www.emuonline.edu 
SIS ,3DDW "Researcb&Writing:'[ech Car Pers 
.aZm:3 1 -QED ::.EMU_Online 
:l2H3 :DeliveredDnlioe. More 'lnfo: www;smuonline.edu 
m../EI ~.:Educjn:Susiness-Educ 
.aW3 1 _GP.::IJP 
m 499 Independent Study 
31333 1 tST J)P 
.sT5 :sJ7 :.co·op .Educ in:Business_Educ 
21.346 1 ..cp .:01' 
3.0er 
3.0 Cr 
Ricciardo 
1.0 Cr 
Chiasson 
1.0 Cr 
Chiasson 
.2.0 Cr 
Ricciardo 
' Ricciardo 
3.0 Cr 
_Lokensgard 
..3.0 Cr 
- Teehan 
Kinczkowski 
Kinczkowski 
.3.If.cr 
Preston 
.o..Cr 
Preston 
3.0 Cr 
3 .. O:Cr 
3.D.Cr 
3.0'Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http:// it.emiah . .eduL&.erv,ioo"/.online/..o:c:sbm the 'lonk _Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information mgar.d ing o.Lasswom blJilding reo.olLatlons and room/building_assignments . 
Spring Class Schedule as!>f 2/4/2010 ~a:ge51 
CRN § PIT ST DP _ Days Class Time 
:t,~~~~~f~~':f~it.~~IOgis~l!'i~~I 
STS 592 SpeciaL Topics 
Section Title: 3D_Multi Media 
31583 1 l MW 5:30p-9:30p 
STS 690 THesis 
31347 liST DP 
STS 691 Thesis 
31349 liST DP 
STS. 692. Thesis_ 
31351 liST DP 
STS_ 697 Independent Study 
31356 liST DP 
STS 698 Independent Study 
31359 liST DP 
SIS 699 Independent Study 
31361 liST DP 
SAG 285 Studio I Simulation 
Section Title: Character Dev.elopment 
31915 1 L MW 1:00p-2:40p 
SAG 479 Special Topics 
Section Tille: Maya-.Fundamentals 
32Q96~ 1 L MW 5:30p.8:10p 
' i~ta!lfo~~~!iO~~':,-:L.;,,' .,: .:" 
SQFD 328W SchoollLDiversememocratic Soc-
31506 _ 5 L MW 1:00p4:10p 
31507, 5 L MW 5:3Dp·8:40p 
31508 5. L_ TR 9:00a-12:.10p 
3155& 5- L TR 1:0Dp-4:10p 
32476 5. L TR 5:30p-8:40p 
SOFD.. 540 Field Studies.in Comp Ed. 
31428' l ' L_ DP 
SOFD.. 541 Field Studies in Comp Ed 
3112Z 1 L DP 
SOFD... 542 FielllStudies in Comp Ed 
31626: 1 L DP-
SOFD. 550J Philosopby, Ethics, & Teacbing 
32499 5 HLL T 5:3Dp-8:10p EMU Jackson 
HLE: T 
HLE~ T 
5:30p-8:10p 
5:30p-8:10p 
32499 , Meets at EMU,Jackson: www,extended.emich.edu.. 
SOFD~ 592 Special Topics 
32475 5 L TR 5:30p-8:40p 
SOFD 682 Worksbop-Social Foundtns 
31128 1 L DP 
SOFD 687 Culminating.Project 
31471 1 L DP 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3 .. 0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3..0Cr 
Bishop 
Bishop 
Robbins 
Robbins. 
t.1l Cr 
l.OCr 
3.QCr 
2:.0'Cl' 
Smith 
3.0 Cr 
Bisbop 
1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
SOFD 697 Independent Study 
30645 51ST DP 
SOFD 698 Independent Study 
30872 51ST DP 
SOFD 699 Independent Study 
31401 1 1ST DP 
~y.lw:.ork " 
SWRK 120 Intro Swk Serv&Prof Role 
31023 1 L TR 9:00a-11:40a 
SWRK 200 Human Diversity & Soc Justice 
31544 1 L TR 1 :OOp-3:40p 
SWRK 251 Self Assessment & Develment 
32318 1 L W 1 :OOp-2:50p 
SWRK 315 Theret Bases Soc Wk Prac 
30766 1 L TR 9:00a-11:40a 
SWRK 319W Writing for Agency Practice 
32633 1 L TR 1 :00p-3:40p 
SWRK 409 Gener SW Practice w/Groups 
30803 1 L MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
SWRK 450 Practice 'ssues WlWomen 
31&03 1 L MW 12:00p-2:SOp 
SWRK 478 SpeCial Topics 
Section Title: SWRK 330 SW Research 
32634 1 L DP MW 12:00p-1:50p 
SWRK 489A Field Experience " 
30804 L DP M 3:00p-4:50p 
31196 1 L DP M 3:00p-4:50p 
SWRK 497 Independent Study 
30767 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 49l Independent Study 
30885 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 499 Independent Study 
30770 l iST DP 
SWRK 526 People of Color:Strength Persp 
30m 1 L T 5:30p-9:20p 
32645 1 L S 9:00a-12:50p MARSHL 
32645 Start Date: 5/8/2010 End Date: 6/19/2010. 
SWRK 589A Field Experience" 
30a06 1 L DP W 5:30p-9:20p 
30807 1 L DP W 5:30p-9:20p 
SWRK 591 SpeCial Topics 
Section Title: DSM IV For Social Workers 
31896 1 L R 5:30p-9:20p 
~ 
toCr 
2.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
i.oCr 
3.0 Cr 
3.oCr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
2.0Cr 
2.0Cr 
2.0Cr 
For up·to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/cunline/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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SWRK 
31806 
31807 
31808 
31809 
32319 
SWRK 
30772 
SWRK 
690 Field Experience V 
1 L DP T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:30p-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:30p-9:20p 
L DP T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:30p-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L DP T 5:30p-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L DP T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L ' T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L DP T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
L T 5:3Op-9:20p 
697 Independent Study 
1 1ST DP 
698 Independent Study 
Section Title: SWRKCase Mgt Beh Hea~h 
30774 1 1ST DP 
SWRK 699 Independent Study 
30777 1 1ST DP 
2.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
SOCL 105 Introductory Sociology 3.0 Cr 
32682 1 DEI Independent Lmg Wasserman 
32682 Correspondenceoourse: More Info:. 734-487-1081 
30259 1 L TR toop-3:40p Corsianos 
30369 L TR 5:3Op-8:10p Corsianos 
30981 L WrN 1 :00p-3:40p 
32083 L MW 9:00a-11 :40a 
SOCL 202 Social Problems 
32675 1 OEO EMU Online 
32675 DelNeled Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
SOCL 214 U.S. Racial & Cult Minorities 
31767 1 L MTR 10:3Oa-12:20p 
SOCL 250 Quantltatlve Appls in Sociolog 
30260 L . MW . 9:00a-1t40a 
30370 1 L TR 1 :oop-3:40p 
31242 1 L MW 9:ooa-1t40a 
31764 5 L TR 9:ooa-12:10p 
31765 5 L TR toop-4:1Op 
SOCL 304 Methods Social Research 
31536 L MTR 11:00a-12:15p 
~1783 1 L MW 1 :OOp-3:40p 
SOCt 379 Special Topics 
3.0 Cr 
Corsianos 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Kemsmith 
Kemsmith 
3.0Cr 
Kim 
Reiling 
3.0 Cr 
ORN §P!T§I DP '12m Class Time 
32051 1 
SOCL 403 Mod Sociological Theory 
30371 1 L ,~ 9:00a-11 :40a 
SOCL -40S Senior Seminar in Sociology 
32586 1 L MTR 1 :00p-2:50p 
SOCL 412 Law and Society 
32588 1 'L MW 10:30a·1 :10p 
SOCL 462 'Complex Organizations 
32585 1 L MTR 10:30a·12:20p 
SOCL 50S 'Social Psychology 
Section Title: Advanced Social Psychology 
32581 1 l MW 5:30p-8:10p 
-SOCL 690 Thesis 
30266 1 1ST DP 
SOCL 691 Thesis 
31084 1 1ST lOP 
-~pa~.~~"" ."" 
SPNH m Beginning Spanish I 
30315 ~ L MlWR 9:00a-10:40a 
30315 12 weekoolllse 513/1 0 through 7123/10 
SP,NH 201 Intermediate Spanish I 
32376 1 L MTWR 9:00a-10:50a 
Location 
SPNH 222 Introduction to Hispanic uter 
32377 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
'SPNH 261 Intro to Professnl Lang Study 
32700 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p-
'SPNH 343 Spanish Grammar & Comp 
31614 1 L ~ 5:3Op-8:10p 
SPNH 443 Adv Spanish Grammar&Comp 
30333 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
SPNH 497 Independent Study 
30337 1 1ST DP 
SPNH 498 Independent Study 
30161 1 1ST DP 
SPNH 499 Independent study 
30162 1 1ST DP 
SPNH 620 Spanish Grammar & Syntax 
30334 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
SPNH 692 Research Project 
30163 1 L DP 
SPNH 697 Independent Study 
30164 1 1ST DP 
SPNH 698 Independent Study 
30165 1 1ST DP 
3.0 Cr 
Orrange 
3.0 Cr 
Westrum 
3.0 Cr 
Leighton 
3.aCr 
Westrum 
2.0 Cr 
Reiling 
1.0 Cr 
2.0·Cr 
S.OCr 
lIIingworth..Ri 
4.0 Cr 
Millan 
3.0 Cr 
Voght 
3.0 Cr 
Cere 
3.0Cr 
Millan 
3.0 Cr 
lilingworth-Ri 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
lIIingworth-Ri 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
Spring Class Schedule as of 2/4/2010 
SPNH 699 Independent Study 
30166 1 Isrop" 
~!~ ~~~ .~II~~~i!d ;i ; 
SPAI 392. IntroductioniaAudiology 
31860 5 E[E T~ 9:00a-t11:20a 
r~~;tE.alic~~!il~~ini:;L .. 
S.PEI 510 Tlieories Emot·Bibav Impairmnts 
32399 9 HLE.~ M 9:00a-12:00p EMU ffrightoo 
HLE- TWRF 9:00a-4:00p 
32399' Meets<ltEI'iilU-Brighton: www.extended.emich:edu 
32399 StilTt Date: 6/21/2010 End Date: 61251201 0 
:!'§@~~~~~i~~;;c:\t3;~ . 
SPGN 251 EClac Stdnt wi Exceptionalities 
30640 5 L TR" 9:00a-12:30p 
30979 5 r. TR 1 :OOp=4:30p 
SPGN 271 Sp& Lan Oevt • Excptll.mg Nets 
31B5!> 5 EI:E- TR' tOOp-3:20p 
SPGN 323 Writing Profsnls in SpecEd 
3f85T 1 ElF /.Nt 5:00p.3:00rr 
SPaN 390 Meas Diagnosis Spec Edue 
30047"' 1 ill TR- 5:30p-8:10p 
SPGN 395 CfI,Ad&YgAdt wi Ois:Sc,Fa &. Com-
30648 5 L MW 1 :00p=4;30p 
SPGN 461 CIlm-Mgt& Intv Str Stdn wi Dis 
3120f 5 HLE r 12:00p-3:10p 
32393 5 H~E T 5:0Op-8:3Op 
SPGN 471 Curr& Transitions Second Sp Etl 
30980 5 L_ W 9:ooa-11:4Oa 
31580 5 L TR- 1:oop-4:30p 
SPGR 481 Instrl&Assistive Tech Spec Ed 
31202 5 E[L TR- 9:00a-12:30p 
31203 5 ELL r.HN 5:30p-9:00p 
SPGN 500 Professional Eauc Development 
32402 9 E[E MTWR 9:00a-5:OOp PORTER 
ECE . F- 9:00a-1 :OOp 
32402 Meets 1 week: 6121 - 6/25 
324.02 Start Date: 6/2112010 End Date: 612512010 
SPGR 586 Practicum in Special Education 
307.08 1 1ST DP 
SPGR 592 Special Topics 
Section Tille: Transforming Special Education 
32404 9 ELE MTWR 9:00a·5:00p PORTER 
ELE F 9:00a-1 :OOp 
32404 Meets 1 week: 06121 -06125 
32404 StartDate:6121/2010 End Date: 612512010 
SPGR 689 Internship. Special Education 
30790 1 1ST DP 
3'J1Cr 
Z.OCrc 
Lee 
4.0Cr 
Palladiho: 
U 
li 
3.0Cr 
2_0Cr 
Goreofto 
MCr 
3.0Cr 
Burkln-Hoyl 
Koh 
Koh 
3.0Cr 
3 .. 0Cr 
Fries 
Fries 
3-OCr 
Orr 
3.0Cr 
Smith 
4.0Cr 
Burto~Hoyt 
3_0 Cr 
Smith 
6.DCr 
Winters 
CRN § PIT ID: DP Qm Class Time 
SPGN 692 Masters Thesis 
32184 1 1ST DP 
SPGN 694 Interdisciplinary Sem Spec Ed 
32433. 1 HLE DP T 5:30p-8:10p 
SPGH 697 Independent Study 
30339 1 1ST DP 
SPGN 698 Independent Study 
30340 1 1ST DP 
SPGN 699 Independent Study 
30341 1 1ST. DP 
.§~jI E..d~~c:ar.ij!iTm~'W>7-'-' ~ 
SPL! 468 Educ Child Learn Dis 
31861 5 L R 8:30a-1:10p 
SPll 672 Integrated Curr:Ling&Lang Arts 
32368 5 L TR 5:30p-9:00p EMU Brighton 
32368 Meets at EMU-Brighton: www.exlended.emich.edu 
32368 Start Date: 51412010 End Date: 6110/2010 
SPL! 673 Lang:Acquis,Oisord&Eval 
31862 5 HLE T 5;30p-S:30p 
HLE T 5:30p-8:30p 
HLE T 5:30p-8:3Op 
HLE 1. 5:30p-8:30p 
HLE T 5:30a-8:30p 
SPLI 678 Assesmnt&Adv Diagn Prescr Prog 
32403 14 L DP MW 5:3Op-9:00p 
SpecbilEduc S~i!gIlnPhi 
SPSI 528 Clin Practic:e Spc:h-Lang Path I 
30342 · 1 LLA DP T 11:45a-12:5Op 
SPSI 531 Clin Practice Spch-Lang Pathll 
31204 1 LlA DP T 11:45a-12:5Op 
SPSI 620 Consltg&lntrvwg-Sph Path 
32363 5 HLE T 1:00p-3:20p 
32364 5 HLE T 5:3Op-7:5Op 
SPSI 625 Dysphagia 
32365 5 HLE M 1:00p-3:2Op 
32366 5 HLE M 5:3Op-7:30p 
SPSI 617 Clinicallnternshp Speech Path 
30343 1 1ST DP 
SPSI 688 Clin Intern Spch-Lang Path II 
30344 1 L DP 
... ~Po!t¥~~~\:.~:( 
SMGT 201 Foundations of Sport Managemen 
32450 1 L MW 9:00a-11:4Oa 
SMGT 493 Fieldwork In Sport Mgmnt I 
32451 1 L F 1:00p-6:00p 
~ 
3.0Cr 
Winters 
3.0Cr 
Stiefel 
1.0Cr 
Winters 
2.0Cr 
Winters 
3.0Cr 
Winters 
2.0Cr 
Parks 
3.0Cr 
Parks 
3.0Cr 
Gorenflo 
4.0Cr 
Stiefel 
2.0 Cr 
Bentrum 
2.0Cr 
Galli 
2.oCr 
CupplesJr 
Cupples Jr 
2.0Cr 
Ginsberg 
Ginsberg 
4.0Cr 
Cupples Jr 
4.0Cr 
CupplesJr 
3.0Cr 
Chiasson 
3.0Cr 
Chtasson 
For up-to-date information visit hUp://itemich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Sfudent Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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Spring Class Schedule as of 214/2010 
eRN ~ PIT ST DP Q.m Class Time Location Instructor 
SMGT 560 Ethics. in Sport Management 3.0 Cr 
32593 1 DEO EMU Online Riemer 
32593 Delivered Onlin!l. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
SMGT 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
32464 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SMGT 598 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
32465 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SMGT 599 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
32467 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SMGT 688 Interriship 3.0Cr 
31405 1 FE DP Karshin 
SPMD 280 Pharmacology for Sports Med 2.0Cr 
32594 1 DEO EMU Online McGregor 
325~ Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
SPMD 300 Physiology of Exercise 4.0Cr 
31402 L MWF 8:30a-10:20a Herman 
31403 LAB R 8:30a-10:20a 
31404 LAB R 10:30a-12:20p 
SPMD 380 Behavioral Aspects of SPMD 3.0 Cr 
30976 . 5 ELE MTWR 10:30a-12:10p Riemer 
SPMD 497 Directed Study 1.0 Cr 
31013 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 498 Directed Study 2.0 Cr 
31014 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 499 Directed Study 3.0 Cr 
31015 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 508 Exercise Epidemiology 3.0Cr 
32595 1 DEO EMU Online Herman 
32595 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
SPMD 518 Sports Supplements 3.0 Cr 
32596 1 DEO EMU Online McGregor 
32596 Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
SPMD 597 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
31213 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 598 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
31214 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 599 Independent Study 3.0Cr 
31215 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 688 Internship 3.0Cr 
31012 1 FE DP Karshin 
SPMD 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 
32208 1 1ST DP Karshin 
SPMD 691 Thesis 2.0Cr 
32209 1 1ST DP Karshin 
CRN ~ PIT §I DP Q.m Class Time Location 
SPMD 692 Thesis 
32210 1 1ST DP 
SPMD 698 Independent Study 
30977 1 1ST DP 
EDUC 495 Student Teach ing 
30431 5 L DP 
EDUC 497 Student Teaching 
30434 5 L DP 
.. Supply Chain Management . 
SCM 380 Intro to Supply Chain Managmnt 
32739 1 DEO EMU Onfine 
32739 Delivered Online. More Inlo: www.emuonline.edu 
SCM 464 Advanced logistics 
32100 1 ELE MW 1 :00p-3:40p OWEN 
SCM 611 Supply Chain Management 
31200 1 ELE MW 6:30p-9:10p OWEN 
SCM 618 logistics in the Supply Chain 
32894 HLE S 9:00a-3:oop EMU Livonia 
HLE S 9:ooa-3:00p 
HLE S 9:00a-3:oop 
HLE S 9:ooa-3:00p 
32894 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32894 Start Date: 518/2010 End Date: 611912010 
SCM 699 Independent Study 
32252 1 1ST DP 
TSlN 532 Tesol Mtd:lstg,Spkg&Pron 
30167 1 L TR 5:00p-6:40p 
TSlN 533 TESOl Matns: List, Spk, Prnct 
30332 1 LLR TR 7:oop-7:50p 
TSlN 598 Independent Study 
32311 1 1ST DP 
TSlN 688 Tesol Practicum 
31258 1 1ST DP 
TSlN 692 Thesis 
32725 1 L DP 
TSlN 697 Independent Study 
30168 1 1ST DP 
TSLN 698 Independent Study 
30169 1 1ST DP 
TSLN 699 Independent Study 
30170 1 1ST DP 
TEDU 253 Technology Educ for Children 
30028 L MW 9:ooa-11 :40a 
30378 1 L MW 1 :00p-3:40p 
3.0Cr 
Karshin 
2.0 Cr 
Karshin 
4.0 Cr 
6.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Sachdev 
3.0Cr 
Vivek 
3.0 Cr 
Tummala 
3.0 Cr 
Sachdev 
3.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
Cullen 
1.0Cr 
Cullen 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
t.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0Cr . 
Cardon 
bugger III 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building assignments. 
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eRN § PfT §I DP ~ Class Time Location 
~ ~]!!~J~'~~~~~;:~:.§;l'r:'t .. ";.·;" 
TEDU 387 Co-op Educ in Technology Educ 
30029 1 CP DP 
TEDU 487 Co-op Educ in Technology Educ 
30030 1 CP DP 
TEDU 497 Directed Study - Technology Ed 
30778 51ST 
TEDU 498 Directed Study - Technology Ed 
30031 1 1ST DP 
TEDU 499 Directed Study - Technology Ed 
30033 1 1ST DP 
TEDU 692 Thesis 
30876 1 1ST DP 
TEDU 697 Independent Study 
30034 1 1ST DP 
TEDU 698 Independent Study 
30035 1 1ST DP 
TEDU 699 Independent Study 
30036 1 1ST DP 
~i\[~1~~I~~:~.~~n.!~litj,i~~,j;ti1 
TM 130 Introduction to Technology Mgt 
32946 1 DEO EMU Online 
32946 Delivered OnUne. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
TM 212 Mgmt of Technological Change 
32947 1 DEO EMU Online 
32947 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
TM 311 Informatn Tech Mgt & Organizat 
32971 1 DEO EMU Online 
32971 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
TM 387 Co-op Educ in Interdiscpl Tech 
32270 1 CP 
TM 487 Co-op Educ in Interdiscpl Tech 
32292 1 CP 
TM 497 Independent Study 
32255 1 1ST 
~;}!£!~~~l~gi~.fu,dies:;. 
TS 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Philosophy Technology in Film 
32966 1 HLE MTR 5:30p~:50p 
TS 697 Independent Study 
Section Title: Capstone Proposal 
31621 1 1ST 
TS 698 tndependent Study 
32226 1 1ST 
TS 699 Independent Study 
31759 1 1ST 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Becker 
3.0 Cr 
D9wns 
3.0 Cr 
Preston 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
1.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Bellamy 
1.0Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
CRN § PfT §I DP QEy§ Class Time Location 
. :thf!rap~utic· 1!~r~~!i~_€t~ogr~m. 
THRC 177 Special Topics 
Section Title: NCTRC Exam Prep 
32355 5 L F 5:00p-9:00p MARSHL 
L F 5:00p-9:00p 
F 5:00p-9:00p 
32355 Meets 3 Fridays: 5121/10, 6/04/10 & 6/18/10 
32355 Start Date: 5/21 /2010 End Date: 6/18/2010 
THRC 250 Fieldwork RecfTherpt Recreatio 
30956 1 L 
THRC 251 Fieldwork RecfTherpt Recreatio 
30957 1 L 
THRC 252 Fieldwork RecfTherpt Recreatio 
30958 1 L 
THRC 360 Therapeutic Recr Prg Planng 
31148 1 L TR 5:00p-8:00p 
THRC 449 Therapeutic Recr Practicum 
30959 1 1ST 
lIt~'m & ~wn~iPlaJlitinr;' ." 
GPLN 276 Principles Geog Inform Systems 
30832 1 L MTR 2:00p-3:50p 
GPLN 488 Internship 
30372 1 1ST DP 
GPLN 489 Internship 
30373 1 1ST DP 
GPLN 490 Interns~ip 
30374 1 1ST DP 
GPLN 497 Independent Study 
30375 1 1ST DP 
GPLN 498 Independent Study 
30376 1 1ST DP 
GPLN 499 Independent Study 
30377 1 1ST DP 
,. gr~~n Education 
URED 881 Special Topics 
32488 5 L DP MW 5:30p-8:40p 
Wottlen's and GeiiderSfu-di-e~ 
WGST 200 Introduction to Women's Studie 
32864 1 DEO EMU Online 
32864 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32865 1 DEO EMU Online 
32865 Delivered Online. More Info: www.ernuonline.edu 
32866 1 DEO EMU Online 
32866 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32943 1 HLE W 5:30p-8:10p EMU Livonia 
32943 Meets at EMU-Livonia: www.extended.emich.edu 
32943 Start Date: 5/5/2010 End Date: 6/23/2010 
32615 1 L MW 9:00a-12:10p 
1.0 Cr 
Thomas 
1.0 Cr 
Thomas 
1.0Cr 
Thomas 
1.0 Cr 
Thomas 
3.0 Cr 
Thomas 
8.0 Cr 
Thomas 
3.0 Cr 
4.0Cr 
5.0 Cr 
6.0Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Ramsey 
3.0 Cr 
Barton 
Corsianos 
Mihaly 
Logwood 
Kilbourn 
For up-to-date information visit http://itemich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
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QBN §. prr ST DP QID§ Class Time Location 
'r.jVi.Di~~~~:~il~ :~M~f.:~~"~~~'~< l."~·~;~~, " . 
WGST 202 Intra to Gender and Sexuality 
32867 1 OED EMU Online 
32867 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32868 1 DEO EMU Online 
32868 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32869 1 DEO EMU Online 
32869 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
32619 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
WGST 226 Feminist Theory 
32574 1 L MTR 10:30a-12:20p 
WGST 242 Psychology of Women 
31704 1 L MW 5:30p-8:10p 
WGST 260 Gender Communications 
32042 5 L TR 9:00a-12:10p 
WGST 279 Special Topics 
Section Title: Gendered Globalism 
32870 1 DEO EMU Online 
32870 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
WGST 387 Co-op Educ in Women's Studies 
31149 DP 
WGST 479 Special Topics 
Section Title: Women and Science 
32871 1 DEO EMU Online 
32871 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Section Title: Gender and Sport 
32857 1 HLE MW 8:00a-11 :10a 
Section Title: Women and the Enlightnment 
32620 1 L TR 1 :00p4:1 0p 
WGST 487 Co-op Educ in Women's Studies 
31581 CP 
31624 1 CP 
WGST 497 Independent Study 
31150 1 1ST DP 
WGST 498 Independent Study 
31152 1 1ST DP 
WGST 499 Independent Study 
31153 1 1ST DP 
WGST 592 Special Topics 
Section Title: Women and Science 
32872 1 DEO EMU Online 
32872 Delivered Online. More Info: www.emuonline.edu 
Section Title: Gender and Sport 
32858 1 HLE MW 8:00a-11:10a 
Section Title: Women and the Enlightenment 
32621 1 L TR 1:00p4:10p 
WGST 597 Independent Study 
31155 1 1ST DP 
WGST 598 Independent Study 
'. ~ 
3.0 Cr 
Logwood 
Nabors 
Bishop 
Palladino 
3.0 Cr 
Higgins 
3.0 Cr 
Dove 
3.0 Cr 
Stacey 
3.0 Cr 
Simoes 
3.0Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Barton 
Riemer 
Schumann 
3.0Cr 
1.0 Cr 
2,0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
3.0 Cr 
Barton 
Riemer 
Schumann 
1.0 Cr 
2.0 Cr 
CRN §. prr §.I DP QID§ Class Time 
31156 1 1ST DP 
WGST 599 Independent Study 3.0Cr 
31157 1 1ST DP 
WGST 686 Practicum in Women's Studies 1.0Cr 
31158 1 1ST DP 
WGST 687 Practicum in Women's Studies 2.0 Cr 
31159 1 1ST DP 
WGST 688 Practicum in Women's Studies 3.0 Cr 
31160 1 1ST DP 
31578 1 1ST 
WGST 689 Practicum in Women's Studies 4.0 Cr 
31161 1 1ST DP 
WGST 690 Thesis 1.0 Cr 
31162 1 1ST DP 
WGST 691 Thesis 2~0 Cr 
31163 1 1ST DP 
WGST 692 Thesis 3.0 Cr 
31164 1 1ST DP 
WGST 694 Final Project 1.0 Cr 
31165 1 L DP 
WGST 695 Final Project 2.0Cr 
31166 1 L DP 
WGST 696 Final Project 3.0 Cr 
31167 1 L DP 
WGST 697 Independent Study 1.0 Cr 
31168 1 1ST DP 
WGST 698 Independent Study 2.0 Cr 
31169 1 1ST DP 
WGST 699 Independent Study 3.0 Cr 
31170 1 1ST DP . 
For up-to-date information visit http://it.emich.edu/service/online/ocsb or the "Look Up Classes" page in my.emich 
Student Self Service. See page 5 for information regarding classroom building renovations and room/building aSSignments. 
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EASTERN 
lVIICl-IIG..AN UNIVER.SITV 
OFFICE of RECC>RDS AND REGISTRATIC>N 
APPLICATION FOR UNDERGRADUATE DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE 
Please type or print: 
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION IN: APRJL JUNE AUGUST DECEMBER YEAR 
1. Student Number: _____ __ _ 2. Social Security Number (optional): __________ _ 
3. Name: (Indicate your name exactly as it should appear on your Diploma or Certificate) 
Last Name First Name Middle Name 
4.CurrentAddress: __ ~_~~ ___________________________________ _ 
Street Address 
City State ZIP Phone 
5. *Diploma Mailing Address: (This is where your Degree Posted Transcript and Diploma will be mailed) 
Street Address (MAY NOT BE A P.O. BOX) City 
SUBJ ECT COURSE TITLES OF ALL COURSES NOW BEING TAKEN INCLUDING 
PREFI X NUMBER TRANSFER COURSES, INDEPENDENT LEARNING, ETC. 
SEM 
HRS 
State ZIP 
Return to Cashier's Office 
201 Pierce 
with $95 graduation fee 
*Verification letters and diplomas will 
be mailed to the diploma mailing 
address on the graduation application 
unless otherwise changed 
in writing through the 
Office of Records and Registration 
303 Pierce Hall 
6. I hold a bachelor's degree and I am pursuing a Second Bachelor's Program: __ Yes __ No fax: 734.487.6808 
7. Check below the degree and certificate you expect to receive upon graduation or upon 
completion of required courses: 
o Bachelor of Arts o Bachelor of Science 
o Bachelor of Art Education 0 Bachelor of Business Admin . 
o Bachelor of Business Education 0 Bachelor of Fine Arts 
o Bachelor of Music o Bachelor of Music Education 
o Bachelor of Music Therapy 0 Bachelor of Science Nursing 
o Post Baccalaureate Certificate 0 Bachelor of Science Social Work 
o State Elementary Provisional Certificate 
o State Secondary Provisional Certificate 
o Temporary Vocational Authorization 
M~or: ________________ ___ _ 
M~or: _____ ______________ __ 
Minor: _____________ _________ __ 
Minor: ______________________ __ 
Minor: ______________________ __ 
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION IS REQUIRED BY 
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN FOR ALL TEACHER 
CERTIFICATION CANDIDATES: 
Date of Birth: ___ ---:--;-________ _ 
month-day-year 
Social Security # ___________ _ 
Race 
I. American Indian or Alaska Native 
2. White (not of Hispanic origin) Europe, 
North Africa, Middle East or Indian 
3. Black (not of Hispanic origin) 
4. Asian or Pacific Islanders (Far East, Southeast 
Asia or Pacific Islands, includes China, Japan , Korea, 
Philippines, Samoa) 
5. Hispanic (Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or 
Southern American, other Spanish culture) 
6. Multiracial (parents of different races) 
Student Signature: ____________________ Date : _______ _ 
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GENERAL INFORMATION FOR GRADUATION APPLICATION 
GRADUATE DEGREES & CERTIFICATES 
Application for Graduation 
Candidates for graduate degrees and certificates must submit 
an Application for Graduation by the deadline date for the 
semester in which they plan to complete program require-
ments (see calendar below). The completed Application, 
together with the graduation fee , should be turned in at the 
Cashier's Office in 201 Pierce Hall. The Cashier's Office will 
validate the form with the date received and fee paid and for-
ward the application to the Office of Records and 
Registration. 
Graduation Process 
The records of each applicant are reviewed to determine 
graduation eligibility. Each student is sent a Graduation 
Check-out sheet. A copy is also for-
warded to the coordinator of advising 
These may vary from one program to another and may include 
attendance at guest lectures or conferences, or even specific 
periods of enrollment on the main campus. 
• lime Limitation: All requirements for master's and spe-
cialist's degrees must be completed within six calendar years 
of the time of the first course used on the program; candi-
dates for the doctorate degree must complete all require-
ments within seven calendar years. 
Graduate Record Updates 
All course work accrued prior to the graduation semester 
must be completed, documented/validated as required, and 
made a matter of record by the degree award date of the 
expected graduation period. 
• "I" (Incomplete) Thesis! 
for that student's academic department 
for review and recommendation. 
Upon receipt of the department's rec-
ommendation, the student is notified 
by letter of his/her clearance for gradu-
ation. Degree Verification letters are 
sent to all students who have complet-
ed program requirements. Students 
enrolled in the semester in which they 
have applied for graduation are sent 
Degree Verification letters approxi-
mately three weeks after grades are 
received at the end of the semester. 
Diplomas and a complimentary tran-
script are mailed six weeks after the 
semester ends. 
GRADUATION 
CALENDAR 
Dissertation: Required course compo-
nents must be completed and "I" 
grades converted to letter grades. 
Thesis/dissertation copies must be in 
SPRING 2010 the Graduate Dean's office by the dead-line date of the expected degree period. 
Application Deadline.... May 12 
• Transfer Credit: Filing of official 
transcript(s) in the Office of Records 
and Registration is required to post 
transfer credit. Students taking their last 
courses at another university to fulfill 
program requirements at EMU should 
apply for the graduation period follow-
ing the semester in which the course is 
completed because of factors involved 
Thesis Deadline ............. June 1 
Degree Awarded .......... June 23 
SUMMER 2010 
Application Deadline.... July 7 
Thesis Deadline ............. July 15 
Degree Awarded .......... August 18 
The Office of Records and 
Registration cannot accommodate 
requests for advanced verification. 
The degree recommendation/clearance letter documents the 
University's degree verification process and can be used to 
inform any employer of the date when degree certification 
can be expected. 
Graduation Requirements 
Policies and procedures related to graduation are detailed in 
the Graduate Catalog. Especially note the following 
requirements: 
• Grade Point Averages: No student will be recommended 
or approved for a degree/certificate unless the student has 
achieved a grade point average of3.0 (master's), 3.3 (special-
ist's), or 3.5 (doctorate). This grade point average applies to 
all graduate credit taken at EMU and all graduate credit in 
the area of concentration/specialization. 
• Residency: Although the Graduate Sc;hool does not require 
a specific period of campus residency, it nevertheless encour-
ages the efforts of graduate programs to create a cohesive intel-
lectual community. Some EMU graduate programs do enforce 
a residency requirement even if the Graduate School does not. 
Students should check with their advisers and program descrip-
tions to determine specific expectations and requirements. 
in receiving transcripts and finalizing the 
graduation check-out process. Letters 
from professors or grade reports are not 
acceptable substitutes for transcripts. 
• Out-of-Date Credit: Courses which are between 6 and 10 
years old must be validated for use on a program of study. Any 
course which is over 10 years old may not be validated nor used 
on a degree program. For information on this process, please 
contact Records and Registration at 734.487.0093. Validation 
must be completed and recorded by the deadline date of the 
expected graduation period. 
• Certification: Candidates graduating from the College of 
Education must hold or be eligible for a teaching certificate 
and a copy must be on file with Records and Registration. If 
appropriate, the academic department may submit a signed 
waiver. Certification candidates should contact the College 
of Education, Office of Academic Services, at 206 Porter, 
734.487.0275. 
All questions regarding graduation from 
graduate programs should be directed to 
the Office of Records and Registration, 
Graduate Records area at 734.487.0093. 
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EASTER.N 
~ICHIGAN UNIVER.SITY 
OFFICE 01' RECORDS AND REGISTRATION 
Application for Graduate Degree or Certificate 
Please type or print: 
APPLICATION FOR GRADUATION IN: APRIL JUNE AUGUST DECEMBER YEAR: __ _ 
1. Student Number: _ _____ ___ _ 2. Social Security Number (optional): _____________ _ 
3. Name: Type or Print your name exactly as it should appear on your Diploma or Certificate 
(First) (Middle) (Last) 
4. Current Address: ________________________ ______ _________ _ 
Street Address 
City State Zip 
5. Home phone number: ( _ __ ) ________ _ 6. Work phone number: ( ___ ) ________ _ 
7. Diploma Mailing Address: This is where your Degree Posted Transcript and Diploma will be mailed 
Street Address (MAY NOT BE A P.O. BOX) City 
8. Check below the degree or certificate you are expecting to receive: 
o Master of Arts 0 Master of Fine Arts 
o Master of Business Administration o Master of Business Education 
o Master of Health Administration o Master of Liberal Studies 
o Master of Music o Master of Occupational Therapy 
o Master of Public Administration o Master of Science 
o Master of Science in Nursing o Master of Social Work 
o Specialist in Arts 
o Doctor of Education o Doctor of Philosophy 
o Graduate Certificate 
9.Program: ______________________ ___ _ __ 
10. Indicate below the name of any institution(s) from which you are using transfer credit: 
State Zip 
Return this form with the $95 
graduation fee to: 
Cashier's Office 
201 Pierce Hall 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, Michigan 48197 
Please .note the following criteria for using transfer credit towards your degree (Consult your advisor about the use of transfer credit) 
An approved Request for Transfer of Credit form must be on file in the Office of Records and Registration. 
An official transcript must be on file in Graduate Admissions no later than one month prior to the degree award date; 
The course must have received a grade of "8" or better and must be indicated as graduate credit ; 
The course must not be over six years old at the time you complete your degree; 
The course must appear on your Program of Study 
Signature: ________________________ __ ,Date: _________ _ 
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.. \""'WAS'" .......... :::::»N 
M ~ ••• ~. :'-. 
lVIICHIGAN UNIVERSITY 
OFFICE 0' RECORDS AND REGISTRATION 
Undergraduate Graduation Audit Request 
Complete this form upon successful completion of 95 credit hours. 
1. Student Number: ___________ 2. Social Security Number: -:----:------:,---___ ________ _ 
(optional) 
3. Your complete legal name: 
(Last) (First) 
4. Date degree and/or certificate expected: ------::-:---:-::c:--:-----
(MonthlY ear) 
Clinical Lab Science, Music Therapy, Sports Med students: 
(MiddlelMaiden) 
Indicate your graduation date as the semester in which you will complete all requirements other than your internship. 
5. Check the degree and/or certificate you expect to receive and indicate your major(s)/minor(s) below: 
B.A.* B.S. B.A.E. B.B.A. B.B.E. 
"Two semesters of a foreign language, in sequence, required. 
B.F.A. B.M.T. B.S.N. B.Mu. B.M.E. B.S.W. 
__ State Elementary Provisional Certificate __ State Secondary Provisional Certificate 
M~or: ____________ _ Minor: __________ _ _ 
Major: ____________ _ Minor: _____ ______ _ 
Area (if applicable): ________ _ Minor: _______ ____ _ 
6. Full-time student Part-time student 
.:. Please update your address with the Office of Records and Registration, if necessary • 
• :. When you can expect to receive your graduation audit 
We will provide a graduation audit prior to your final semester of enrollment in your undergraduate program, if resources 
permit. Otherwise, we will provide the audit during your final semester. To do this, we need accurate information from 
you. Graduation audits are processed in qrder of anticipated graduation for students who have provided the necessary 
information . 
• :. THIS IS NOT AN APPLICATION FOR THE DEGREE OR CERTIFICATE. Please file an application for the 
degree and/or certificate in the Office of Records and Registration during the first two weeks of the semester in 
which you will complete your requirements. 
Signature: ________ ____________________ Date: ________ _ _ 
RETURN THIS FORM TO THE OFFICE OF RECORDS AND REGISTRATION 
303 PIERCE HALL, YPSILANTI, MI 48197 
734.487.4203 
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EASTERN 
IVIICHIGAN UNIVER.SITY 
OFFICE 0' RECORDS AND REGISTRATION 
Cancellation ofRegistrationiWithdrawal from All Classes 
(Circle) SP SU FA WI--=_ 
Semester Year 
Student Number: E, _____ _ SSN (last 4),~-:--::-­
(optional) 
Last Name First Name 
Street Address 
City State Zip 
( ) 
Phone Number 
Middle Initial 
REASON FOR CANCELLA TIONIWITHDRA WAL: 
(please check the one most important reason) 
_ Major or degree not offered at EMU [NO] 
_ No longer wish to complete a degree [ND] 
Insufficient funds [IF] 
_ Dissatisfied with instruction [DI] 
_ Employment [EM] 
_ Family responsibility [FM] 
Illness or accident [HL] 
Dissatisfied with services [DS] 
= Planned transfer to other college or 
University [TR] 
_ Other - Please specify below: COT] 
It I. the respon.,blllty of the student to contact the appropriate ornces below to ensure proper withdrawal: 
• If you have Financial Aid, please contact the Financial Aid Office, 403 Pierce Hall (734.487.0455) 
• If you live in a University Residence Hall or University Apartment, contact Housing, 
Dining Commons I, (734.487.1300) 
• If you receive Veterans Benefits, contact Veteran Services, 246B McKenny Hall, (734.487.3119) 
Pleale pote: Although you are processing a total withdrawal from courses for the semester indicated above, you are still 
responsible for payment of the non-refundable registration fee ($44.75). Tuition and fee credit/refunds, if appropriate, are 
determined according to dates published in the Student Guide section of the schedule book. 
Mall (c"tljl,d mall "c0m,m,,,d,d), fax or p"""t this form to th, address b,low. A mailed request is effe~tive as of the 
postmark date. 
Student Sllnature 
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Office of Records and Registration 
303 Pierce Hall 
Eastern Michigan University 
Ypsilanti, MI 48197 
Fax: 734/487-6808 
Date 

ALL THE BEST 
~ PENINSULAR 
UII'II P LA C E 
734.485.9999 11000 N. Huron River Dr. I Text PEN PLACE to 47464 
see all the rest @ ypsistudenthousing.com 
STANDARD TEXT RATES APPLY III AN AMERICAN CAMPUS COMMUNITY lil b. 
